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0. INTRODUCTION 
The major goal of this investigation, i.e. the realization of a system that automatically 
converts Spanish text from its conventional spelling to intelligible and quasi-natural speech, 
may seem quite practical. (As regards the pronunciation we 'will limit ourselves to the 
Castillan standard.) However, two ancillory goals will be pursued, that help to emphasize 
the scientific nature of this endeavour. 
First, it will be shown that the phonology and phonetics compilers originally developed as 
tools for building a text-to-speech conversion system for Dutch are general and powerful 
enough to be used for building text-to-speech conversion systems for other European lan-
guages. Second, by trying to simulate the output of the processes which take place when 
a human reads Spanish text aloud, we will attempt to develop a system of rules that 
describe the linguistic and phonetic knowledge necessary to accomplish that task Therefore, 
the scientific importance of this investigation lies in the development of a set of explicitly 
formulated rules (necessary to simulate the above-mentioned processes) so that they can be 
carried out by a machine. 
The linguistic knowledge to be expressed by the rules comprises cognitive matters dealing 
with the skill of reading (e.g. knowing which sounds are represented by which symbols) 
as well as properly linguistic phenomena concerning phonology. In conformance with cur-
rent thinking in generative linguistics, phonology is considered as ordered after syntax and 
semantics in the generation of sentences. Thus, phonology may expect inputs from seman-
tics and syntax. Unfortunately, there are as yet no syntactic or semantic parsers that can 
handle arbitrary sentences and parse them in such a way that all information expected by 
phonology becomes available Moreover, much knowledge about the relation between syn-
tax/semantics and intonation is missing. Thus, the contribution of these components will be 
restricted to the minimal syntactic information that is necessary for the generation of sim-
ple intonation contours. 
The phonetic knowledge involves the acoustic-phonetic properties of the segments and 
suprasegments that constitute the utterances to be pronounced synthetically. These segments 
and suprasegments are described by means of acoustic parameters such as formant frequen-
cies, bandwidths, amplitude of voicing, and fundamental frequency. 
Assessing the extent to which our three aims have been achieved, will not proceed m a 
tripartite way. Two test procedures will suffice to assess our achievements. First, the ade-
quacy and completeness of the linguistic knowledge will be tested on the basis of a small 
text corpus. The results of this test can also be used to indicate whether the first part of 
our practical aim, i.e. the conversion of a conventionally spelled Spanish text into an 
enriched allophonic representation, may be considered successful. Furthermore, these results 
should indicate whether the phonology compiler appears to be general and powerful enough 
to handle the linguistic knowledge necessary for text-to-speech conversion for Spanish. Sec-
ond, the assessment of the adequacy and completeness of the phonetic knowledge expressed 
in our rules will be done on the basis of listening tests regarding both intelligibility and 
naturalness of synthesized speech. These results show whether the second part of our prac-
tical aim, i.e. the intelligible and quasi-natural phonetic realization of arbitrary Spanish 
utterances, has been achieved. Moreover, these results should indicate whether the phonetics 
compiler is general and powerful enough to deal with the necessary phonetic knowledge of 
Spanish. 
Applications 
When it comes to possible applications of text-to-speech conversion systems we can think 
of a number of different areas. In the research field one can think of estimating the 
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perceptual effects caused by the manipulation of particular acoustic parameters. So, for 
instance, experiments with synthesized stop-vowel syllables in which the position of the 
noise burst on the frequency axis was changed, showed that the manipulation of that 
parameter contributed to the perception of different stops (cf. Cooper, Delattre, Liberman, 
Borst & Gerstman, 1952; see also Section 4.2.1.2 in this report). Parametric synthesis may 
well be the only way to investigate the acoustic properties of speech signals that underly 
linguistic categorization, especially in more complex syllable structures. And m order to 
avoid partial or spurious results, those experiments should be carried out for a large num-
ber of different languages. 
Information (e.g. weather forecast or stock quotations) which is available in computerized 
text form (resulting, for instance, from the automatic conversion of facts in a database 
into text, cf. Young & Fallside, 1979) could be accessed via the telephone, if the required 
information would be provided in the form of synthetic speech. In the field of man-ma-
chine communication we can think of warning/alarm systems using synthetic speech; more-
over, when rather complex machinery is concerned, it would be convenient to have 
instructions available in spoken form, so that the user's eyes/hands can be kept attending 
to specific tasks. 
In the field of aids for the handicapped text-to-speech conversion can be applied in several 
ways. First, a text-to-speech system can be used as a talking aid for vocally handicapped 
people. Provided that a vocally handicapped person is able to use a typewriter keyboard 
or to indicate fields on a screen, it should be possible to produce any utterance by means 
of synthetic voice. An example of this application is the "Tiepstem" (Deliege, 1989) which 
is essentially a keyboard operated voice that requires the users to type the text to be pro-
nounced. An alternative to typing all characters is using the Bliss symbol system (see 
Carlson et al., 1982, and Hunnicutt, 1984) in which each symbol represents a common 
word. In the "Pocketstem" (Waterham, 1989) each symbol represents a frequently used 
short utterance, the contents of which can be programmed by or on behalf of the user. 
Second, a text-to-speech system can be used as a reading aid for the visually handicapped. 
In Sweden a remarkable project is being carried out involving the overnight radio trans-
mission of next day's newspaper to a blind person's personal computer; a proper organiza-
tion and indexing of the newspaper text allows for an efficient scanning of the different 
topics (cf. Hjelmquist, 1989). Similar experiments are on their way in Great Britain and 
The Netherlands. By making use of an optical character reader a printed text can be fed 
into a computer, after which the text can be converted into speech. An alternative to 
using an optical character reader is to couple the speech synthesizer to a personal com-
puter; so, for instance, a book in computerized text form can be read by the synthesizer. 
An advantage of such a personal computer environment is that it is easy to browse 
through large amounts of text provided with indices. 
Another application is the "talking text editor" for visually handicapped persons working 
in an office; the talking text editor could give the users auditory feedback of what they 
are doing, which would make them less dependent on sighted colleagues. 
Why text-to-speech conversion for Spanish'' 
The choice of Spanish is based on the importance of the language. According to Salvador 
(1987, the data were presented m 1983 already) Spanish is spoken by some 300 million 
people This number has been growing ever since; it does not only include the people of 
Spain and the fast growing population of Hispanic America, but also some 30 million Hís-
panles living in the United States. Taking into account that a large percentage of Hispanic 
employees is effectively analphabetic in English, instructions in spoken form would not be 
a luxury m some working places. Besides the above-mentioned social and economic impor-
tance of the Spanish language the following motive may justify the development of a 
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text-to-speech conversion system for Spanish, i.e. the question whether the technology that 
had been developed for a Germanic language could be applied to a Romance language. 
The organization of this book. 
Chapter 1 introduces the concept of text-to-speech conversion on the basis of a chronologi-
cal overview, that follows the line from a merely suggestive apparatus, via mechanical 
and electrical devices, to the involvement of digital computers. In Chapter 2 we discuss 
the relation between text-to-speech conversion and the communicative situation between 
speaker and hearer and between writer and reader. Furthermore, we deal with the archi-
tecture of our system by addressing the modular approach, the compilers and the rule for-
mat. Finally, we pay attention to specifically Spanish data involved in the text-to-speech 
conversion. In Chapter 3 we present the rules included in the linguistic component of our 
system, followed by the test results that were obtained by subjecting a small text corpus 
to the operation of the rules. In Chapter 4 we deal with the phonetic component of our 
system. First, we describe the synthesizer on the basis of the acoustic parameters used. Sec-
ond, we present the acoustic phonetic data of Spanish as far as they are relevant in order 
to provide the necessary acoustic parameter values for the synthesis. Third, we present the 
phonetic rules, i.e. the adjustments that must be carried out on the initial acoustic parame-
ter values. Finally, we discuss the assessment of intelligibility and naturalness on the 
basis of formal and informal listening tests In Chapter S we present the conclusions and 
some final remarks. 
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1 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW. 
The concept of text-to-speech conversion is introduced here on the basis of a chronological 
overview that follows the developments from a merely suggestive apparatus, via mechani-
cal and electrical devices to the involvement of digital computers. Among the various tech-
nological milestones we will also mention topics such as the spectrograph and the descrip-
tion of the theory of human speech production in electrical terms, which had great 
theoretical influence on the evolution of speech synthesis. 
Throughout history "artificial" speech has played its role. In ancient times the Greek ora-
cles managed to impress people by pretending that the voice produced by an idol (such as 
the speaking head of Orpheus at Lesbos) was of divine origin. Actually, it must be 
assumed that it was usually a human voice coming through cleverly concealed tubes (see 
Flanagan, 1972, p.9-10, and notes 2 and 3). 
In the Renaissance the wish to impress people by means of artificial voices was still 
present, albeit rather for reasons of showing the ingenuity of the technique than for rea-
sons of pretending supernatural intervention. As the scientific curiosity about the nature of 
things increased, the physiological mechanism of speech production was an important 
domain of investigation. The challenge of imitating human speech by mechanical devices 
was responded to by various investigators. 
Two of the earliest documented devices deserve mention here. In 1779, Kratzenstein man-
aged to explain the articulatory and acoustic differences between five 'cardinal' vowels and 
built an apparatus that was able to produce them artificially by making use of five dif-
ferently shaped resonant chambers that simulated the vocal tract for these vowels. In 
1791, Von Kempelen constructed a machine that produced vowels, consonants as well as 
connected utterances. He used a drone reed (from a bagpipe) to imitate the voice source; air 
'was supplied to the reed by a bellows. A bell-shaped chamber attached to the reed could 
be altered by hand in order to provide the various resonant properties characterizing the 
vowels. (For a more detailed description, see Van den Broecke, 1983.) 
In 1936 Dudley presented the Vocoder (see also Dudley, 1939), which was the result of a 
long series of experiments with speech analysis/synthesis systems started in the early days 
of telephony. It was an electronic bandwidth compression system that efficiently encoded 
a speech signal in the form of slowly varying acoustic parameters. These parameters could 
be fed into a synthesizer to produce an approximation of the original waveform. 
The Voder (Dudley et al., 1939), presented in 1939 at the World's Fair in New York, was 
a synthesizer that drew upon the Vocoder technique. It was one of the first electrical syn-
thesizers which attempted to produce connected speech. It had two sound sources: An oscil-
lator which generated a periodic buzz for the voiced sounds, and a random noise generator 
for the voiceless sounds. The resonance section consisted of ten contiguous bandpass-filters 
spanning the speech frequency range. The operations necessary to produce the speech sounds 
were carried out on a finger keyboard and a pedal. 
A visual representation of the acoustic parameters that played a key role in the Vocoder 
was offered by the spectrograph (Koenig et al., 1946). The spectrograph presents a spec-
trogram, which is a display of the speech signal in a three-dimensional way: It shows 
characteristics in the time domain, in the frequency domain, and in the energy domain. 
Just like a human could be taught to read the patterns in a spectrogram (see Potter et al., 
1947) it appeared to be possible to feed the patterns into a synthesizer which converted 
the spectrograms back into sound. This resulted in the Pattern Playback synthesizer (see 
Young, 1948, and also Cooper et al., 1951). 
The Pattern Playback device appeared to be a useful research tool because it offered the 
possibility to systematically vary acoustic patterns in order to explore the perceptual value 
of different spectral and temporal cues. These explorations brought to light the importance 
of phenomena like formant frequencies, formant transitions, and burst frequencies (see 
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Delattre et al., 1955; Cooper et al., 1952; Liberman et al., 1954, 1958, 1959). 
In 1960 Fant (cf. Fant, 1970) gave the first comprehensive description of the acoustic 
theory of human speech production ш electrical terms. In this theory speech was described 
as the outcome of the excitation of a linear filter (i.e. the vocal tract) by one or more 
sound sources. 
The way of modeling the transfer function of the vocal tract gives nse to the division of 
synthesis systems in two broad classes: formant synthesizers and articulatory synthesizers. 
Articulatory synthesizers try to model electrically the mechanical motions of the articula­
tors (see Stevens et al., 1953). Two early articulatory synthesizers were presented by Dunn 
(1950) and Rosen (1958), respectively. The one presented by Dunn was a static articulatory 
synthesizer where the sound could be changed by manual adjustments only; the one pre­
sented by Rosen allowed for the possibility of dynamic control. 
Formant synthesizers (see Klatt, 1980 and Section 4.1 in this report) try to approximate a 
speech waveform by using resonant circuits, the necessary specifications of which can be 
derived from acoustic data such as formants. Formants are energy concentrations at certain 
frequencies, the values of which closely reflect the resonant characteristics of the vocal 
tract configuration. The vocal tract part of such a synthesizer may have different config­
urations: the filters may be connected in series (cascade), or in parallel, or in some combi­
nation of serial and parallel connections. In the serial connection the output of a preceding 
filter is sent through a following filter, by which operation the relative amplitudes of 
vowel formants come out approximately right, showing a downward spectral slope towards 
higher frequencies; in the parallel connection the amplitude of each formant has to be con­
trolled individually (see Holmes, 1983; see also Allen et al., 1987), which implies that the 
spectral slope needs to be controlled explicitly. 
The first dynamically controlled formant synthesizers PAT (Parametric Artificial Talker, 
Lawrence, 1953) and OVE (Orator Verbis Electns, Fant, 1953) showed a preference for 
either serial or parallel configurations. PAT's resonators were connected in parallel, whereas 
OVE 1 had a cascade connection. 
Another major step forward in the evolution of speech synthesis was the involvement of 
digital computers m order to carry out the whole synthesis process (cf. Gold & Rabiner, 
1968). Especially the possibilities for experimenting with the dynamic control of the 
vocal tract (i.e. formant) parameters were much enhanced by the availability of increas­
ingly less expensive computers. For the first time it became possible to run large scale 
experiments to test phonological and phonetic rules. 
Having arrived at this point of the historical sketch we will make a step backward. 
Using the Pattern Playback synthesizer, Liberman et al. (1958) showed that it was possible 
to synthesize intelligible utterances on the basis of stylized spectrographic patterns that had 
been painted by hand on the basis of acoustic phonetic rules. These rules expressed pho­
netic knowledge concerning place and manner of articulation and coarticulation effects. 
This was the beginning of synthesis-by-rule. Synthesis-by-rule is based on the concatenation 
of linguistic units. These units may differ in magnitude (cf. Allen, 1984), varying from 
phrases, words, morphemes, and syllables to smaller units like demisyllables (cf. Fujimura 
& Lovins, 1978), diphones (cf. Peterson et al., 1958), or phonemes. 
The use of phonemes requires the smallest inventory necessary to synthesize arbitrary 
utterances. Yet, the choice of the phoneme as the basic unit implies the necessity of a pos­
sibly very large number of rules ш order to realize all context-dependent allophones. 
Although the choice of demisyllables or diphones could to some extent resolve the problem 
of dealing with within-syllable coarticulatory effects, the need for rules cannot be avoided 
completely. In order to synthesize an intelligible and quasi-natural utterance it is necessary 
to formulate rules that include all relevant linguistic information. This linguistic informa­
tion must express phenomena occurring at the segmental level as well as at the supraseg­
mental level. 
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As a result of the combination of phonetic svnthesis-by-rule and linguistic knowledge 
another remarkable step was made: Text-to-speech conversion. By making use of linguistic 
analysis in addition to phonetic synthesis rules it became possible to convert text into 
speech. The linguistic analysis of the input text essentially involves the derivation of the 
phonological and syntactic form of the message, which has to be determined as the basis 
for the computation of both segmental (i.e. allophones) and suprasegmental (e.g. word 
stress, sentence accent, pauses) phenomena. Before the linguistic analysis proper can com-
mence, a preprocessing of the orthographic input text is necessary in order to deal with 
digits and abbreviations, for instance. Text normalization rules convert these "anomalies" 
into the corresponding number names and the expanded versions of abbreviations, respec-
tively. Furthermore, it should be attempted to involve semantic and pragmatic informa-
tion as well, since this information to a great deal determines the presence of emphatic/ 
contrastive accent. An example of a text-to-speech conversion system which uses semantic 
information is the Bell Laboratories Text-to- Speech System; this system incorporates New-
Speak, which is an interface that generates sentence accents by making use of syntactic 
information as well as higher-level discourse information (see Hirschberg, 1990) Moreover, 
there is a synthesis system that has semantic information at its disposal, which synthesizes 
speech directly from "concepts" (see Young & Fallside, 1979). 
One of the first investigators who proposed text-to-speech conversion from unrestricted text 
was Allen (1976). Since then, steady progress has been made in text-to-speech conversion, 
resulting in various laboratory and commercial systems. An overview of available products 
(that is to say, text-to-speech conversion systems for English) can be found in Klatt 
(1987), who also provides a detailed review of the development work in speech synthesis. 
The topic "speech synthesis" alludes to just one aspect of the huge area of speech technol-
ogy. Besides the storage of spoken language in an encoded form (which makes it possible 
to (re-)use speech for acoustic-phonetic analysis among other things), and besides the output 
of speech (like text-to-speech conversion), a third aspect of speech technology involves the 
input of speech using automatic speech recognition. The combination of automatic speech 
recognition and speech synthesis plays a major role in realizing man-machine communica-
tion. The involvement of automatic translation opens up the opportunity for embarking on 
an even more ambitious project: automatic Interpreting Telephony, i.e. the man-to-man dia-
logue in different languages via machine (see Fujisaki et al., 1989). 
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2. MODELING THE LINGUISTIC-PHONETIC INFORMATION FOR A TEXT-TO-SPEECH 
CONVERSION SYSTEM. 
From a theoretical point of view a text-to-speech conversion system, also to be referred to 
as a reading machine, can be considered as a model of the processes that take place when 
a person reads a text aloud. This implies that the machine simulates the results of a num­
ber of psychohnguistic and physiological processes. However, our reading machine is not 
supposed to mimic these processes per se. Though we could strive at mimicking psychohn­
guistic (or more specifically phonological) processes, it should be clear that as far as the 
physiological processes are concerned we will be limited to simulate their results, since we 
are not dealing with an articulatory synthesizer but with a terminal-analogue (formant) 
synthesizer (cf. Chapter 4). 
In order to clarify the position of text-to-speech conversion within the framework of ver­
bal communication this chapter will deal with the speech chain (from speaker to listener 
and vice versa) and its analogy with the communicative relation between writer and 
reader. Actually, we will see how both communicative situations show various levels 
that can be traced back in the architecture of our system. 
In accordance with these levels our system can be divided into a linguistic component and 
a phonetic component, which in turn are divided into a series of modules, each module 
deals with a particular stage in the conversion from printed characters to sound. 
Another issue dealt with in this chapter concerns the compiler method, which instead of 
describing the linguistic-phonetic conversion rules in a conventional programming language 
allows for a rule notation similar to the rule format of generative transformational pho­
nology. 
Finally, after having discussed the general linguistic-phonetic framework, we will pay 
attention to the data concerning the conversion for the Spanish language in particular. 
2.1 The speech chain. 
Taking the most common situation of verbal communication, i.e a dialogue between t'wo 
or more persons, as a starting point we may consider speech communication as a chain of 
events that links the speaker's brain with the listener's brain (Denes & Pinson, 1973, 
p.5ff). In this so-called speech chain we can distinguish several levels that he between the 
speaker's intention and the listener's interpretation. The speech chain essentially consists of 
three global levels, the linguistic, physiological and physical. Depending on whether the 
speaker's or the listener's activity is concerned those levels are passed through in the order 
in which they are mentioned or in the reversed order. First, a speaker who gives infor­
mation to a listener puts his thoughts into a linguistic form. Second, in the brain this 
linguistic form is associated with neural instructions which are sent to the articulatory 
organs The resulting activities of the articulators effect pressure changes in the surround­
ing air. These pressure changes (the sound wave) reach the listener's ear and produce nerve 
impulses which in turn can be associated with the linguistic knowledge of the listener. 
The speech chain is completed when the listener understands the information that is trans­
mitted by the speaker. 
This multi-level character of speech communication can be traced back in our text-to-speech 
conversion system. In addition to the linguistic component, which deals with the linguistic 
knowledge, the system includes a phonetic component which takes care of the phonetic 
encoding of a message. In human speech production phonetic encoding takes place at the 
physiological level, where it takes the form of nerve impulses and their consequent move­
ments of articulators. In our speech synthesizer the physiological level is implemented in 
the form of phonetic rules that control the operation of the program that simulates the 
acoustic processes ш the vocal tract by computing the eventual speech wave. That speech 
wave can be made audible by playing it through a DA-converter. 
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Schematically, we can picture the production part of the speech chain as in Scheme 2 1, 
linguistic level 
(phonology, syntax, 
semantics) 
1 
physiological level 
(articulatory phonetics) 
acoustic level 
(acoustic phonetics) 
linguistic knowledge 
phonetic realization 
Scheme 2 1: Three levels of the production part of the speech chain 
However, in case of a reading machine, we are not dealing exclusively with speech com-
munication. Parallel to speech communication between speaker and listener, there is written 
communication between writer and reader. In a reading machine both processes are 
involved. 
Schematically, both communicative situations show close correspondences (see Scheme 2.2). 
Yet, it is worthwhile to mention that the physical representations of the message differ in 
a characteristic way: whereas in written communication the message is represented as dis 
crete units, in spoken communication we are dealing with a continuously varying sound. 
linguistic level 
physiological level 
physical level 
physiological level 
linguistic level 
READER 
linguistic knowledge 
eye 
printed characters(*) 
hand 
linguistic knowledge 
WRITER 
LISTENER 
linguistic knowledge 
ear 
sound wave 
vocal organs 
linguistic knowledge 
SPEAKER 
DECODING 
ENCODING 
Scheme 2.2: Three levels in written and spoken communication. 
(*) The collection of printed characters includes letters (plus diacritic marks), 
digits, punctuation marks, and special symbols like "%" and "&". 
If we think of verbal communication as a system in which information is transmitted by 
means of a code, writing and speaking can be said to be an act of encoding, whereas read-
ing and listening can be considered acts of decoding. 
For a verbal communication to be successful the representations at the ends of the chain 
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(i.e the codes at the linguistic level) need to correspond, depending on whether we are 
dealing with written or spoken communication the intermediate steps differ in their 
means, while they correspond in their effects. So, where m written communication the 
physiological act of writing results in a written text, in spoken communication the acts of 
phonation and articulation result in an acoustic signal. At the receiver's end the printed 
characters and the acoustic signal are decoded via the visual and auditory senses, respec-
tively. 
Taking an orthographic text as the starting point in making a reading machine we are 
switching from the paradigm of written verbal communication to spoken verbal communi-
cation. 
READER 
semantics 
syntax 
spelling/phonology 
text 
phonology/spelling 
syntax 
semantics 
WRITER 
• 
1 
SPEAKER 
semantics 
syntax 
phonology 
sound wave 
phonology 
syntax 
semantics 
LISTENER 
Scheme 2.3: The switch from written verbal communication to spoken 
verbal communication. 
The reader who has to decode the printed characters (text) must become a speaker who 
transforms the linguistic information received in written form into an acoustic code. A 
human who reads a text is supposed to know the sound value of the orthographic sym-
bols This means that, in the case of an alphabetic spelling system, he is able to associate 
letters or a combination of letters with certain sounds (i.e. vowels and consonants). In 
some languages the alphabetic spelling system shows a close relation between letters and 
speech sounds; these languages make use of the phonemic principle (i.e. the segmentation of 
a word form into phonemes), which ideally results in using one symbol per phoneme. In 
other languages, on the contrary, this phoneme-grapheme correspondence has been blurred 
due to principles which concern the expression of morpho-phonemic and/or etymological 
properties. Regarding the Spanish spelling system, which is often said to be phonetic, we 
can observe that it is based essentially on the phonemic principle 
Actually, a major step in our text-to-speech conversion system is related to this phonemic 
principle. Since in generative phonology it is maintained that each and every phonetic sur-
face form can be deduced from a phonological deep-structure by means of phonological 
rules, it seemed feasible to strive at a phonemic representation of the text as point of 
departure for speech synthesis. By applying the language-specific letter-to-phoneme conver-
sion rules a basic representation is provided, which can be looked upon as a broad pho-
nemic transcription of the orthographic text. However, if the orthographic text contains 
abbreviations, Arabic and Roman numerals, these have to be removed before letter-to-pho-
neme conversion can take place, in the so-called preprocessor-module. This module effects 
text normalization by converting Arabic and Roman numerals into the corresponding letter 
sequences; furthermore, abbreviations will be expanded into their full forms, and acronyms 
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will be treated as words or their letters will be spelled out individually, depending on 
whether or not they violate phonotactic constraints of the language. 
From Scheme 2.3 it appears that phonology is crucial in linking the paradigms of written 
and spoken communication; it is the underlying linguistic structure that is common to both 
surface forms, orthography and speech. Moreover, the phonological component is the final 
block of the linguistic knowledge, that is to say, it provides the phonetic plan of how an 
utterance should be articulated (cf. Levelt, 1989, p.9 Figure 1.1 and p.12). Now, if read­
ing a text aloud were a question merely of converting phonemes into concrete sounds, we 
could confine ourselves to describing the phonological and phonetic rules involved. The out­
put of these rules basically provides segmental information, that is to say, it reflects the 
allophonic representation of the utterance These allophones, which have to include as 
much detailed phonetic information as necessary, can be considered as the segments ш a 
narrow transcription. 
However, in addition to the segmental information, phonology deals with suprasegmental 
data such as word stress and intonation. Especially with respect to intonation it is evident 
that phonology closely interacts with syntax and semantics. For instance, the assignment of 
sentence stress to a particular word and the marking of intonational boundaries depend on 
syntactic and semantic notions. When a reader becomes a speaker all this linguistic 
knowledge (semantic, syntactic, and phonological) must be accounted for in order to express 
all relevant segmental and suprasegmental information. 
The switch from written to spoken verbal communication, is the crucial one as far as 
text-to-speech conversion is concerned. First, it is necessary to extract all relevant phonolo­
gical information from the text. Then, the available segmental and suprasegmental represen­
tation is to be converted into sound. To this aim the phonetic component of our system 
first assigns a set of acoustic parameter values to each segment. Also suprasegmental phe­
nomena, like word stress or intonation contours, will be translated into acoustic parameter 
values. After the establishment of the durations of individual segments and the utterance 
as a whole the sequence of discrete units will be adapted to the more continuously vary­
ing shape of natural speech by realizing a linear interpolation between the units (for more 
details, see Section 4.3, "transitions"). 
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2.2 System Architecture and Tools. 
2.2.1 The modular approach. 
As we have seen above the process of reading a text aloud is multi-leveled. Starting at 
the physical level of text a reader switches to the level of linguistic knowledge, and from 
there he proceeds to the other physical level of sound waves. Similarly, the architecture of 
our text-to-speech conversion system distinguishes between a linguistic component which 
takes care of converting the input text into linguistically useful units and structures, and 
a phonetic component, which deals with the phonetic realization of these linguistic data. 
Each component in turn is divided into a series of modules; a module deals with a partic­
ular stage in the course from text to sound. For instance, the linguistic component consists 
of rules which are grouped into different modules according to their specific functions, 
such as letter-to-phoneme conversion or word stress assignment (cf. Scheme 2.4). The use of 
this modular approach was inspired by approaches attempted previously by the MIT-group 
(Klatt, 1976) and Hertz (1982; Hertz et al., 1985). In synthesis-by-rule the modular 
approach provides a more flexible and insightful way of developing rules than by using 
monolithic computer programs. In a modular architecture the rule writer can address par­
ticular problems and test particular rules in their specific module instead of intervening in 
a program that handles text-to-speech conversion as a whole. 
However, in spite of the fact that in principle a modular approach offers the possibility 
to access the input and output of different levels, we must point out that in our system, 
due to the FONPARS policy (see Section 2.2.2), the specific information of each level is 
not normally preserved; rather, the input information of each module will be overwritten 
by its output (i.e. the results of the rules in that module). An alternative approach is 
taken in the Delta System (Hertz et al, 1985), where all relevant information is stored in 
a central data structure called a "delta"; the delta consists of various streams (cf. levels) 
which can be synchronized with each other at strategic points so that it is possible to 
refer to the various representations of linguistic units and structures throughout the process 
of text-to-speech conversion 
Before discussing the different modules we must emphasize that the ordering of the modu­
les appears to be relevant, since the effect of the rules of one module may have repercus­
sions in a following module. Regarding, for example, the "ROMEIN" module, we can see 
that the effect of ordering it in a proper way is twofold On the one hand, ordering 
"ROMEIN" (which converts Roman numerals into Arabic numerals) before "CIJFER" (which 
converts Arabic numerals into their corresponding number names) provides additional input 
for the latter. On the other hand, ordering "ROMEIN" before "ACRON" (which deals with 
abbreviations written in upper case letters) prevents the Roman numerals, which happen to 
be -written in capitals, from being treated as abbreviations, because at the time that the 
input is checked by the "ACRON" rules, Roman numerals will not provide an appropriate 
input anymore. 
The first module, which deals with text normalization, comprises a series of submodules. 
Commonly, an orthographic text may include punctuation marks, abbreviations, Roman and 
Arabic numerals etc. The submodule "AFKORT" detects abbreviations and expands them 
into their full forms. The submodule "ACRON" treats acronyms as words or as individu­
ally spelled letters, depending on their conformance with the phonotactic constraints of the 
language under study, ι e. Spanish in our research. The submodule "ROMEIN" converts 
Roman numerals into Arabic numerals, whereas the submodule "CIJFER" converts Arabic 
numerals into the corresponding number names 
The second module, dealing with letter-to-phoneme conversion, is needed to convert conven­
tional orthography into an abstract phonemic representation. This conversion is accomplished 
by an ordered set of quite simple rewrite rules. 
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After the conversion of the orthographic symbols into the correct phonemic representation, 
the next stage accounts for the transformation of the phonemes into a surface structure, 
which contains allophomc information (the results of assimilation, dissimilation, and dele­
tion) augmented with data concerning word stress, syllabification and intonation contours. 
This surface representation is the result of the operation of the rules included in the dif­
ferent modules of the linguistic component of the system Schematically, we can represent 
the linguistic modules in the temporal order indicated in Scheme 2.4 
text normalization 
(abbreviations, Roman numerals, 
Arabic numerals, acronyms) 
i 
letter-to-phoneme conversion 
I 
word stress 
Γ 
syllabification 
Γ 
assimilation, 
dissimilation, 
deletion 
Γ 
intonation contours 
Scheme 2.4: Modules of the linguistic component. 
With respect to Scheme 2.4 we would like to make two observations. First, the omission 
of a module dealing with the parsing of syntactic/semantic units may be considered a 
shortcoming that makes it impossible to handle intonation in a satisfactory way. Yet, it 
remains to be proved whether it is really necessary from a linguistic point of view to 
introduce a large variation of intonation contours by making their details dependent on 
prosodie structures smaller than the intonational phrase. Of course, this is not to say that 
the liveliness of the rendition would not be enhanced by a richer repertoire of intonation 
contours. But, for the time being, the rules for selecting intonation contours on the basis 
of detailed knowledge about the syntactic structure of a sentence are missing almost com­
pletely. Thus, spending considerable effort on syntactic analysis would probably result in 
audible improvements that are at best insignificant: acceptable neutral choices of intonation 
contours are better than erroneous choices of contours that should induce more liveliness. 
Second, the ordering of the module dealing with assimilation/dissimilation/deletion before 
the intonation module might raise the question whether or not these segmental rules in 
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our approach are limited to specific domains as described in Nespor & Vogel (1986). Actu­
ally, just like the intonation contour extends over the domain of the intonational phrase, 
the domain of application of our segmental rules coincides with the intonational phrase. 
This implies that the application of the segmental rules is not blocked by boundaries 
between prosodie structures smaller than the intonational phrase. Furthermore, it has to 
be observed that, due to the ordering of the intonation rules after the segmental rules, the 
function words referred to in the intonation rules need to be represented in their allo-
phonic forms. 
Like the linguistic component, the phonetic component can be divided into a series of 
modules which are pictured in Scheme 2.5. In the first module the duration of the utter­
ance is calculated on the basis of the summation of segmental durations as specified in the 
table of initial parameter values (see Table 413). The somewhat crude estimate of the 
total duration of the sentence is needed to compute the slope of the declination in the FO 
contour. The second module deals with the transformation of word stress and intonation 
movements into a fundamental frequency (Γ0) contour. The third module consists of pho­
netic rules by means of which the initial parameter values (cf. Tables 4.13 and 4.14) can 
be modified; for instance, formant frequencies can be adjusted in order to allow for appro­
priate formant transitions into adjacent segments, and segmental durations can be altered 
depending on specific contexts such as the end of utterance. The fourth module deals with 
the calculation of the parameter values that are needed to control the synthesizer. On the 
basis of the transition durations of each segment a linear interpolation is carried out 
between the target values of the segments (see Figure 4.5). The result of the interpolation 
is a complete specification of all synthesizer control parameters at equidistant time inter­
vals of S milliseconds. These so called parameter frames are then fed into the synthesizer 
proper that computes the eventual speech wave. 
duration of the utterance 
Ï 
transformation of word stress 
and intonation movements in FO 
I ~ 
phonetic rules 
Í 
calculation of input parameters 
for controlling the synthesizer 
I 
synthesis 
Scheme 2.S: Modules of the phonetic component. 
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2.2.2. The compilers and the rule format of our system. 
In order to avoid exceedingly large and complicated computer programs, and in order to 
facilitate rule development by nonprogrammers among other things, the compiler method 
was developed (see Carlson & Granström, 1975) Whereas in the past the complete set of 
rules had to be coded explicitly in one of the conventional programming languages, the 
rules can now be stated in a notation linguistic researchers are familiar with. Now that 
the designer of a text-to-speech conversion system has been released from the task of writ-
ing conventional computer programs, the rules must be converted into such a form by 
some other means. The job is done by compilers or parser generators especially developed 
for this purpose. Thus, the application of a compiler (which is a computer program that 
converts a text adapted to human needs into instructions that the machine can process) 
gives the linguistic notation effectively the status of a new programming language In our 
project we use two compilers, FONPARSl (Kerkhoff & Wester, 1984) and FONPARS2 
(Kerkhoff et al., 1986), which respectively convert the linguistic and phonetic rules into a 
PASCAL program. 
The major advantage of this approach is that the rule writer can concentrate on the lin-
guistic and phonetic issues proper instead of being diverted too much by the details of 
conventional programming languages The use of the easy-to-read linguistic rule notation 
enables the rule writer to formalize his/her linguistic assumptions m a direct and more 
familiar way. If tests of rule systems should give rise to modifications, these can be intro-
duced in an equally flexible way. These facilities that allow for easy writing and modifi-
cation of rules (which speed up rule development considerably) open up the possibility of 
implementing a text-to-speech system for another language by supplying the required set of 
language-specific rules; Hertz et al. (1985) claim that the development of the synthesis 
rules for Japanese ш this fashion (see Hertz, 1982) took only six months of work. 
The rule format adopted in FONPARS is based on generative transformational phonology, 
more precisely on the notational conventions as formulated in The Sound Pattern of Eng­
lish (SPEXChomsky & Halle, 1968) However, although the development of the 
FONPARSl compiler is based upon the results of research in descriptive and theoretical lin­
guistics, the applied linguistic intention has led to an expansion of the formal possibilities 
for expressing rules. In comparison with the customary phonological practice FONPARSl 
offers some additional options like negations and "windows", which are included in order 
to increase the efficiency of processing. 
The FONPARSl compiler expects input statements which conform to the general format: 
A->B/L—R; this means that any A in the input string is converted into В if and only if 
A occurs to the right of L and to the left of R. Speaking in SPE terms A represents the 
focus, В stands for the structural change, while L and R figure as left and right context, 
respectively. Information concerning focus and context is also called the structural descrip­
tion. The A, B, L and R may be text characters, phoneme/allophone symbols, or phonolo­
gical features. Moreover, A or В may be phonological null values, represented by the dol­
lar sign "$". These phonological null values are used to deal with insertions (in which 
case the focus is a null value) or deletions (in this case the structural change is a null 
value). Left-hand and/or right-hand context may be left unspecified, which means that the 
application of a rule is not restricted by a particular context; rather it applies before/after 
any possible string. 
With regard to the formal discrepancies between SPE notation and FONPARSl notation it 
has to be stated that items which according to standard practice in phonology are written 
in vertical columns have to be listed horizontally, separated by commas (in the case of 
feature specifications) or by slashes (in case of various options between braces). 
The linguistic rules are expected to work on text strings consisting of ASCII-characters (i.e. 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange). During execution time an input 
sentence is read from left to right. In the actual implementation a sentence spans a text 
string up to the first carriage return; this implies that the end of a sentence indicated by 
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such punctuation marks as the period or the interrogation sign has to coincide with a car­
nage return in order to be processed correctly. This simple scheme for the detection of 
sentence boundaries was sufficient during the development of the rules for text-to-speech 
conversion. For practical applications of text-to-speech systems it is necessary to develop a 
more comprehensive set of rules for sentence boundary detection. However, these rules are 
likely to be so application specific that they must be considered as part of the application 
proper, rather than as part of the text-to-speech system. Then, if focus, left and right 
context match, the first rule is executed. As a result of the rule application the modified 
output serves as input to the following rule. Since modifications made by previous rules 
can affect focus and context of following rules, rule ordering in this mode is crucial as 
far as rules are feeding or bleeding. 
However, before it is possible to use phoneme/allophone symbols and phonological features 
in the rules, both symbols and features need to be defined and associated with each other 
in a matrix. The compiler maintains a table in which each phoneme/allophone is specified 
by means of a column of values given to the distinctive features (see Table 2.3; in what 
follows this table will also be referred to as the feature matrix or simply the matrix). 
These features, which are characteristics of sound segments, enable us to refer also to sets 
of sounds. Thus, we can address the set of nasals using the feature [+nas]. In the matrix 
each character in the top line is defined by a column of values (+, - or 0) which indicate 
whether that character is positive (+) or negative (-, 0) for the phonological feature con­
cerned. For users it may be convenient to utilize "0" instead of "-" when the feature in 
question is not pertinent; for the program "0" is equivalent to "-". 
After the value of a feature has been changed (e.g. by a feature rule) the resulting col­
umn of features may correspond to another sound element included in the matrix; if this 
happens, the object of the change (the focus character) is replaced by the character that 
belongs to the new set of feature values. 
Every rule of which the structural description is met, will cause changes in its input 
string; that is to say, the input string is overwritten by an output string which is the 
result of a particular rule operation. Rule operations may consist of a simple character 
substitution, a change of features (which also results in a character substitution), insertion 
of a character, or deletion of a character. 
The application of a set of rules involves the matching of the input text, character by 
character, from left to right, against the first rule. Then the following rule operates in 
the same way on the output of the first rule. This mode of operation can be altered by 
using the so-called "window". 
Normally, an individual rule processes the input string from left to right, checking focus 
and context, the nght-hand side of which is tested first. If the right-hand context is not 
matched, the left context will not be checked. If, however, the designer of the rules is of 
the opinion that the execution time of the rule can be shortened by checking the left-hand 
context first, he can change the standard placeholder of the focus " — " by using "-L-". 
Among the notational conventions used in our rule set we can distinguish between: 
a. conventions that derive directly from theoretical phonology, 
such as " i" and " j " indices, and Greek letter variables. 
b. conventions that look like phonological abbreviations but differ 
in their semantics, i.e. digit indices, braces, and parentheses. 
с new conventions like windows, negations, character multiplication, 
and the distinction between upper case letters, lower case letters, 
and digits. 
Ad a. The indices " i " and " j " are connected to feature specifications and express the 
demand that the sound elements in a rule specified by those features, have to be either 
identical (if the indices are identical) or different (if the indices are not identical). 
The Greek letter variables of phonology are represented by A, B, C, D (instead of alpha, 
beta, gamma and delta, respectively) and by E, F, G, H (instead of -alpha, -beta, -gamma 
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and -delta, respectively). Placed before a feature specification these letters denote either a 
"+" or a "-" value. If a rule includes more Greek letter variables, identical letters have an 
identical (either positive or negative) value. In case an opposite value is demanded, one can 
use the "minus" forms of the Greek letter variables; then E denotes the opposite value of 
A, F of B, G of С and H of D. 
A rule with angular brackets is internally rewritten into two subrules, the first of which 
includes the information between the brackets, and the second of which excludes this 
information. 
Ad b. A digit index attached to a feature specification denotes the minimum number of 
elements that have to be present. Compared to the regular phonology the use of digit indi­
ces in our system involves a different interpretation which leads to a different search 
algorithm (see Kerkhof f & Wester, 1987, p.18-20). 
The use of braces ("{}") makes it possible to refer to a focus or context that consists of 
various options. These options may be characters or feature specifications, separated by a 
slash. A restriction to be fullfilled is that the various options must consist of an equal 
number of phonological/orthographical units. While in the conventional phonology each 
option provides a subrule, in our system we are dealing with only one rule that is 
applied once an option is matched; so, it will not be reapplied for checking other options 
Another use of the braces allows one to refer to explicitly mentioned sequences of ele­
ments For instance, by enclosing a sequence of phonemes (in this case not separated by a 
slash) we can refer explicitly to that sequence. Thus, whereas {a/b} means either "a" or 
"b", {ab} means the particular sequence "ab". 
Parentheses ("()") enclose optional elements in the context specification of a rule. Similar 
to the case of braces, rules containing parentheses are not rewritten into a set of subrules 
like regular phonology does. Rather, the whole context is checked in one turn, taking into 
account both presence and absence of the optional elements. 
Ad c. By using the window convention we can distinguish a subset of rules withm a 
larger set of rules. The rules within a window have a different mode of operation. 
Whereas the standard operation checks a complete input string from left to right against 
the first phonological rule, the output of which is checked against the following rule, etc. 
the window convention operates as follows: the input string is scanned once from left to 
right, applying all rules of the window to each character position of the text. Moreover, a 
window can be associated with a feature specification, in which case a character of an 
input string is only matched to the rules within the window when it corresponds to that 
feature specification. In each case this demand is not met, all the rules within the win­
dow will be skipped. 
The character multiplication makes it possible to copy certain characters a number of 
times. For instance, in the phonetic rules it may be useful to convert the single vibrant or 
flap /f/ into two acoustic events, which can be stated as follows: г -> [2]. 
Another newly designed convention is the negation, by means of which we can exclude 
particular elements or strings from the operation of a rule. First, there are sound negations 
represented by two vertical bars enclosing a sound element or feature specification of a set 
of sound elements. It implies a negation of something defined as [sound] (all the charac­
ter symbols included in the matrix plus the digits are defined as [sound]). So, la! means 
any sound defined in the matrix except "a". If the vertical bars enclose a feature specifi­
cation, the negation concerns the set of sounds that correspond to that feature. It is also 
possible to select some elements from a set of sounds, by giving the feature between the 
vertical bars the opposite value and adding the elements that have to be excluded. Thus, 
![-nas]m! means all the nasals defined in the matrix except for "m" (cf. Table 2.3). 
The second type of negation is the character negation, represented by two ~-signs enclosing 
a list of elements or a feature specification. The result of this type of negation is not 
limited to the character symbols of the matrix, but refers to any ASCII-character except 
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the negated one. For instance, ~A' means any ASCII-character except for "A", and *[+cons]* 
means any ASCII-character that is not identical to a character that in the matrix has been 
defined as [+cons]. (Negation, or perhaps better complementation, was introduced in order to 
prevent very cumbersome rules; the reader interested in some fundamental problems con-
cerning its semantics is referred to Van Leeuwen (1989, Chapter 3).) 
In order to distinguish between upper case letters and lower case letters we can use two 
types of capital letter conventions. First, we can use the features [+hoofd] and [-hoofd] to 
describe the structural change. In that case a character can be converted into its corre-
sponding upper case letter ([+hoofd]) or lower case letter ([-hoofd]), irrespective of the 
resulting letter being included in the matrix. (In the program upper case letters are auto-
matically associated with the feature [+hoofd], whereas lower case letters are associated 
with the feature [-hoofd].) Second, the [[-convention enables us to refer to upper case let-
ters in focus and context. An advantage of this convention is the possibility to couple the 
notion "upper case letter" to a feature specification. So, for example, [[+cons] can be inter-
preted as an upper case letter that in the matrix is specified as [+cons]. Yet, it also can be 
interpreted as the upper case letter which is related to a lower case letter that is specified 
as [+cons] in the matrix. For example, the following rule would convert all upper case 
letters that are specified as consonants into their corresponding lower case letters: [[+cons] 
-> [-hoofd]. 
The possibility to refer to the property "digit" has been taken care of by defining the fol-
lowing characters as [+cijfer]: 0123456789. 
The FONPARS2 compiler is responsible for the implementation of the phonetic component. 
The objective of this component is to translate the output of the linguistic component into 
acoustic parameters that are needed to control the synthesizer. To this end, first, the 
matrix of symbols and features is augmented with a table of the necessary acoustic param-
eters (for more details see Chapter 4). In this table (henceforth also to be referred to as 
the parameter matrix) each allophone has an initial value for each parameter. These initial 
values should suffice in order to synthesize each allophone in isolation. 
Second, by means of the phonetic rules the initial values can be adjusted. These adjust-
ments are necessary, since speech sounds appear to be influenced by their surrounding 
sounds rather than being simply concatenated individual units. Because the adjustments 
affect acoustic parameters rather than phonological features, FONPARS2 requires a specific 
rule format: 
A - » N pari operi vail 
parN operN valN / L—R 
The formal difference with respect to the FONPARS1 rule format lies in the arrow (-») 
and the structural change. N denotes the parameters that must be changed, pari to parN 
indicate which acoustic parameter have to be changed, operi to operN denote the type of 
operation to effect the change, and vail to valN denote the values to be used in the oper-
ation. For an inventory of the parameters that can be adjusted and the operation types, 
see Table 4.14. 
Finally, when all allophones have been assigned the adjusted parameter values, the 
FONPARS2 system calculates the frames from which the synthesizer obtains the values 
needed to compute the speech signal. Is the calculation of the frames (which are vectors 
of values for each interval of S ms of speech) a linear interpolation is carried out on the 
basis of the eventual transition durations (for an explanation see Chapter 4). 
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2.3 The Spanish data. 
After having discussed the linguistic framework and the rule format in general terms 
we will now pay attention to the data concerning the conversion for the Spanish language 
in particular. We will first discuss the segmental data in the following order of appear-
ance Vowels, semiconsonants (or glides), and consonants (obstruents and sonorants). Next, 
we will discuss the suprasegmental phenomena of word stress and intonation. 
Since in our comments we will refer to symbols on different levels, it should be noted 
that for clarity's sake we henceforth will indicate spelling symbols by including them in 
angular brackets <>, phonemic symbols in slashes / / , allophonic symbols in square brackets 
[] and computer-readable allophonic symbols in parentheses (). (However, if brackets, braces, 
etc. appear in the format of a rule, they preserve the interpretation stated in Section 
2.2.2). Furthermore, it should be noted that, as far as a machine-readable notation is con-
cerned, the stress mark and the diéresis will be placed before the vowel rather than above 
it. 
The Spanish phonological system consists of the following 25 phonemes: 
/aeiouptkbdgfsôxtj jwlXrrmnji/. From these we derived our allophone collection consisting 
of 34 segments that are listed in Table 2.2 together with their corresponding IPA symbols. 
In designing feature specifications for the Spanish allophones it was attempted to 
adhere closely to the regular phonological tradition, by which it is possible to refer to 
natural classes of sounds. So, for example, by indicating the pertinent feature we can dis-
tinguish vowels from consonants, and by referring to the feature [sonorant] we can sepa-
rate vowels, semiconsonants, nasals and liquids from the obstruents. 
In individual cases we departed from the customary phonological practice in order to 
distinguish allophones bmanly. For instance, we stated the difference between the Spanish 
flap (rXr] and the multiple vibrant (R)[r] by giving them opposite qualifications for the 
feature [long], which usually serves to further specify vowels. 
In the matrix (see Table 2.3) the following 16 features are used for defining 34 allo-
phones: Consonantal, vocalic, sonorant, high, low, back, rounded, long, continuant, anterior, 
coronal, nasal, strident, voiced, segmental and stressed. This inventory of features was 
already being used in the text-to-speech conversion for Dutch; though not every feature 
appeared to be as relevant for Spanish as it was for Dutch, we did not modify the set of 
features. For instance, the feature [stressed], which was used to distinguish between Dutch 
vowels that might be stressed and vowels that cannot be stressed (e.g. the schwa), does 
not play a role in our text-to-speech conversion for Spanish. As it appears from the 
matrix this feature has a negative value for all segments. 
In addition to the 34 allophones the matrix also includes 11 symbols which do not repre-
sent actual allophones: Apart from seven nonsegmental symbols (like the stress mark ('), 
the (&) which represents the inverse interrogation sign <¿>, and the (=) which represents 
the inverse exclamation sign <I>), we included the following four symbols as segments: 
(h), (") (which represents the capital <Ñ>), (q) and (v). The reason for including the lat-
ter four segments was given by the fact that in our strategy for treating acronyms (see 
Section 3.1.5) we wanted to be able to refer to the graphemes <H>, <Ñ>, <Q>, and <V> by 
means of feature specifications (i.e. vocalic and consonantal) using the [[-convention. 
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Л'А* 
а 
e 
i 
0 
u 
j 
У 
Y 
w 
w 
с 
s 
ζ 
Ρ 
В 
b 
f 
t 
D 
d 
S 
к G 
g 
X 
m 
η 
-
N 
M 
1 
L 
r 
R 
IPA" 
a 
e 
i 
0 
u 
1 
j 
d3 
w 
u 
t/ 
s 
s 
Ρ 
b 
ß 
f 
t 
d 
a 
θ 
к 
g 
Y 
X 
m 
η 
Л 
0 
1) 
1 
Χ 
f 
r 
example 
raya 
pero 
cima 
solo 
ruta 
desierto 
mayo 
conyugal 
hueco 
Juan 
mucho 
pasa 
desde 
papa 
bomba 
bobo 
fama 
todo 
toldo 
nada 
caza 
casa 
tango 
hago 
maja 
mundo 
nada 
España 
tango 
enfermo 
palo 
pollo 
toro 
perro 
Table 2.2: Inventory of the Spanish allophones. 
* Computer-readable Phonetic Alphabet 
** International Phonetic Association Alphabet 
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[ a e o i u l u wjdstjaapbßftdôeitgyxinnjirjn)!^rr] 
(aeoiujWhwyYcazpBbftDdSlcGgxmn-NMlLrR! ; ? - ' )SAqv) 
сопз +++-^++++++++++++++-+++++++++++0 000000 + Α ' 
voc +++++++ 00 00000 
son ++++++++ +++++++++0 000000+— 
h i g h ++++0 ++++ ++++ +—0 000000 - + -
low + + 00 00000 
bac Ie +-+-+-+++ + ++++ ++ 0 0000000+-
round —+-+-+0 + 00 000000— 
long 00000000000000000000000000-+0000000+++ 
cont +++++++0++—++—++—++—++ ++0 0000000-+ 
ant 0 ++++++++++ ++—++-++00 0 0 0 0 0 0 -+ 
cor 0 +++ ++++ + +-++0 0000000 — 
паз 0 +++++ 0 000000 + — 
s t rid 0 +++ + 00 000000— 
vo ice +++++++-+++—+-++—++—++-+++++++++0 000000 +-+ 
3 eg +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++ 
stress 000000000-
Table 2.3: The matrix defining Spanish allophones by means of linguistic distinctive fea­
tures. The top line shows the IPA symbols; the second line contains 45 CPA symbols 
among which the following 34 represent the Spanish allophones: 
CaeoiujWwyYcszpBbftDdSkGgxmn-NMlLrR) 
Each of the segments is uniquely defined by a column of values, which indicate 
whether a feature is present (+), absent (-), or irrelevant (O). 
Vowels 
With respect to the vowel collection of standard Iberian Spanish it should be observed 
that we distinguish only five allophones as far as the monophthongs are concerned, i.e. 
/a/e/i/o/u/. In doing so we depart from the traditionally accepted opinion (see Navarro 
Tomás, 1932, p.40-62, and Alarcos Llorach, 1971, p.148-150) that each vowel phoneme has 
various realizations depending on the environment in which it occurs. That is to say we 
do neither distinguish open or closed allophones of /e/i/o/u/ nor palatal or velar variants 
of /a/ in our system. The reason for doing so is given by the results of recent acoustic 
analysis (Monroy Casas, 1980, p.49-55) which do not confirm the existence of such combi-
natory variants. Moreover, listening tests with synthesized words showed that using a sin-
gle allophone of each vowel phoneme provided correct results in different phonetic con-
texts. 
Semiconsonants 
The class of sounds intermediate between vowels and consonants contains the semiconso-
nants or glides (j)[T] and (W)[u]. 
They constitute the first element of an rising diphthong (i.e the second element is more 
open than the first): E.g Otjene) ['tiene] and OpWeblo) ['püeßlo]. In the matrix these ele-
ments are specified as [+cons,+voc], which distinguishes them from the pure vowels 
[-cons,+voc] and the fully consonantal elements t+cons.-voc] As regards their relation to 
the vowels they have lost their property to constitute the nucleus of a syllable, while as 
consonantal elements they are not allowed to form the onset of a syllable on their own. 
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In their property of semiconsonante they can only be part of the onset of a syllable if 
they are connected to real consonants, e.g the (t) and (p) in ('tjene) and OpWeblo), respec­
tively. As a consequence these glides can never be strengthened since, unlike the real con­
sonants, they never will occur in an explosive position 
The fact that we distinguished the semiconsonants from both vowels and consonants by 
means of the specification f+cons.+voc] rather than by using [-cons,-voc] (which is the 
more common specification) can be justified as follows: since the graphemes <J> and <'W> 
can occur in abbreviations, in which case they correspond to consonantal phonemes, they 
can only be treated properly if they can be referred to by the feature [+cons]. 
Obstruents 
The remaining allophones all belong to the class of consonants. While the semiconso­
nants (jXT) and (W)[u] are produced with a constriction ш the oral cavity that exceeds the 
constriction found m the high vowels dXi] and (uXu], the consonantal (y)[j] and (wXw] 
are produced with an even more radical obstruction, which incorporates them in the class 
of obstruents. Due to their fully consonantal character and the possibility to appear in an 
explosive position, (y) and (w) may undergo a process of strengthening in some circum­
stances. However, the result of strengthening (y) is considered a regular allophone of the 
Castillan standard (Quilis & Fernández, 1979, p.108-109), i.e. [dß], while the result of 
strengthening (w), [gw] or [yw], is said to be one of the characteristic features of dialectal 
vulgarism (de Granda, 1966, p.63). In order to obtain a better insight in the relations 
between the above-mentioned sounds, one should compare the following feature specifica-
tions: 
(i) (u) :[-cons,+voc,+son,+cont] 
(j) (W) :[+cons,+voc,+son,+cont] 
(y) (w) •[+cons,-voc,-son,+cont] 
(Y) :[+cons,-voc,-son,-cont] 
Here we see that the semiconsonante (j) and (W) are sonorant, while the fully conso-
nantal (y) and (w) belong to the continuant obstruents. The strengthened allophone 
( Х^ЗІ has added an occlusion which makes it belong to the class of affricates. 
The impact of the difference between (jXW) and (yXw), which is conditioned by their 
position within the morpheme/syllable, can be seen in the process of sonorization of /s/ 
and in the assimilation of nasals Sonorization of /s/ does not take place before (j) or (W) 
(which are not morpheme/syllable-initial), while /s/ before (y) or (w) will be voiced: 
<desierto> -> (de'sjerto) [de'sierto] 
<suevos> -> CsWebos) ['sueßos] 
<deshielo> -> (dez'yelo) [des'jelo] 
<los huevos> -> (loz 'webos) [lo§ 'we/Sos] 
Similarly, according to Harns (1975, p.267), the assimilation of nasals will not take 
place before (j) or (W), while (y) and (w) do provide the required context. Compare: 
<nieto> -> ('njeto) t'nïeto] 
<nuevo> -> ('nWebo) ['nüeßo] 
<un hielo> -> (u- 'yelo) [up 'jelo] 
<un huevo> -> (uN 'webo) [urj 'weßo] 
The fact that the distinction glide-obstruent depends on the position of the segment in 
the morpheme/syllable is also reflected in the orthography. Assuming that the diphtong 
/ie/ derives from an underlying stressed /e/, the orthographic surface forms <tienes> and 
<yerras> (proceeding from /tenes/ and /eras/, respectively) distinguish between the on-glide 
<i> which is not morpheme-initial and the glide that has been consonantized <y> due to its 
morpheme-initial position. A second orthographic surface form which corresponds to this 
consonantized glide is <hi> before a vowel in the same syllable. De Granda (1966, p.80) 
states that there is no difference at all between <hierba>, <hierro>, and <hiena> on the one 
hand, and <yerba>, <yegua>, and <yeso> on the other hand as far as the initial consonants 
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are concerned. 
The distinction glide-obstruent of the labio-velar (W) and (w) follows a parallel path. 
The grapheme <w> in Spanish texts only appears in foreign words, in which case it 
always corresponds to the obstruent (w). This can be deduced from the fact that as a 
fully consonantal element in morpheme/syllable-imtial position it can be strengthened, 
while the glide (W) can only cluster with the preceding consonant Illustrative of the 
strengthened (w) are the following transcriptions of English words found in a popular 
Spanish magazine: <gUisqui> for <whiskey>, <sangUiches> for <sandwiches> and <guans 
mor> for <once more>. 
As regards the diphtong /ue/ deriving from an underlying stressed /o/ we see the on-
glide represented by <u>, while the consonantized element is represented by <hu>: Cf. 
/novo/ -> <nuevo> and /ovo/ -> <huevo>. 
The strengthened allophone (Y)[d3] appears after a pause, a nasal (/n/), or a lateral 
(/1/). An occlusion is added to the continuant /j/, which results in the affricate №3], e.g. 
con/j/ugal -> con[d3]ugal. 
The consonants par excellence are the voiceless obstruents (p,t,k) [p,t,k], which com­
monly occur in syllable-initial position. Precisely this position guarantees an explosive artic­
ulation, which is reflected by the tense (voiceless) and plosive character of these sounds. 
If, on the contrary, the phonemes /p/, /t/ and /k/ appear in implosive position, the articu­
lation is almost always weakened, which results in the lax (voiced) continuant pendants, 
(b,d,g)[0,o,Y]. Navarro Tomás (1932) provides the following examples: 
<recepción> -> rece[ß]cion (p.87) 
<atmósfera> -> a[d]mósfera (p.97) 
<actor> -> aiyitor (p.138) 
It has to be noted that Navarro Tomás refers to these allophones and to their intervo-
calic equivalents as fricatives; however, since these sounds are produced by a rather lax 
articulation which actually does not reach that degree of constriction necessary to produce 
friction noise, we prefer calling them spirants. 
According to most phonological descriptions the spirants (b), (d), and (g) may also origi-
nate from the underlying voiced stops /b/, /d/, and /g/. (b), (d) and (g) can be considered 
the results of a process of spirantization. From an historical point of view this position 
can be justified, if we conceive of the following sound changes as a relaxation of articula-
tion: 
lu[p]u -> lo[bb -> lo[0]O 
vi[t]a -> vi[d]a -> vi[ô]a 
se[k]uru -> se[g]uro -> selyluro 
(see Menéndez Pidal, 1980, p. 129) 
However, this position of considering the stops as the basic sounds from which the spi-
rants derive, is abandoned in our approach. Given the fact that the spirants occur much 
more frequently (Delattre, 1965, ρ 95) than their plosive pendants (which is not surprising 
if one takes into account that we look at the final link of the historical chain that is 
biased towards spirantization), it appears to be more economical to use a phonological rule 
that accounts for the strengthening of spirants in certain environments Thus, by convert­
ing the graphemes concerned into spirants, the larger part of the allophones at the surface 
is correctly predicted. Then the smaller part (i.e. the stops) can be derived from the under­
lying spirants by a phonological rule. This approach effectively uses a smaller number of 
transformations to arrive at all the surface allophones. In other words, the majority of 
orthographic <b>, <d> and <g> does not need to be converted, since there are more contexts 
that require the spirant allophones (b), (d) and (g). 
Regarding the different contexts of the combinatory variants (B,D,GXb,d,g] and 
(b.d.gXß.ö.y] we observe that another stop-spirant pair (Y,y)[d3,j] adds its contribution to a 
fairly symmetrical distribution of stops and spirants. For at the one hand the grave spi-
rants (b,g) are changed into their corresponding stops when they occur in the same 
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environment (i.e. after a pause or a nasal); the acute spirants (d,y), on the other hand, 
show a common context-dependency as regards their strengthening process (both become 
stops after a pause, a nasal or a lateral). Compare the following examples: 
caram(b)a -> caram(B)a 
tan(g)o -> tan(G)0 
tol(d)o -> tol(D)o 
el (y)unque-> el (Y)unque 
While the acute spirants become stops not only after a lateral but also after a nasal 
(e.g. con[d3]uge and con[d]e), the grave spirants only change after a nasal, while they do 
not change after a lateral (e.g а1[у]о and al[0]a). A potential explanation for this behavior 
is the following: In order to maintain a clearly marked syllable boundary the grave spi­
rants [β,γ] show sufficiently dissimilative properties on account of their bilabial c.q. velar 
point of articulation to be distinguished from the preceding alveolar [1]; the acute spirants 
[8,j], on the contrary, show a point of articulation that is close to the alveolar [1], which 
forces them to dissimilation by means of a strengthening of their articulation, i.e. the 
realization of a stop. 
Next to the nonstndent continuants (b,d,g,y)[ß,ö,y,j] we will treat the strident contin-
uants (f,s,z,x)[f,s,s,x], which are actual fricatives. In syllable-initial position the only possi-
ble allophones are the unvoiced (f,s,x). We included only one voiced pendant, namely (z) 
that derives from the phoneme / s / occurring in syllable-final position before a voiced con-
sonant, e.g. <desde> -> de(z)de. Apart from an exceptional case such as the loan word 
<afghano>, the /f/ and /x / are unlikely to appear in a position that would submit them 
to a process of sononzation. 
Closely related to these strident continuants is the voiceless interdental fricative (S)[0]. 
Despite its nonstndent character, like the other strident continuants it derives from medi-
eval stridents; in its evolution, however, it lost its stridency. Whereas the Castillan (s)[s] 
comes from either / s / or /ζ/, (5)[θ] comes from /ts/ or /dz/. Compare the following exam­
ples: 
pa(s)a 
ro(s)a 
Ьта(5)о 
de(S)ir 
It should be observed that in modern Castillan the phonological opposition between the 
strident affricates /ts.dz/ and the strident fricatives /s,z/ is preserved by means of the 
nonstndent /Θ/ and the strident /s/, respectively. In modern Mexican Spanish, for example, 
this opposition has been lost, which results in a single strident /s/. Moreover, the phoneti-
cal realization of the Mexican /s/ differs from the Castillan [s]. In Harns (1975, p.226) 
the difference between Mexican [s], Castillan [s] and [θ] is stated as follows 
Mex.[s] Cast.[s] [6] 
coronal + + + 
anterior + - + 
distributed + -
strident + + -
Sonorants 
After having treated all the obstruents (continuants as well as noncontinuants) we 
will now discuss the sonorant consonants, i.e. the liquids and the nasals. 
The liquids can be divided into the laterals OXl] and (іДХ], and the vibrants (r)[r] 
and (RXr]. Since the feature of laterality has not been included in the matrix, the laterals 
will be distinguished from the vibrants by means of the feature [continuant], the former 
being noncontinuant, while the latter are continuant. Later versions of the FONPARS 
pa/s/a 
ro/z/a 
bra/ts/o 
de/dz/ir 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
pa[s]a 
ro[s]a 
Ьга[ Ь 
d e № 
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system, made available only after the completion of this study, allow the user to define 
his or her set of features. If it had been available at the time of this study, we would, 
of course, have used the feature 'lateral', even if it appeared unnecessary to account for 
grapheme-phoneme correspondes in Dutch. Similar arguments apply to all other missing fea­
tures, like 'tense', etc. 
The alveolar lateral (l)[l] is specified as [-high,+anterior,+coronal], whereas the palatal 
lateral (L)[X] is [+high,-antenor,-coronal]. The alveolar lateral may occur in all positions 
(i.e. syllable-initial and syllable-final), while the palatal lateral only appears in syllable-
initial position. 
The flap (r)[r] and the multiple vibrant (R)fr], which normally are distinguished by 
the feature of tenseness (the former being nontense, the latter tense), are differentiated 
here by the feature [long]: (r)[r] is [-long] while (R)[r] is [+long]. The only position ш 
•which both vibrants contrast phonologically is between vowels, since in word-initial posi­
tion only (R)[r] appears, while in syllable-final position both vibrants may be neutralized. 
Compare the following examples: (R)osa [r]osa, pe(r)o pe[r]o, pe(R)o ре[т]о, colo(r) colo[r] 
and colo(R) colo[r]. 
The three nasal phonemes /m/, /n/ and /J>/ are sonorant, but correspond to obstruents 
as far as they are noncontinuant due to the fact that the air flow through the mouth is 
blocked. While the anterior noncoronal /m/ and the anterior coronal /n/ are allowed to 
occur in all positions, the nonanterior noncoronal /ji/ only appears in syllable-initial posi­
tion. In syllable-initial position the nasal phonemes correspond to the following allophones: 
(mn-)[mnji]. In syllable-final position the character of the nasal can be influenced by the 
following obstruent. In order to account for the results of this nasal assimilation we 
included the labiodental (M)(rr)] and the velar (N)[t)] in addition to the already mentioned 
bilabial (m), alveolar (n) and palatal (-). 
Suprasegments. 
After having treated Spanish segmental data we will now deal with phenomena that 
take place at a level superior above that of the phoneme (e.g. a word or a sentence). 
Physically, these suprasegmental phenomena are referred to as intensity, duration, and fun­
damental frequency (FO); perceptually, these are correlated to loudness, length, and pitch, 
respectively. 
Although these prosodie parameters (can) also reflect parahnguistic information such as 
emotional state of the speaker, we are primarily concerned with the linguistically signifi­
cant information. In this respect we will focus on the phenomena of word stress and into­
nation. Whereas word stress only concerns the stressed syllable of a word, intonation 
involves the fundamental frequency of a whole utterance; the interrelation between word 
stress and intonation shows up in the fact that most important intonational movements 
occur on the stressed syllable of an important word. 
In Spanish, word stress has a distinctive function to the extent that the different posi­
tions of the accent within a word imply different meanings. Compare: ['termino] "termi­
nus", [ter'mino] "I finish", and [termi'no] "he finished". 
The orthographicalJy unmarked cases have stress on the penultimate syllable when the 
word ends m a vowel, <n>, or <s>; when the word ends in another consonant, stress is 
assigned to the final syllable. The marked cases (which do not meet the default condi­
tions) have a stress mark on the vowel in the accentuated syllable. 
Although every isolated word may contain a syllable with a certain amount of stress, 
at sentence level a clear difference between stressed and unstressed words can be perceived. 
The distinction between unstressed words and words that are stressed at sentence level 
plays a major part m intonation. 
In accordance with our primarily linguistic interest intonation in this report is con­
ceived of as the variations of fundamental frequency that play a linguistic role at sen­
tence level. 
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Before discussing Spanish intonation we will explain some basic assumptions as far as 
they will be useful in our approach Collier (1972), studying the intonational possibilities 
of a Dutch speaker, showed how "observable pitch and FO configurations can be traced 
back to a limited number of basic intonation patterns" (p.130). He states that a speaker 
knows what patterns are at his disposal, to what effect they can be used, how they have 
to be realized, and what perceptual response they evoke on the listener's side. He distin­
guishes between intonation pattern and intonation contour; the former can be looked upon 
as the abstract underlying entity, whereas the latter is its actual realization. 
't Hart & Cohen (1973) present the hat-shaped pattern as the most frequently occur­
ring basic intonation pattern for Dutch. Although various contours may be derived from 
this pattern, its elementary shape is as follows. On a baseline with a gradually falling 
fundamental frequency, the so-called declination line (or the brim of the hat), successively 
a rise and a fall are superimposed; in between them the declination line is shifted upward 
(the top of the hat). The distance in Hz between the brim and the top of the hat covered 
by a rise or a fall is called the excursion. Both rise and fall can lend perceptual promi­
nence to the syllable/word ш which they are realized. Actually, these are the instances in 
which word stress is realized as sentence stress. 
о 
* t ime 
Figure 2.1: An example of the hat-shaped intonation pattern. The distance in Hz between 
the declination line (the brim of the hat) and the top line (the top of the hat) covered 
by a rise or fall is called the excursion 
Although the term "hat pattern" derives from studies on Dutch intonation, its particu­
lar shape was described already by Navarro Tomis in his "Manual de pronunciación 
española" (1932; first published in 1918). In that study, which contains the first extensive 
intonation analysis of the Castillan standard, the hat shape is considered to be one of the 
two "formas fundamentales de la entonación del grupo fónico" (cf. p.212). The other fun-
damental form resembles the hat shape, except that the final inflexion is a rise instead of 
a fall. 
The various movements at the end of an intonation pattern can be looked upon as dis-
tinctive features because they distinguish declarative sentences from questions (i.e. yes/no 
questions) and indicate whether an utterance is terminated or not when it consists of more 
than one clause. Generally speaking, a terminal fall denotes "completeness", while a rise 
denotes "incompleteness". In the case of a question that ends ш a rise, we usually expect 
a continuation in the form of an answer; a declarative sentence, on the contrary, shows a 
terminal fall that denotes the completion of a statement. In a similar way we can view 
the rise at the end of a non-terminal clause as a continuation cue that indicates the 
incompleteness of the utterance. 
The above-mentioned considerations resulted in basing our strategy for generating Spa­
nish intonation contours on a hat pattern that may contain three different, linguistically 
significant gestures at the end of a clause: the final fall, the question rise, and the 
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continuation rise. 
More detailed information about Spanish intonation is offered by Navarro Tomás in his 
"Manual de entonación española" (1948; first published in 1944), where he describes a "lit-
erary" intonation, which is the reading style of educated Castihan speakers. As regards 
more recent works on Spanish intonation we would like to refer to Kvavik & Olsen 
(1974), Kvavik (1976), and Kvavik (1978), who survey research and pedagogical materials 
on Spanish intonation. In Kvavik (1974) intonational data of two Spanish dialects have 
been analyzed. Gutiérrez Araus (1978) discusses the relation between syntax and intona-
tion Quilis & Fernandez (1979) present different intonation contours as part of their pho-
netics course for foreign students Quilis (1981) deals -with the diferent linguistic and 
expressive functions of intonation illustrated by the graphical displays of various intona-
tion contours. Quilis (1985) compares intonation contours of two Spanish dialects (i.e. the 
dialects of Puerto Rico and Mexico) with Castillan intonation, showing characteristics and 
differences by means of graphical displays of the contours. Finally, Kullová (1987) and 
Canellada & Kuhlmann (1987) present their contributions to the teaching of acceptable 
Spanish intonation, which is illustrated by various intonation contours. All these studies 
essentially confirm our assumption that the basic aspects of Spanish intonation contours 
can well be captured by means of a small number of variants of the hat pattern. Also, 
they confirm that so much information is still missing about the relation between syntax/ 
semantics on the one hand and intonation details on the other that it does not pay to try 
to account for those details in a real-time text-to-speech system that, by necessity, must be 
content with very superficial syntactic analysis, given the performance limitations of exist-
ing affordable computers. 
With respect to the intonation pattern of questions it has to be observed that we dis-
tinguish between "yes/no questions" and "Wh-questions" (the latter make use of a question 
word). As regards the grammatical form (that is to say, the chosen words and their par-
ticular order) a Spanish yes/no question does not necessarily differ from a declarative sen-
tence. Consequently, the obvious means to distinguish between this type of questions and a 
statement is intonation; normally, the interrogative intonation is rising, whereas the decla-
rative intonation is falling. Wh-questions, on the contrary, are clearly differentiated by the 
presence of a question word, so that intonation is not needed as a marker; most of the 
time, this type of questions has a falling intonation. 
Given the three basic variants of the hat pattern, the next issue to be dealt with in 
our text-to-speech conversion system is to formulate rules that predict which variant has 
to be chosen and where the rise and fall will take place. 
In order to choose the right variant we make use of punctuation marks such as the 
period, the comma, and the interrogation sign. To the period we attach a final fall, to the 
comma a continuation rise, and to the interrogation sign we assign a question rise unless 
the sentence depends directly on a question word. 
In order to locate the words that should carry the rise and fall we make use of the 
distinction "function words/content words" as well as of word ordering By listing func-
tion words like prepositions, articles, and conjunctions, this category of less important 
words is excluded from being a possible instance where the rise and fall in the hat pat-
tern take place. In the other (more important) category of content words every member, in 
principle, can appear to be the instance of a rise or fall. Whether a content word actually 
is given prominence (by means of a rise or a fall) depends on its semantic role in the 
communication situation. 
Yet, in the formulation of the rules that assign sentence accents we do not attempt to 
model the reader's semantic interpretation of a text, since in our system we neither have 
stored a great amount of knowledge of the world nor can we refer to elements in preced-
ing sentences, even if they could contribute to emphasize or destress certain words. We 
rather make use of the surface word order as provided by the writer, considering it to be 
a reflection of the hierarchical organization of the underlymg semantic structure (cf. Dahl, 
1974, p.79). Unlike the Dutch language where special emphasis of certain words often 
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depends on mere intonation, Spanish seems to prefer a change of word order as the obvi­
ous means to highlight important words. In normal order the rheme (comment, new infor­
mation) is located after the theme (topic, given information); in emphatic order the rheme 
precedes the theme (cf. Contreras 1978). 
Thus, counting on the listener's ability to distinguish theme and rheme on the basis of 
word order, we can suffice with an approach that provides the majority of Spanish sen­
tences with a single fitting intonation pattern: the hat pattern with the rise at the first 
content word of each clause and the fall at the last content word of each clause (in yes/ 
no questions and non-terminal clauses the last content word, of course, is given a rise). 
Practically, this implies that the rise at the beginning of a clause and the fall/rise at the 
end "coincide" with either a thematic or a rhematic element. 
Except for the continuation rise and the question rise all movements are prominence-
lending in the terminology used by Collier and his co-workers. That means that syllables 
carrying a non-final rise or a fall are perceived as bearing sentence stress. Moreover, it has 
to be observed that all important (i.e. content) words that occur between the initial and 
final movements of a clause obtain an increased fundamental frequency target on the 
vowel in the syllable that carries word stress; actually, this results in a rise-fall pattern 
with an excursion of 10 Hz that looks like a pointed hat on top of the overall hat pat­
tern. 
In order to illustrate our approach we will present a few sentences that show a par­
ticular variant of the hat pattern and a rise c.q. fall on the proper words. 
1. Les dijeron la verdad. (They told them the truth.) 
2. tLes dijeron la verdad'' (Did they tell them the ΐτηΛ"7) 
3. ¿Cuándo les dijeron la verdad7 (When did they tell them the truth7) 
4. Pero cuando les dijeron la verdad, aceptaron la propuesta. (But when they told them 
the truth, they accepted the proposal.) 
Sentence 1: ' \ 
Les dijeron la verdad. 
Sentence 2: 
¿Les dijeron la verdad7 
¿Cuándo les dijeron la verdad7 
Pero cuando les dijeron la verdad, aceptaron la propuesta. 
Figure 2.2: Illustrations of the used mtonational variants by means of stylized FO-contours. 
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Sentence 1 is a declarative sentence, characterized by a final fall. Since <Les> has been 
included in the list of function words, the rise will not take place until the stressed syl-
lable of <dijeron> (which is the first content word) is reached. After the rise the FO 
declines smoothly until the stressed syllable of the last content word (<verdad>) is reached; 
here the fall lowers the FO rather abruptly. 
Sentence 2 is a yes/no question, which is distinguished from the former sentence only 
by intonation. Thanks to the presence of the interrogation sign we can issue a question 
rise instead of a final fall. Again, we do not find a rise until the stressed syllable of the 
first content word is reached. After the rise the FO declines smoothly until the last sylla-
ble, where the question rise moves it upward. 
Sentence 3 is a Wh-question, that starts with a rise at the question word <Cuándo>; 
from there the FO declines smoothly until the abrupt fall at the stressed syllable of the 
last content word. 
Sentence 4 is a statement that consists of two clauses. The first clause has a rise on 
the stressed syllable of <dijeron> which appears to be the first content word; <Pero>, 
<cuando>, and <les> have been listed as function words. The first clause ends with a con-
tinuation rise on the last syllable of the last word. The second clause continues on a 
lower FO level, that rises again at the stressed syllable of the first content word (<acep-
taron>) and that falls at the stressed syllable of the last content word (<propuesta>). 
A final observation concerns the impact of syntactic analysis. In our approach the syn-
tactic analysis is confined to a rather global structuring at clause level. Making use of the 
presence of punctuation marks and conjunctions, the objective of the analysis is to find 
"end of clause" or "end of sentence". The pauses and shifts in fundamental frequency that 
may be assigned to these locations, thus connotate such global syntactic information as sub-
ordinate/coordinate clause, and distinguish between restrictive and non-restrictive relative 
clauses among other things. Compare the following two sentences, that contain a restric-
tive relative clause and a non-restrictive relative clause: 
Los estudiantes que viven lejos llegan tarde. 
(The students who live far away are late.) 
Los estudiantes, que viven lejos, llegan tarde. 
(The students, who live far away, are late.) 
The first sentence obtains a single hat pattern, resulting in a prominence-lending rise on 
'estudiantes' and a fall on 'tarde'. The presence of the comma's in the second sentence 
causes the intonation module to construct three clauses, each with their own hat pattern. 
At present we suffice with regarding the global syntactic structures, which are indis-
pensable for the generation of the linguistically significant intonation contours. It is with-
out any doubt that ш the future a more detailed syntactic analysis may improve intona­
tion contours by means of generating additional pauses, rises, or falls; for example, a 
prosodie boundary could be inserted between a large noun phrase and a verb phrase. How­
ever, since we do not avail of a robust and fast syntactic parser, we prefer the global, 
rather neutral approach over the strategy that risks a misinterpretation of a synthesized 
utterance due to falsely inserted prosodie boundaries. Actually, we conceive of using 
detailed syntactic information as an addition to a more natural intonation, but this is not 
indispensable for the basic, linguistically significant intonation contour. 
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3. THE LINGUISTIC COMPONENT OF A TEXT-TO-SPEECH CONVERSION SYSTEM FOR 
SPANISH. 
The linguistic component of the text-to-speech conversion system is responsible for the 
transformation of the orthographic input text into a phonetic surface representation. In this 
phase of the conversion we can distinguish a number of subsequent processes that are car-
ried out by individual modules. Before converting letters into phonemes and modifying 
features (which takes place in the 'TEST" module) it is necessary to create a uniform 
input text, which consists of lower case alphabetical characters only. To this end we 
have to translate Arabic and Roman numerals into their corresponding number names by 
means of the submodules "CIJFER" and "ROMEIN". Moreover, we have to expand abbre-
viations to their full forms, which is taken care of by the submodule "AFKORT", and we 
have to handle acronyms by spelling them or by treating them like •words; this is done in 
the submodule "ACRON". Together, "ROMEIN", "CIJFER", "AFKORT", and "ACRON" consti-
tute the so-called "Preprocessor" or "Text normalization" module. 
In this chapter we first describe the linguistic rules included in the various (sub-)modules 
in the following order: The expansion rules concerning abbreviations, the rules which con-
vert Roman numerals into Arabic numerals, the rules which convert Arabic numerals into 
the corresponding number names, the rules which deal with acronyms, and the rules 
which convert letters into the allophonic representation that is augmented with informa-
tion concerning syllabification, word stress, and intonation. 
Finally, we will present the test results that were obtained by subjecting a small text 
corpus to the operations of the rules. 
3.1. Preprocessing the orthographic representation. 
As regards the ordering of the "Preprocessor" submodules we put "ROMEIN" (which con-
verts Roman numerals into Arabic numerals) before "CIJFER" (which converts Arabic 
numerals into their corresponding number names) and "ACRON" (which deals with acro-
nyms), respectively. By ordering "ROMEIN" before "CIJFER" the output of the former can 
subsequently be digested by the latter. The purpose of converting the Roman numerals 
before the application of the "ACRON" rules is to prevent them from being treated as 
abbreviations written in capital letters. 
According to the Spanish terms "abreviaciones" and "siglas" we must distinguish abbrevia-
tions like <etc.> and abbreviations written in capital letters, like <KLM>. The former type 
of abbreviations needs an ad hoc treatment, that is to say each and every case needs to be 
expanded by a particular rule (or looked up in a lexicon). Since the set of this type is 
not infinite, the most common abbreviations have been included in simple expansion rules 
(see Expand abbreviations and reorganize. Section 3.1.1). For the abbreviations of the type 
<KLM> -which is productive, so that new abbreviations can be formed all the time- we 
constructed a kind of grammar, the strategy of which will be described below (see Acro-
nyms. Section 3.1.5). 
We placed the expansion rules ("AFKORT") before "ROMEIN". The reason for doing so lies 
in the fact that some abbreviations can serve as useful environments with respect to fol-
lowing rules. By expanding the abbreviations first, we decrease the number of options that 
would be needed in the context of some of the following rules. Take for example, the 
abbreviation <tel.> (telefono), which often appears in combination with digits; due to the 
presence of this specific environment a sequence of digits will be split into pairs. Like-
wise, the abbreviations <cap.> (capítulo) and <pág.> (página) as contextual cues may contrib-
ute to indicate a Roman numeral. 
The rules in the following sections have been numbered per section. In the Sections 3.1.1, 
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3.1.2, 3.1.3, and 3.1.5 we only numbered the actual "AFKORT", "ROMEIN", "CIJFER", and 
"ACRON" rules; that is to say, the remaining "preprocessing/reorganization" rules have been 
stated without a number. If in a rule's comment we refer to another rule by its number 
we mean the number in that particular section. 
3.1.1. Expand abbreviations and reorganize. 
The following rules are simple expansion rules. 
1 .->'etera/#etc— 
This rule changes "etc." into "etc'etera". ("#" represents a word boundary; for more 
details on the syntax of the rules, see Kerkhof f & Wester, 1984). 
2 p.#ej.->por#ejemplo/#— 
This rule expands "p. ej." to "por ejemplo". 
3 .->'itulo/#{Cap/cap}— 
This rule changes "Cap." or "cap." into "Cap'itulo" or "cap'itulo". 
4 .->ina/#{P'ag/p'ag}— 
This rule changes "P'ag" or "p'ag" into "P'agina" or "p'agma". 
5 .->'agina/#{P/p}— 
This rule changes "P." or "p." into "P'agina" or "p'agina". 
6 .->ero/#n'um— 
This rule changes "n'um." into "n'umero". 
7 r.->'umero/#n— 
This rule changes "nr." into "n'umero". 
8 *%->#porciento 
This is a context-free rule, changing the symbol "%" into a word boundary plus 
"porciento". The word boundary is inserted in order to separate the word "porciento" 
from an immediately preceding digit. (The asterisk is used to distinguish the ASCII-
character "%" from the "%"-sign that is used as a syntax symbol in the program; in 
the former case it denotes "percent", whereas in the latter it causes an exchange of 
left and right context m a rule. ) 
9 {#ptas./#pts.}->#pesetas 
This context-free rule expands "ptas." or "pts. "to "pesetas". 
10 #pta.->#peseta 
This rule expands "pta." to "peseta". 
11 r.->octor/#D— 
This rule expands "Dr." to "Doctor". 
12 ra.->e-ora/#S— 
This rule expands "Sra." to "Se-ora". 
13 ras.->e-oras/#S— 
This rule expands "Sras." to "Se-oras". 
14 rta.->e-orita/#S— 
This rule expands "Srta." to "Se-orita". 
15 rtas.->e-oritas/#S— 
This rule expands "Srtas." to "Se-oritas". 
16 r.->e-or/#S— 
This rule expands "Sr." to "Se-or". 
17 {res./rs.}->€-OTes/#S— 
This rule expands "Sres." or "Srs." to "Se-ores". 
18 d.->sted/#U— 
This rule expands "Ud." to "listed". 
19 ds.->stedes/#U— 
This rule expands "Uds." to "Ustedes". 
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20 .->'efono/#tel— 
This rule converts "tel." into "tel'efono". 
21 .->oras/#h— 
This rule changes "h." into "horas" . 
Closely related to these abbreviation rules are the following preprocessing rules. In order to 
prevent the period at the end of a sentence to be deleted incorrectly if it happens to coin-
cide with the period of abbreviations like "etc.", "p. ej.", or "Ud.", we included a rule 
that inserts an additional period when these abbreviations appear in sentence-final position. 
Note that we did not formulate rules in order to detect the end of a sentence, but that in 
this research the end of sentence is indicated by a carriage return (see Section 2.2.2). 
$->./#{etc./p.#ej./Ud./Uds.}~{#[[+eeg] /##} 
The abbreviation "h." is expanded to "horas". When a period is separating the digits that 
indicate hours and minutes, this period is pronounced as "horas". Whereas "20h." simply 
becomes "20 horas", "20.20h." has to be converted into "20 horas 20". Also when the 
digits indicating time of the day are only preceded by the article "las", the period is 
changed into "horas". For example, "a las 20.20" becomes "a las 20 horas 20". 
The rules concerned are stated as follows: 
.->#horas#/las#[+cijf] [+cijf] —I+cijf] [+cijf] 
.->#horas#/[+cijf] [+cijf] —t+cijf] t+cijf] #horas 
horas->$/horas#[-(-cijf] [+cijf] #— 
(The digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 can be referred to by the feature [+cijf] ). 
Finally, we prepare digits that appear to the nght of "teléfono" by splitting them into 
pairs, proceeding from right to left. If the number of digits is odd, we will find the digit 
that has to be separated, at the left. So, the telephone number "1203040" is split into "1 
20 30 40". The rules are stated as follows: 
$->#/tel'efono#[sound]0[+cijf] —[+cijf] t-Kijf] [+cijf] 
» [+cijf] [+cijf] [+cijf] i+cijf] ' 
$->#/terefono#[sound]0[+cijf] —[+cijf] [+cijf] [+cijf] 
»I+cijf] ~[+cijf] " 
$->#/tel'efono#[sound]0[+cijf] —[+cijf] [+cijf] "t+cijf] * 
The abbreviations treated above are instances of a very limited list; of course this list can 
be extended by summing all abbreviations dealing with measures, titles, dates etcetera (cf. 
Vivalda, 1987). 
3.1.2. Roman numerals. 
The conversion of Roman numerals is taken care of by the "ROMEIN" submodule. Since 
the set of Roman numerals is made up of a limited set of symbols, it was easy to specify 
internally M, D, C, L, X, V, and I by means of the feature [+rom]; so, the Roman "dig-
its" can be referred to by this feature. 
However, it is evident that not every M, D, C, L, X, V, or I must be considered as (part 
of) a Roman numeral. In order to differentiate the capital letters from the Roman numer-
als, we marked the latter by means of an "®" by making use of contexts like "siglo" or 
"Anejo" which often precede them. The marking of the Roman numerals is stated in the 
following rule: 
$->e/{siglo/Siglo/P,agina/p,agina/Cap,itulo/cap,itulo/ 
Anejo/ A.D./ A.C.}—{*/./,/;/:№>} 
Now that we are able to trace the proper Roman numerals, it is feasible to create a "win­
dow" associated with these markers (i.e. the feature [+rom] and "β"). The rules withm 
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this window will only check characters or sequences of characters which that are preceded 
by "@" and have the feature [+rom]. 
The window opens with "[-JBEGIN [+rom]l®" and ends with [-]EINDE. Once an input 
character has entered the window, the "<s" marker may be deleted- ®->$. 
1 $->0/{M/D/C/L/:i!X}—{#/./,/;/:/!/">} 
This rule inserts a "0" after "M", "D", " C , "L", or "X" (unless the latter is preceded 
by "I") m case the option is followed by a word boundary, a period, a comma, a sem-
icolon, a colon, an exclamation sign, or an interrogation sign. 
By this rule the zero is inserted after the tens "L" and "X", if they are not followed 
by another unit, a first zero is inserted after the hundreds "D" and "C", if they are 
not followed by another ten or unit; also, a first zero is inserted after the thousands 
("M"), if they are not followed by another hundred, ten, or unit. 
For example, "MDCLX" becomes "MDCLXO", "CL" becomes "CLO", "C" becomes "CO", 
and "M" becomes "MO". 
2 $->0/{M/D/!X¡C}—{I/V/O} 
This rule inserts a "0" after "M", "D", or "C" (unless the latter is preceded by "X"), 
if the option is followed by "I", "V", or "0". By this rule a second zero is inserted 
after the hundreds "D" and "СГ, if they are followed by a unit (which starts with 
" I " or "V") or a zero inserted by the former rule; also, a second zero is inserted after 
a thousand ("M") that is followed by a unit or zero. 
For example, "СИГ becomes "COIH", "CO" becomes "COO", and "MO" becomes "MOO". 
3 $->о/:ам—{o/x/L} 
This rule inserts a third zero after a thousand ("M" only represents a thousand if it is 
not preceded by "C"), if it is followed by a ten ("L" or "X") or a zero 
For example, "MOO" becomes "MOOO" and "MLXO" becomes "MOLXO". 
Now that the necessary decimal zeroes have been provided, the remaining thousands, hun­
dreds, tens, and units can be converted into the appropriate numbers. 
4 {lV/XL/CD}->4 
This rule converts "IV" into "4", "XLO" into "40", and "CDO" into "400". 
5 {IX/XC/CM}->9 
This rule converts "IX" into 9, "XCO" into "90", and "CMOO" into "900". 
6 {VIII/LXXX/DCCC}->8 
This rule changes "VIII" into 8, "LXXXO" into "80", and "DCCCOO" into "800". 
7 {VII/LXX/DCC}->7 
This rule changes " П" into "7", "LXXO" into "70", and "DCCOO" into "700". 
8 {VI/LX/DC}->6 
This rule changes "VI" into "6", "LXO" into "60", and "DCOO" into "600". 
9 {V/L/D}->5 
This rule changes "V" into "5", "LO" mto "50", and "DOO" into "500". 
10 {III/XXX/CCC/MMM}->3 
This rule changes "III" into "3" , "XXXO" into "30", "CCCOO" into "300", and 
"MMMOOO" mto "3000". 
11 {II/XX/CC/MM}->2 
This rule changes " IP into "2, "XXO" into "20", "CCOO" mto "200", and "MMOOO" mto 
"2000". 
12 {I/X/C/M}->1 
This rule changes " I " into " 1 " , "XO" mto "10", "COO" mto "100", and "MOOO" mto 
"1000". 
3.1.3. Arabic numerals. 
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Since Arabic numerals are made up of a well-defined number of digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9) which can be referred to by means of the feature [-t-cijf], the specific 
"CIJFER" rules have been placed in a window coupled to that feature. Consequently the 
"CIJFER" rules will only operate on input consisting of digits, that is to say strings of 
maximally twelve digits (which is an arbitrarily chosen maximum). 
The approach followed here was inspired by the rules developed for Dutch (see Wester & 
Kerkhof f, 1984). 
Before stating the actual "CIJFER" rules the following preprocessing rules are dealt with: 
00->en#punto/horas#— 
This rule states the different treatment of "00" when these digits follow the time 
indication "horas". For example, "20.00 horas" is changed into "20 horas 00" by a 
reorganization rule in Section 3.1.1; then, this rule changes "20 horas 00" into "20 
horas en punto". 
,->coma#/[+cijf] —[+cijf] 
Between two digits a decimal comma is "pronounced" as "coma". 
.->S/[-K;ijf] —[-wijf] [+cijf] [+cijf] 
A period that separates the triads of a digital sequence is deleted. 
0->cero#/i+cijf] "— 
"0" that is preceded by a non-digit has to be "pronounced" as "cero", e.g. 
"020"->"cero#20". 
{*-/.}->#{[-H:ijf] /[[+seg] }—[+cijf] 
A hyphen or a period between two digits or between a capital letter and a digit is 
converted into a word boundary. For example, "20.6.84"->"20 6 84" and "A-20"->"A 
20". 
The following rules are the actual "CIJFER" rules. 
1. $->millones#/![+seg] #0![+cijf]0—[+cijf] [+cijf] » 
[-Kijf] t+cijf] [+cijf] t+cijf] i+cijf] " 
This rule inserts "millones#" before six [+cijf]-elements followed by a 
non-[-K:ijf]-element, after a non-segment except for "#" or "0" that is optionally fol­
lowed by zero, or one or more [+cijf]-segments. 
E.g. #100000000* -> #100millones#000000# 
2. lmillones->un#miiron/#— 
This rule changes "Imillones" into "ип#ті1Гоп", whereas "lOlmillones" remains 
unchanged because the left environment of "Imillones" is not a word boundary. 
3. $->mil#/![+seg] #0![+cijf]0 —[+cijf] [+cijf] [+cijf]» 
'l+cijf] ~ 
This rule inserts "mil#" before three [+cijf]-segments followed by a 
non-[-(-cijf]-segment, after a non-segment except for "#" or "0" that is optionally fol­
lowed by zero, one or more [+cijf]-segments. 
E.g. #1000# -> #lmil#000# 
4. l->$/{#/#00}—mil# 
This rule deletes " 1 " after "#" or "#00", before "mil#". 
E.g. #lmil#000# -> #mil#000# 
9001000 -> 9millones#001mil#000# -> 
9millones#00mil#000# 
901000 -> 901mil#000# 
5. $ -> cientos* /!t+seg] #0! — [+cijf] [+cijf] A[+cijf] " 
This rule inserts "cientos*" after a non-segment except for "#" or "0", before two 
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[+cijf]-segments followed by a non-[+cijf]-segment. 
E.g. 200 -> 2cientos#00# 
6. lcientos->ciento 
This rule is a rewrite rule, changing "Icientos" into "ciento". 
7. 11 -> once# 
This lexical rule changes "11" mto "once#". 
8. 12 -> doce# 
This lexical rule changes "12" into "doce#". 
9. 13 -> trece* 
This lexical rule changes "13" into "trece*". 
10. 14 -> catorce* 
This lexical rule changes "14" into "catorce*". 
11. 15 -> quince* 
This lexical rule changes "15" into "quince*". 
12. l-> diez*/ —О 
This rule converts "1" into "diez*" when it is followed by "0". 
E.g. 10 -> diez*0 
13. l-> dieci/—[+cijr] 
This rule changes "1" into "dieci" when it Is followed by another [+cijf]-element. 
E.g. 16 -> dieci6 
The numbers "11" up to "15" inclusive constitute an exception to this regularity, so 
the respective rules are ordered before this rule. 
The next sixteen rules describe processes that are similar to the process stated in rules 
12 and 13. 
14. 2-> veinte*/—0 
Rule 14 converts "2" mto "veinte*" when it is followed by "0". 
E.g. 20 -> vemte*0 
15. 2->veinti/—[+cijf ] 
This rule converts "2" mto "veinti" when it is followed by another [+cijf]-element. 
E.g. 29 -> vemti9 
16. 3->treinta*/—0 
Eg. 30 -> treinta*0 
17. 3->treintay/—[+cijf] 
E.g. 38 -> treintayS 
18. 4->cuarenta*/ —0 
E g. 40 -> cuarenta*0 
19. 4->cuarentay/—[+cijf] 
E.g. 47 -> cuarentay? 
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20. 5->cmcuenta#/—0 
E.g. 50 -> cincuenta#0 
21. 5->cincuentay/—[+cijf] 
E.g. 55 -> cincuentayS 
22. 6->sesenta#/—0 
E.g. 60 -> sesenta#0 
23. 6->sesentay/—[+cijf] 
E.g. 64 -> sesentay4 
24. 7->setenta#/—0 
E.g. 70 -> setenta#0 
25. 7-> sesentay/—t+cijf] 
E.g. 71 -> setentayl 
26. 8->ochenta#/—0 
E.g. 80 -> ochenta#0 
27. 8->ochentay/—t+cijf] 
E.g. 83 -> ochentay3 
28. 9->noventa#/—0 
E.g. 90 -> noventa#0 
29. 9->noventay/—[+cijf] 
E.g. 92 -> noventay2 
30. 0->$ 
This rule deletes "0". (N.B. The cases in which "0" has to be pronounced have 
already been ruled out by the rule: 0->cero#/"[-K:ijf]"—). 
Eg. 901000 -> 9cientos#01#mil#000 -> 9cientos#l#mil# 
20 -> vemte#0 -> veinte* 
1000 -> lmil#000 -> mil#000 -> mil* 
31. 1->^η#/—(#)mil 
This rule changes "1" into '"un*" when it is followed by an optional word boundary 
and "mil". (Observe that the right context also is valid for "millones"). 
E.g. 9cientos#l#mil -> 9cientos#,un##mil 
91000 -> noventa#y#lmil -> noventa#y#'un#mil 
(Cf. rule 4: 1000 -> Imil -> mil; 
9001000 -> 9millones#mil#) 
901000000 -> 9cientos#l millones -> 
9cientos#'un#millones 
(Cf. the left context of rule 2 which at that 
stage would be "90" rather than "#", and the right 
context of rule 4 which would exclude "millones'O. 
Since the numeral "un" unlike the article "un" will be stressed, this rule also inserts 
an orthographic stress mark. In rule 2 the conversion "1 -> un" does not provide 
"un" with an accent, because in combination with a noun (i.e. nmillOn")the latter 
will have stress. 
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32. l->uno# 
This rule changes all the "1" elements that are left into "uno#". 
E.g. 21 -> vemtil -> veintiuno 
By stating this rule we have tried to make a neutral choice, i.e. treating "1" as a 
number name At this stage (taking into the impossibility of our rule system to han-
dle syntactical relations between words) it would be a rather extensive job to provide 
for a difference between a number used as an adjective and a number name (cf. "1 
kilo ->'un kilo" and "n'umero 1 -> n'umero uno") as well as for the congruency 
between the adjective and the respective noun (e g. "1 peseta -> una peseta", or "1 
moto -> una moto"). See also Section 3.1.4. 
33. ciento->cien/—#mil 
This rule changes "ciento" into "cien" when it is followed by "#mil". This conversion 
should also take place when "ciento" refers to other following nouns, e.g. "100 pese-
tas" becomes "cien pesetas". 
E.g. 100000 -> ciento#mil -> cien mil 
100000000 -> cien#millones 
34. 2->dOs#/{tay/ti}— 
This rule, like rules 36 and 40, has been included in order to provide a proper stress 
assignment; when "dos", "tres", and "seis" are part of a ten, they need to be stressed, 
since otherwise the compound would have stress on the penultimate syllable. 
Eg. 32 -> tremtay2 -> tremtayd'os* 
35. E.g. 2 -> dos# 
36. E.g. 23 -> vemti3 -> veintitr'es* 
37. E.g. 3 -> tres# 
38. E.g. 4 -> cuatro* 
39. E.g. 5 -> cmco# 
40. E.g. 46 -> cuarentay6 -> cuarentays'eis* 
41. E.g. 6 -> seis# 
42. E.g. 7 -> siete# 
43. E.g. 8 -> ocho* 
44. E.g. 9 -> nueve* 
45. *->$/—{*[+seg] /cientos} 
This rule deletes a word boundary ("*") before either another "*" that is followed by 
a [+seg] or the sequence "cientos". 
E.g. dos*cientos -> doscientos 
46. cincoc->qum/#—lentos* 
This rule adapts the generated form "cincocientos" to its correct form "quinientos". It 
changes "cincoc" into "quin" when it is preceded by a word boundary and followed 
by the sequence "lentos*". 
47. i->$/*s—etecientos* 
This rule deletes the "i" when it is preceded by a word boundary plus "s" and 
followed by the sequence "etecientos*"; thus converting "sietecientos" into "setecientos". 
48. ue->o/#n—vecientos* 
This rule converts "ue" into "o" when it is preceded by a word boundary plus 
"n" and followed by the sequence "vecientos*", stating that "nuevecientos" becomes 
"novecientos". 
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3.1.4 Problems still to be solved. 
The major as yet unsolved problems concern two cases m the "CIJFER" rules: The conver-
sion of "1" and the congruency (m gender) of the hundreds. First, we decided to treat 
the "1" elements that were left as number names. So, "número 1" becomes "número uno". 
However, there might be cases in which "1" is used adjectively (followed by a noun), e.g. 
"1 kilo" and "1 peseta", which should be converted into "un kilo" and "una peseta", 
respectively. Even if in most texts the latter forms are preferred over using the number, 
it should be possible to express the particular syntactic relation of "1" to the following 
noun by means of rules. In our rules, however, it is not possible to express syntactic rela-
tions in a direct way. By making use of contextual cues we could sort out the cases in 
which "1" is used adjectively; this approach, though, could only result in a set of ad hoc 
rules, which hopefully would cover all occurrences. Ultimately, if all occurrences would 
have been taken care of, the question of gender congruency would remain to be solved. 
The choice between the form "un" and the form "una" cannot simply be based on the 
ending of the corresponding noun. Actually, although most endings with "-a" indeed are 
feminine and most endings in "-o" indeed are masculine, it is not possible to formulate 
such a rule without accounting for all the exceptions also. Thus, beside formulating a set 
of ad hoc rules in order to sort out the adjectively used numeral, the solution of the 
problem would demand a listing of words as to whether these are feminine or masculine. 
The gender congruency of the hundreds depends on the same question as for "1", viz. the 
decision of to which word the hundred belongs syntactically and the subsequent gender 
determination of that word. Compare "las páginas 200 y 230", "200 páginas", "200 kilos" 
'which have to be converted into "las páginas doscientos y doscientos treinta", "doscientas 
páginas", and "doscientos kilos", respectively. 
3.1.5. Acronyms. 
The "ACRON" submodule deals with abbreviations written m capital letters (acronyms, the 
so-called "siglas"). The treatment of sequences of upper case characters depends on the pro-
nounceability of the words. They can be considered composing elements of a word, e.g. 
FIFA -> fifa; they can be spelled after being separated, e.g KLM -> ka ele eme; and they 
can constitute a mixture of these two options, e.g. "MPAIAC" -> "erne payak". The rules 
formulated m "ACRON" have to make the right choice between the three options. Gener-
ally these rules adhere to phonotactical constraints. 
Before stating and explaining the "ACRON" rules we will describe in a global way the 
strategy of treating the different abbreviations First we have to decide if a part of the 
acronym can be pronounced, to which end we check the possibility of the constituting ele-
ments (in this case capital letters) to form syllables. All the CV (consonant-vowel) and 
VC (vowel-consonant) sequences (which can be referred to by means of the features "con-
sonantal" and "vocalic" in the matrix) can be treated as syllables, for which purpose they 
are differentiated from the remaining elements by being converted into lower case letters. 
Yet, before the rules that are responsible for this operation are carried out, some previous 
rules have been included in order to transform capital letters which graphematically are 
consonants while phonematically they represent vowels. So, for example, "Y" and "V" are 
converted into "I" and "U", respectively, in cases like "FUNYMAC" and "CVNE" in order 
to guarantee a proper syllable structure. 
After locating the simple syllable structures (i.e. CV and VC sequences) we can 
append other vowels and consonants before or after these syllables unless they violate Spa-
nish phonotactical rules. In case they do not violate a phonotactical constraint these capital 
vowels and consonants are convened into their corresponding lower case letters. The pur-
pose of this conversion is that at the end the lower case letter sequences can be pro-
nounced as words, whereas the remaining capital letters will be spelled. However, in 
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accordance with the observations of Rabanales (1963), we took into account some "asyste-
matic" possibilities; that is to say, some cases which violate Spanish phonotactic constraints, 
appear to be pronounced without problems. For example, although no regular Spanish 
word will end on -Ik the sequence "ALALC" is pronounced "alalk". 
The rules have been placed in a window which is specified by the feature [+hoofd]. This 
implies that rules in the window will only be applied to typographically capital letters. 
The features [+hoofd] and [-hoofd] also can be used to describe the structural change. 
In that case a character can be converted into its corresponding capital letter ([+hoofd]) or 
lower case letter ([-hoofd]), irrespective of the resulting letter being included in the feature 
list (see Table 2.3). 
The [[-convention offers an additional means to refer to capital letters in focus and 
context. An advantage of this convention is the possibility to couple the notion "capital 
letter" to a feature specification. So, for example, [[+cons] is interpreted as a capital let-
ter that in the matrix is specified as [+cons], or as a capital letter that corresponds to 
the lower case letter defined as [+cons] in the matrix. 
Before stating the actual acronym rules, the following three preparatory rules must be 
dealt with: 
.->$/[[+seg] —{[[+seg] /#[+seg,-hoofd] /,/##} 
This rule deletes a period after a capital letter, when it is followed by a capital let-
ter, or by a word boundary plus a lower case letter, or by a comma, or by a double 
word boundary. Consequently, it deletes the periods between the letters of an acronym; 
the final period of an acronym is only deleted when it is followed by a lower case 
letter, a comma, or a double word boundary. 
E.g. "U.R.S.S. tiene" becomes "URSS tiene", "U.R.S.S., porque" becomes "URSS, porque". 
When the period is sentence-final, i.e. when it is followed by a word boundary plus a 
capital letter or by a double word boundary, it is conserved. E.g. "U.R.S.S. En Londres" 
becomes "URSS. En Londres". (Note that we did not formulate rules to detect the end 
of a sentence, but that the end of a sentence was supposed to coincide with a carriage 
return, see Section 2.2.2.) 
$->#/{[[+seg] /[+seg] }—{«)/./,/;/:/!/•>} 
This rule inserts a word boundary before the various punctuation marks. 
E.g. "URSS." becomes "URSS ." 
$->#/{-/&/./;/:/*(}— 
This rule inserts a word boundary after the various punctuation marks. 
E.g "(URSS" becomes "( URSS". 
1. [[+seg] -> [-hoofd] /#<#>—('){[+seg,-hoofd] </#>} 
This rule converts a capital letter into a lower case letter when it is preceded by a 
word boundary and followed by an optional stress mark and a lower case letter, or 
when it is preceded by a double word boundary and followed by another word 
boundary. By this rule capital letters at the beginning of a sentence or a word are 
changed into lower case letters. 
E.g. Habla Pablo -> habla pablo 
Y no tiene -> y no tiene 
2. $->#/#[[+seg]i[[+seg]i—!#! 
This rule inserts a "#" after two identical capital letters that are preceded by a "#", 
unless they are followed by a word boundary (#). This rule is intended to take care 
of abbreviations which by means of double identical letters indicate the plural form of 
a constituent. 
E.g. CCOO (Comisiones Obreras) -> CC#00 
SSAARR (Sus Altezas Reales) -> SS#AA#RR 
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This separative step is made before the conversion of capital CV or VC sequences into 
lower case letters, which otherwise would lead to erroneous results. Since we decided 
not to make too much ad hoc solutions (i e. converting each and every abbreviation 
into its full form), the alternative was to treat this kind of abbreviation by spelling 
it. 
3. Y->I/#[[+cons] —[[+seg,-cons] [[+cons]0# 
This rule, like 4 and 5, converts a capital letter "Y" which graphematically is a con-
sonant into "I", which is its corresponding phonematic representation. 
"Y" becomes "I" when it is preceded by a word boundary and a capital consonant, 
and followed by respectively a capital vowel, and zero, one or more capital conso-
nants plus a word boundary. 
E.g. CYA -> CIA 
FYAM -> FIAM 
4. Y->I/<[[+cons] >—[[+cons]l {[[+seg,-cons] </#>} 
In this rule "Y" becomes "I" when it is followed by one or more capital conso-
nants plus a capital vowel, or when it is preceded by a capital consonant and fol-
lowed by one or more capital consonants plus a capital vowel or a word boundary. 
E.g. YMA -> IMA 
YPRA -> IPRA 
FYFA -> FIFA 
SYSMA -> SISMA 
FUNYMAC -> FUNIMAC 
FYF -> FIF 
5. Y->I/[[+seg,-cons] [[+cons]l—# 
"Y" becomes "I" when it is preceded by a capital vowel plus one or more capital 
consonants and followed by a word boundary. 
E.g. ASCONTRY -> ASCONTRI 
6. I->Y/[[+voc] —[[+voc] 
"I" becomes "Y" between two capital vowels. In this case a graphematically capi-
tal vowel is converted into a phonematic consonant in order to provide a proper VCV 
sequence. 
E.g. MPAIAC -> MPAYAC 
7. [[+cons]i->$/<[[+cons] >([[+voc] X[+voc] [[-t-consli—{<#/>[[+cons] [[+voc] } 
In this rule a sequence of two identical capital consonants is degeminated when it is 
preceded by a capital vowel (which follows an optional capital vowel), and followed 
by a capital consonant plus a capital vowel; if the two identical capital consonants 
appear at the end of a word boundary this rule also demands a capital consonant at 
the left of the (optional) capital vowel. This context specification accounts for the con-
version of "TAPP" into "TAP", whereas "APP" will not be changed into "AP". 
E.g. EPPLA -> EPLA 
LAEPP -> LAEP 
8. $->#/#{[[+seg,-cons] t[+cons] /[[+cons] [[-Kons] /[[+seg,-cons] [[-i-seg,-cons] }—[[-i-cons] # 
This rule inserts a word boundary before a capital consonant plus word boundary, 
after either a word boundary plus a capital vowel plus a capital consonant, or a word 
boundary plus two capital vowels, or a word boundary plus two capital consonants 
It is specially intended to treat abbreviations that consist of three capital letters by 
splitting VCC, VVC and CCC sequences before the last consonant. At this stage it is 
necessary to separate this kind of sequence, because we want to avoid them being 
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treated later on by other rules This decision is justified by examples like 
"PARANC" which will be pronounced as a word, and "ANC" which will be spelled. 
Thus, sequences of capital letters which in larger abbreviations easily could be pro-
nounced, tend to be spelled out in three-letter-abbreviations. 
E.g. OLP -> OL#P 
EOB -> EO#B 
KLM -> KL#M 
9. S->#/#[[+cons] [[+cons] —[[+seg,-cons] # 
This rule has the same objective as the previous one; the difference is that here 
a word boundary is inserted before the last element of a CCV sequence. 
E.g. PLO -> PL#0 
10. $->#/#[[+seg] —[[+seg] # 
This rule has a separative purpose, interposing a word boundary between two 
capital letters which are surrounded by word boundaries This measure prevents 
the CV and VC sequences concerned from being converted into lower case letters by 
following rules. 
E.g. PC -> P#C 
OLP -> OL#P -> 0#L#P 
PLO -> PL#0 -> P#L#0 
11. V->U/[[-i-cons] —[[+cons] [[+seg,-cons] 
Like rules 3, 4 and 5 this rule changes a graphematically capital consonant into 
a phonematic vowel. It converts "V" into "U" when it is preceded by a capital 
consonant and followed by a capital consonant plus a capital vowel. 
E.g. CVNE -> CUNE 
12. tt+seg,-cons]i[t+seg,-cons]j->[-hoofd] [-hoofd] 
By this rule two non-identical capital vowels are converted into their corresponding 
lower case letters. 
Eg. BOA -> Boa 
PEAF -> PeaF 
13. [[+cons] {[[+seg,-cons] /[+seg,-cons] }->[-hoofd] [-hoofd] 
This rule changes a capital consonant plus a vowel (either capital or lower case 
already) into their corresponding lower case letters. 
E.g. PABA -> paba 
BOA -> Boa -> boa 
(If an example states more instantiations than just one (like the latter example), the 
intermediate instantiation is included to show the result of a former rule as far as it 
feeds the input of the rule that is discussed.) 
14. [[+cons] ->[-hoofd] /{[[+seg,-cons] /[+seg,-cons] }— 
In this rule a capital consonant is converted into its corresponding lower case letter 
when it is preceded by either a capital vowel or a lower case vowel. 
E.g. BUP -> buP -> bup 
FARC -> faRC -> farC 
15. [[+seg,-cons] ->[-hoofd] /—{[[-t-cons] /[-Kons] } 
This rule converts a capital vowel into its corresponding lower case letter when it 
precedes a consonant (either a capital or a lower case letter). 
E.g. OTAN -> Otan -> otan 
ASPRO -> asPro 
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16. {B/C/D/F/G/J/K/P/Q/T/V}->[-hoofd]/—r[-cons,+voc] 
This rule converts the individual capital letters mentioned between braces when 
they are followed by a lower case (r) and a lower case vowel. The application of 
this rule delivers the possible syllable-initial consonant clusters with (r), like "br-, 
kr-, fr-, tr-" etcetera. 
E.g. ASPRO -> asPro -> aspro 
PROFI -> Profi -> profi 
17. {B/C/F/G/J/K/P/Q/V}->[-hoofd] /—l[-cons,+voc] 
This rule, similarly to the previous one, converts each of the mentioned capital let-
ters into its corresponding lower case letter; the difference is made by its right 
context which includes (1) instead of (r) and by the omission of (D) and (T) in 
the focus. So, syllable-initial consonant clusters with (1) like "pi-, gl-, kl-" are 
taken care of. In standard Spanish the combinations "dl" and "tl" cannot constitute 
syllable onsets. 
E.g. PLUSA -> Piusa -> piusa 
18. C->c/—h 
Together with rules 19 and 20 this rule deals with the monophonematic "CH". (C) 
is converted into its corresponding lower case letter when it precedes a lower case (h). 
(C) can only appear to the left of a lower case (h) if that (h) is followed by a 
vowel ("H" is converted into its corresponding lower case letter only when it is fol-
lowed by a vowel, cf. rule 13). Owing to the presence of this vowel the sequence 
"ch" is able to constitute a syllable. 
Eg. ARCHI -> arChi -> archi 
19. C->c/{c/k/l/m/n/p/q/r/t}—H 
This rule changes (C) into (c) when it is preceded by one of the mentioned lower 
case letters and followed by a capital (H). The fact that (H) is still a capital letter 
implies (according to rule 13) that it is not followed immediately by a vowel; 
therefore (H) can be followed by a word boundary or a consonant. Moreover, the 
fact that the various options between braces are lower case letters already, implies 
(according to rule 14) that they are preceded by a vowel. Regarding these two facts 
it should be clear that here we are dealing with the monophonematic "CH" in 
syllable-final position after one of the mentioned consonants. 
E.g. ACEPCH -> acepCH -> acepcH 
20. H->h/c— 
By this rule (H) is converted into (h) when it appears to the right of a lower 
case (c). The fact that (H) still is a capital letter implies that it is not followed 
by a vowel, and the fact that (c) already is a lower case letter shows that it is 
preceded either by a vowel or by a vowel plus a lower case consonant men-
tioned in rule 19. Thus, (H) is allowed to become a lower case letter because 
the combination "ch" as a single phoneme can constitute the coda of a syllable. 
E.g. ACEPCH -> acepcH -> acepch 
AMECH -> amecH -> amech 
21. {B/C/D/F/G/J/K/M/N/P/Q/S/T/V/X/Z}->[-hoofd] /[-cons,+voc] {l/r}— 
The mentioned capital consonants become lower case letters when they are preceded 
by a lower case vowel plus a (1) or (r). In this case the mentioned consonants 
together with these liquids form the coda of a syllable. 
E.g. FARC -> farC -> fare 
ALALP -> alalP -> alalp 
NORTBUS -> norTbus -> nortbus 
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22. {B/C/D/F/G/J/K/P/0/S/T/V/X/Z}->[-hoofd] /[-cons.+voc] [+nas] — 
In this rule the capital consonants between the braces (note the omission of the 
nasals) become lower case letters when they are preceded by a lower case vowel 
and a lower case nasal. The consonants concerned together with the nasals constitute 
the coda of a syllable. 
E.g. LIMPSAC -> limPsac -> limpsac 
23. {S/Z}->[-hoofd] /[-cons,+voc] {b/c/d/f/g/j/k/l/[+nas]/p/q/r/t/v}— 
This rule converts (S) and (Z) into their respective lower case letters when they are 
preceded by a lower case vowel plus one of the mentioned lower case options. 
E.g. DACS -> dacS -> dacs 
FONPARS -> fonparS -> fonpars 
24. {C/K/P/Q}->[-hoofd] /[-cons,+voc] s— 
This rule changes each of the mentioned capital letters into their corresponding 
lower case letters when they are preceded by a lower case vowel plus (s). 
E.g. KLASP -> klasP -> klasp 
25. T->[-hoofd] /[-cons,+voc] {b/c/k/p/q/s}— 
(T) becomes a lower case letter when it is preceded by a lower case vowel plus 
one of the mentioned lower case consonants. 
E.g. COP ACT -> copacT -> copact 
26. t+seg] [+seg] ->[+hoofd] [+hoofd] /[[+seg] —* 
This rule converts two subsequent lower case letters into their corresponding capital 
letters when they are preceded by a capital letter and followed by a word boundary. 
By this operation a CV sequence (which m theory could constitute a syllable and 
therefore is converted into lower case letters by a former rule) is reconverted to capi-
tal letters because in certain cases it should not be pronounced as a syllable. 
E.g. RMPO -> RMpo -> RMPO 
27. [+seg] [+seg] ->[+hoofd] [+hoofd] /{[[+seg] /#}—[[+seg] 
By this rule two subsequent lower case letters are converted into their corresponding 
capital letters when they are preceded by a capital letter or a word boundary and 
followed by a capital letter. Like the former this rule is meant to rectify the 
sequences which have been converted into lower case letters by previous rules, even 
though they should not be pronounced as syllables. 
E.g. AFMR -> afMR -> AFMR 
OOFM -> OofM -> OOFM 
28. [[+cons] ->[-hoofd] /[-cons,+voc] [+cons] [+cons] —# 
This rule converts a capital letter into its corresponding lower case letter when it is 
preceded by a lower case vowel plus two lower case consonants and followed by a 
word boundary. 
E.g. FARCC -> farcC -> farce 
FARCF -> farcF -> farcf 
29. [-i-cons]i->$/[-cons,+voc] [+cons] [+cons]i—# 
This rule deletes a lower case consonant when it is preceded by a lower case vowel 
plus a lower case consonant plus a lower case consonant that is identical to the focus, 
and followed by a word boundary. 
E.g. FARCC -> farce -> fare 
30. [+cons,-laag]i->[+hoofd] /[-cons,+voc] [+cons] [+cons]j —# 
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This rule converts a non-low lower case consonant into its corresponding capital 
letter when it is preceded by a lower case vowel plus a lower case consonant and a 
lower case consonant that is not identical to it, and followed by a word boundary. 
In other words, this rule is needed to undo (some of) the unwanted effects of rule 
28. 
The fact that the focus consonant is specified as non-low excludes the (h), which 
has to preserve its lower case character, since (as a consequence of rules 19 and 20) 
it was considered to be a part of the monophonematic "ch" in syllable-final position. 
E.g. FARCF -> farcf -> farcF 
31. S->s/#—[+cons]l[+voc,-cons] [+cons] 
In this rule (S) is converted into (s) when it is preceded by a word boundary and 
followed by one or more lower case consonants plus a lower case vowel plus a lower 
case consonant. 
E.g. SPAC -> Spac -> spac 
SWAPO -> Swapo -> swapo 
32. $->#/[+seg,-hoofd] —[[+seg] 
Together with rules 33 and 34 this rule separates the remaining capital letters from 
the lower case letters so that the former can be spelled out by following rules. In 
this rule a word boundary is inserted between a lower case letter and a follow-
ing capital letter. 
Eg. BASF -> basF -> bas#F 
33. $->#/[[+seg] —t+seg,-hoofd] 
In this rule a word boundary is inserted between a capital letter and a following 
lower case letter. 
E.g. MPAYAC -> Mpayac -> M#payac 
34. $->#/[[+seg] —[[+seg] 
This rule inserts a word boundary between two subsequent capital letters. 
Eg. KLM -> K#L#M 
35. $->'/—[[+seg,-cons] 
This rule inserts a stress mark (') before a following capital vowel. This is done 
before to the conversion of capital vowels into lower case letters, for the presence of 
the stress mark causes their difference from "a", "e", "i", "o" and "u" which can 
represent prepositions and conjunctions. 
Eg. A -> 'A 
The following 13 rules spell the remaining capital letters. 
36. H->hache 
37. J->jota. 
38. K->k'a. It is given a stress mark because otherwise, on the basis of the accentuation 
rules, a monosyllable ending in a vowel would lack stress. 
39. Q->k'u. For the same reason as above here a stress mark is inserted. This vowel needs 
to be stressed if it must be saved from semiconsonantization when it appears to the 
left of a following vowel. 
40. (V) becomes "uve": V->uve. 
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41. W->uve#doble. 
42. X->equis. 
43. Y->,i#griega. 
44. Z->zeta. 
45. i->'e/{B/C/O/G/?/ri 
This rule inserts '"e" after (B,C,D,G,P,T). 
E.g. В -> B^ e 
46. $->e/—{F/L/M/N/*" /R/S} 
This rule inserts "e" before (F.L.M.N.'.R.S). 
E.g. F -> eF 
47. $->e/{F/L/M/N/*' /R/S}— 
This rule inserts "e" after (F.L.M.N/.R.S). 
E.g. F -> eF -> eFe 
48. R->RR/e—e 
This rule copies (R) when it is preceded by "e" and followed by "e". 
E.g. eRe -> eRRe 
49. [+hoofd] ->[-hoofd] 
This rule converts all remaining capital letters into their corresponding lower case let­
ters. 
E.g. eFe -> efe 
eRRe -> erre 
B'e -> b'e 
50. S->'/#[-rcons]0—{i/u}[+voc(-cons] [+cons]0# 
The final rule inserts a stress mark before either (i) or (u) when these are preceded 
by a word boundary plus zero, one or more lower case consonants, and followed by 
a lower case vowel plus optionally one or more lower case consonants. In order to 
prevent (i) and (u) from being converted into semiconsonants they need to be 
stressed. Note that, thanks to it's position in the [Jwindow, this rule will not apply 
to words that do not derive from acronyms. 
E.g. FIAT -> fiat -> fiat 
CRUA -> crua -> cr'ua 
As the reader will have noticed, we payed more attention to the treatment of acronyms as 
compared to the treatment of abbreviations. This is simply caused by the fact that we 
found it more interesting to express regularities by rules than to resolve problems by mak­
ing use of a lexicon. 
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3.2. From letters to a surface representation. 
The preprocessor module is followed by the "TEST" module, which includes various sets of 
rules. Each set of rules performs a particular operation, for instance letter-to-phoneme con-
version, word-stress assignment, syllabification, assimilation word-internally as well as 
across word boundary, dissimilation, and deletion. The final set deals with intonation rules. 
0. *->#/[+seg] —[+seg] 
This rule changes a hyphen between two segments into a word boundary. 
E.g. <villas-miseria> becomes <villas miseria>. 
1. x->ks 
This rule is a context-free action converting the letter <x> into the biphonematic 
sequence (k.s). It is ordered at the beginning, since later on the character (x) will be 
used to represent the voiceless velar fricative [x]. 
E-g. examen -> eksamen 
exhalar -> ekshalar 
extranjero -> ekstranjero 
2. g->x/—«{e/i} 
This rule changes <g> into (x) when <g> is followed by either <e> or <i>, with an 
optional <"> interposed between focus and right context. 
E.g. gemelos -> xemelos 
ginebra -> xinebra 
reg'unenes -> rex'imenes 
3. j->x 
This rule is a context-free transformation of <j> into (x), since the "jota" always is 
realized as a voiceless velar fricative, irrespectively of the environment. 
Eg. juan -> xuan 
abajo -> abaxo 
4. u->$/{g/q}—('Me/i} 
This rule states the deletion of <u> when it is preceded by either <g> or <q>, and fol-
lowed by an optional <*> plus either <e> or <i>. 
This rule is ordered after rule 2 in order to prevent results like "guerra -> *gerra -> 
*xerra". 
E.g. Guevara -> gevara 
quieto -> qieto 
5. q->k 
This rule converts <q> into (k) independently of its environment. 
E.g. quiosco -> qiosco -> kiosco 
qu'orum -> ku'orum 
As you can see from example "qu'orum" rule 4 has to include a specified right con-
text in order to preserve the <u> character in case of a following <a> or <o>. The 
sequence <quorum> has to be pronounced as (kWorum). 
6. "u->W 
This rule is context-free. In Spanish the diéresis only appears together with <u>; it 
states that the <u> has to be pronounced whereas otherwise it would be deleted. Left 
of <e> or <i> and right of <g> (according to rule 4) it was supposed to disappear, but 
the deletion is blocked by the diéresis; the string <"u> is converted into (W). 
E.g. LLng'Vistica -> hngW'istica 
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G"ueldres -> gWeldres 
7. Ьие-> е 
This rule (context-free) is ordered before the deletion of "h" (rule 35) and the semi-
consonantization of <u> (rule 23) to guarantee the purely consonantal character of the 
sequence <hu> Compare: "huerto -> werto" and "puerto -> pWerto". 
The difference of a fully consonantal (w) and a semiconsonantal (W) has to be taken 
care of with respect to possible dialectal variations in pronunciation. Whereas (W) 
never can occur in word-initial explosive position, the pronunciation of (w) can be 
emphasized in that position by means of a preceding consonantal element. Taking for 
example the Andalusian dialect, forms like [ wel a] (<Huelva>) and [ werto] 
(<huerto>) can be heard frequently. 
If necessary, we can easily adapt rule 7 for the purpose of some Mexican indigenous 
utterances by including <a> as a right context to <hu> (e.g. náhuatl -> nawatl). 
8. hie->ye 
This rule describes a process that is similar to rule 7, except for the <u> being <i>. 
Here the consonantal character of the sequence <hi> is guaranteed by converting it 
into <y>, which has to be discriminated from the semiconsonantal (j) (proceeding 
from the vowel <i>). Compare: "hierba -> yerba" and "cielo -> cjelo". Whereas the 
semiconsonantal (j) never occurs in an explosive position, the fully consonantal (y) 
can. However, it has to be pointed out that unlike the above-mentioned strengthening 
of the (we) sequence, which is dependent on dialectal variations, the (y) element in 
the (ye) sequence can be realized as an affricate (Y) which is completely predictable 
from well-defined allophonic rules of the Castillan standard (viz. rule 39). 
9. y->i/#—# 
This rule converts <y> into (i) when it is surrounded by word boundaries. 
E.g. #y# -> #i# 
The conjunction is treated in a particular rule because it shows the regularity of 
always representing a vowel, whereas (according to rule 24) in other contexts the let-
ter <y> can be either a consonant (y) or a vowel (i). 
10. c->S/—CMe/i} 
This rule changes <c> into (S) when it is followed by an optional <"> and either <e> 
or <i>. 
E.g. cielo -> Sielo 
11. c->k/—"h" 
This rule converts <c> into (k) when the following element is no <h> (see rule 12). 
E.g. casa -> kasa 
acci'on -> akSi'on 
12. ch->c 
This rule describes the context-free transformation of the digraph <ch> into the corre-
sponding monophonematic symbol (c). It is ordered after rules 10 and 11 in order to 
prevent conversions like "chico -> *Siko" and "macho -> *mako". 
Eg. chico -> ciko 
macho -> maco 
13. 11->1/—# 
This rule has been added for the purpose of handling frequently appearing Catalo-
nian names ending with <11>. It simplifies the word-final double <1>, rather than pre-
serving it, 'which would lead to another phoneme as the consequence of rule 14. 
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E.g. Ripoll -> Ripol 
14. 11->L 
This rule shows a context-free transformation of the digraph <11> into the monophone-
matic (L). 
E.g. polio -> poLo 
lleno -> Leno 
15. rr->R 
This rule transforms the digraph <rr> into the monophonematic (R), independently of 
the context. 
E.g. perro -> peRo 
16. S->*-/#sub—{lev/lm/lun/ray/rei/rep/rog} 
This rule inserts a hyphen between the prefix <sub> and the following options. It is 
issued in order to separate the consonant clusters <bl> and <br> m words like <suble-
var>, <sublingual>, <sublunar>, <subrayar>, <subrey>, <subrepticio>, <subrogar>, and their 
derivations. 
E.g. subraya -> sub-raya 
sublunar -> sub-lunar 
The hyphen is inserted before the application of the syllabification rule 28, because 
the <bl> and <br> sequences in the above-mentioned words do not form a cluster at 
syllable onset. Unlike most intervocalic <bl> and <br> sequences, in these cases the 
consonants belong to different syllables; i.e. <b> forms the coda of the former sylla­
ble, while <1> and <r> form the onset of the following syllable. An additional conse­
quence of this deviant syllabification is the conversion of <r> into the double vibrant 
(R) instead of the single vibrant (r) (see rule 17). 
17. T->R/{#/l/n/s}— 
This rule converts <τ> into (R) when its left environment matches one of the alterna­
tives mentioned between the braces. 
E.g. la#rosa -> la#Rosa 
sub-гауаг -> sub-Rayar 
sub-rogar -> sub-Rogar 
malrotador -> malRotador 
honrado -> honRado 
Israel -> IsRael 
18. v->b 
This rule changes <v> into (b) (context-free). 
E.g. pavo -> pabo 
19. z->S 
This rule changes <z> into (S) (context-free). 
E.g. raza -> raSa 
20. $->#/"{#au/#la/#tor/#}"—mente* 
This rule inserts a word boundary between the compounding parts of adverbs ending 
in "-mente". Since the preceding part commonly originates from a multisyllabic adjec­
tive or present participle having a particular word stress we wanted to preserve that 
information by having it separated from its adverbial suffix. If we would not do so, 
we would encounter sequences of many syllables with only one being stressed, which 
furthermore belongs to the least meaningful part of the adverb, i.e. the suffix. 
E.g. "desafortunadamente -> *desafortunadam'ente". 
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The strategy of separating the original parts seems to be justified by the occurrence 
of adverbs which preserve the orthographic accent of the adjective. 
E.g. "autom'aticamente -> autom'atica m'ente". 
This rule includes a negative left context for the purpose of saving the verb forms 
"tormente", "lamente" and "aumente" (the third person of singular of the "subjun-
tivo") from being treated as adverbs as regards the splitting. 
E.g. desafortunadamente -> desafortun'ada m'ente 
tristemente -> tr'iste m'ente 
J->,/#{ba/be/bi/da/di/fe/ha/he/no/ti/yo/ya}—# 
This rule assigns a stress mark to these monosyllabic words which end with a vowel. 
Regarding the effect of the accentuation rules 25 and 26 these words, otherwise, 
would be devoid of a stress mark. On account of their "importance" (with respect to 
the intonation contours) these monosyllables need to be stressed. 
By ordering this rule before the deletion of <h> (rule 35) we avoid the creation of an 
ambiguity of the verb forms <ha> and <he> which do need a stress mark, and the 
forms <a> (preposition) and <e> (conjunction) which lack stress. 
E.g. bi -> bi' 
ha -> ha' 
t+voc] '->!/#[+cons] —# 
This metátesis rule is intended to place the stress mark produced in rule 21 in front 
of the vowel. By ordering it before semiconsonantization rule 23 the forms <bi>, <di> 
and <ti> will not be changed into <bj>, <dj> and <tj> when they are followed by a 
word beginning with a vowel (optionally preceded by an <h> and/or accent). 
E.g. bi' -> b'l 
Compare: "bi 'arboles -> b'i 'arboles" and 
"mi alma -> mj alma". 
[-cons,+voc,+hoog]i->[-K:ons]/*"—(#XhX'X-cons,+voc]j 
This rule states that a high vowel becomes semiconsonantal when it is not accentu-
ated, and followed by a non-identical vowel which is optionally preceded by respec-
tively a word boundary and/or <h> and/от stress mark. 
E.g. sierra -> sjerra 
suave -> sWave 
mi alma -> mj alma 
mi hermano -> mj hermano 
y->i/—(')![+voc,-cons]! 
This rule converts <y> into (i) when there is no [+voc,-cons] element present in the 
direct right environment. 
E.g. rey -> rei 
xersey -> xersei 
voy -> voi 
This transformation is motivated by the knowledge that the above-mentioned final 
sequences phonetically are realized as diphthongs, rather than as a vowel peak fol­
lowed by a fully consonantal coda. Likewise, spellings like <Mayte1 Reyna>, where 
<y> appears at syllable end, are pronounced as diphthongs. Observe how the <y> at 
syllable end shows a semivocalic character being part of a diphthong, whereas it gets 
a completely consonantal character when it forms the onset of the following syllable: 
The singular "rey -> rei" and the plural "reyes -> re-yes". 
This rule has been ordered after rule 23 which deals with the semiconsonantization of 
the high vowels before other vowels (in the same syllable). Thus, if <y> following 
an <u> would be converted into (i), we would encounter the sequence <ui>, which 
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according to rule 23 had to produce (Wi). Now, as regards the semiconsonantization of 
<u>, rules 23 and 24 are in a counterfeeding order. In that way incorrect results like 
"Espeluy -> *espelWi" and "Tuy -> *tWi" have been prevented. Similarly, the form 
<muy> has been preserved rather than being changed into (mWi). 
Considering the tendency of creating a "diptongo creciente" when two high vowels are 
combined in one syllable, we can consider the spelling <y> instead of <i> after <u> as 
an indication that this process must be blocked. 
Compare: "cuida -> kWida" and "muy -> muy". 
25. $-> * /{#/*-}[+seg]0—[+voc,-consK[-cons,+hoog])[+cons]0[+voc,-cons] {#/n#/s#/is#} 
Like rule 26 this rule assigns a stress mark to those vowels which need an accent 
that is not provided by the spelling. In order to maintain the distinction between 
the stress mark that was present in the orthography (') and this inserted stress mark 
the latter is represented by (x). The rule inserts a stress mark after a word bound-
ary that is followed by zero, one or more segments (defined as [+seg] in the feature 
list), before a vowel (optionally followed by a high vowel in case of a falling 
diphthong), zero, one or more consonantal segments (a.o. at this stage also the semicon-
sonants) and a vowel that is followed by a word boundary, or by an <n> plus word 
boundary, or by an <s> plus word boundary, or by <is> plus word boundary. 
E.g. bobo -> b4obo 
bailan -> b4ailan 
serie -> s* er je 
cantas -> chantas 
estabais -> est4 abáis 
26. $->s /{#/*-}[+seg]0—{[-cons,+voc][-cons,+hoog]!t-cons]r!#/[+voc,-cons][-(-cons][+cons]#» 
/[-cons,+voc][+cons]#/[+voc][+voc]#} 
This rule inserts a stress mark after a word/syllable boundary that is followed by 
zero, one or more segments (N.b. <*> has not been defined as [+seg], for which reason 
the appearance of a <'> blocks this rule), before either a vowel that is followed by a 
consonant plus word boundary (observe that the cases in which the final consonant is 
an <n> or <s> already have been ruled out by the previous rule), or a vowel that is 
followed by two consonants plus a word boundary, or two vowels (the latter of 
which is [+high]) followed by a consonant (except for <r> in case of "-eir", "oir", 
"-uir") plus a word boundary, or simply two vowels plus a word boundary. The lat-
ter option also accounts for the two-vowel sequences that result from the "y-to-i" 
conversion: In this way the apparent loss of information with respect to stress assign-
ment, caused by the transformation of a word-final consonant into a vowel is rem-
edied. Consequently, we see a symmetry between the two possible types of word-fi-
nal falling diphthongs (ending in <i> or <u>) in the sense that both diphthongs have 
word stress. 
E.g. color -> соГог 
tal -> t'ai 
seis -> s4eis 
Isbert -> isb'ert 
Palau -> pal4 au 
xersei -> xers^ei 
masai -> mas4ai 
27. $->e/#—s[+cons]({l/r}(ч X'X-cons.+vocI+cons] 
This rule provides words that begin with an "impure s" (i.e. a word-initial <s> fol­
lowed by another consonant and an optional <1> or <r>) with a prothetic (e). In fact 
it promotes the declustering of the initial consonant cluster; after applying the sylla­
bification rules (28-31) the <s> will be incorporated in a newly created syllable. 
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E.g. Spinoza -> espinoza -> es-pi-no-za 
esl'oganes (<slogans) -> es-l'o-ga-nes 
est'andar (<standard) -> es-t'an-dar 
(By ordering it after the stress assignment rules we prevent an incorrect stress assign­
ment in abbreviations like "SPIN -> espin -> *'es-pin"). 
The following four rules deal with the syllabification. 
28. $->*-/!#:—{bl/br/dr/fl/fr/gl/gr/kl/kr/pl/pr/tr} 
This rule inserts a syllable boundary before the various options between the braces 
unless they are preceded by a word boundary. It saves the mentioned consonant 
sequences from being declustered. The clusters <tl> and <dl> have not been included, 
so that the Mexican indigenous cluster <tl> will be wrongly declustered, as a result of 
rule 29 (compare "atlas -> at-las"). 
E.g. introducci'on -> in-troducci'on 
instrucci'on -> ins-trucci'on 
hablar -> ha-blar 
29. $->*-/'<*-/#}~([+seg])-~[+cons,-vocXhX » X'X+voc] 
This rule inserts a syllable boundary before a consonant, that is followed by a vowel 
(optionally preceded by an <h> and/or <4> or <*>), unless that consonant (optionally 
preceded by a segment) follows a word boundary or a syllable boundary. By ordering 
it after rule 28 incorrect results like "*b-lanco" and ""ins-t-rucciOn" are prevented. 
E.g. bianco -> blan-co 
ekshalar -> eks-ha-lar 
30. $->*-/#( » XOt+voc]—f+consKhXч X'X+voc] 
This rule inserts a syllable boundary after a word boundary followed by an option­
ally accentuated vowel, before a consonant that is followed by an optionally accentu­
ated vowel which may be preceded by an <h>. 
E.g. ala -> a-la 
31. $->*-/t-cons,+voc]—{'[-cons,+voc]/ [-cons,+voc]/a/e/o} 
This rule inserts a syllable boundary after a vowel before either an accentuated 
vowel or a strong vowel which has no stress mark. 
E.g. maestro -> ma-es-tro 
beodo -> be-o-do 
re'i -> re-'i 
32. $->4/{#/*-}—[+cons]l 
This rule is intended to place the stress mark of a vowel in front of preceding con­
sonantal segments (a.o. the semiconsonants) if they belong to the same syllable. By 
doing so we want to accentuate the syllable as a whole rather than the mere vowel. 
E.g. tr 'es -> 4 tr 4 es 
a-l'a-do -> a-4l4a-do 
sj4e-Ra -> "s^pe-Ra 
33. ч ->$Л{#/*-}~— 
This rule deletes a stress mark if it is not preceded immediately by a word boundary 
or syllable boundary. The purpose of this operation is to omit the second (superfluous) 
stress mark (see rule 32). 
E.g. 4 t r 4 e s -> Ntres 
a-* Pa-do -> a-4 la-do 
^sj'e-Ra -> %sje-Ra 
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34. 4->$/#-L-{al#/aun#/bos#/del#/el#/en#/kjen#/kon#/k'Wal#/kWan#/las#/les#/los#/mas#» 
/mis#/nos#/os#/por#/pWes#/sin#/sus#/'tan#/tras#/tus#/un#} 
This rule deletes the stress mark that has been assigned to the function words men-
tioned. With regard to the intonation rules these words need not to be stressed. As a 
result the application of this rule accounts for the difference between "aun - aun", 
"el - él", "mas - más"; the former element of each pair is unstressed while the latter 
is stressed As a matter of fact the presence or absence of the stress mark implies a 
different meaning. 
E.g. 4el -> el 
4
 tan -> tan 
35. h->$ 
This rule deletes the <h>. Until now the <h> has been useful with respect to accen-
tuation and syllabification. For example, it has impeded the <u> in <rehusar> to form 
a diphthong with the <e>: "rehusar -> re-u-sar". In fact the <h> impedes the vowels 
on either side (one of which is a weak vowel) to constitute a diphthong. 
E.g. desahucio, sahumerio 
36. m->n/—# 
This rule states that <m> becomes (n) in word-final position. 
E.g. ultim'atum -> ultim'atun 
It is crucially ordered after rule 25 in order to prevent an incorrect stress assignment; 
for words without orthographic accent ending in <n> will be stressed on the penulti-
mate syllable. 
E.g. Amsterdam -> amsterd an (cf. *ams-t er-dan) 
Furthermore, this rule is ordered before the nasal assimilation (rule 37), so that the 
results of an assimilation to a bilabial (n->m/—b) will not be canceled. 
37. [+nas]->[Aachter,Baat,Ccor]/—{#/*-}(,X+seg,-voc,-nas,Aachter,Bant,Ccor] 
This rule assimilates a nasal consonant to a following consonant as regards the fea-
tures [back], [anterior] and [coronal] when they are separated by either a syllable 
boundary or a word boundary and an optional accent. 
E.g. en Barcelona -> em barcelona 
enfermo -> еМ-fermo 
tango -> taN-go 
38. {b/g}->[-cont]/{-#/&#/##/[+nas]#/[+nas]*-}(ч )— 
By this rule <b> or <g> acquire the feature [-cont] when they appear in utterance-
initial position (after an exclamation or interrogation sign plus word boundary, or 
after a double word boundary), or after a nasal plus word boundary, or after a nasal 
plus syllable boundary; the <b> or <g> may be preceded by an accent. 
Eg. = bamos! -> - Bamos! 
bomba -> bom-Ba 
tango -> taN-Go 
39. {d/y}->[-cont]/{-#/&#/##/l#/[+nas]#/l*-/[+nas]*-}(4 )— 
This rule describes a process that is similar to the one stated in rule 38; <d> and 
<y> become [-continuant] when they are preceded by either an exclamation sign plus 
word boundary, or by an interrogation sign plus word boundary, or by a double 
word boundary, or by an <1> plus word boundary, or by a nasal plus word bound­
ary, or by an <1> plus syllable boundary, or by a nasal plus syllable boundary; a < > 
is admitted between left context and focus. 
E.g. toldo -> tol-Do 
en yucat'an -> en Yucat'an 
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40. ks->s/—*-
This rule deletes the (k) when the sequence (ks) is followed by a syllable boundary. 
E.g. ekstranjero -> es-tranjero 
preteksto -> pretes-to 
Compare: examen -> ek-samen 
ex ministro -> eks ministro 
41. s->$/—#0)R 
This rule deletes an (s) when it is followed by an (R) that is preceded by a word 
boundary and an optional stress mark. 
E.g. las rosas -> las Rosas -> la Rosas 
42. [-i-cons]i->$/—[+cons]l 
This rule states the deletion of a consonant before an identical consonant. 
E.g. Frapp -> frap 
43. {k/p/t}->[+stem]/—(s){*-/#} 
This rule changes the voiceless stops (kpt) into the corresponding voiced stops (GBD) 
when they are followed by an optional (s) and a word boundary or a syllable 
boundary. 
E.g ek-sa-men -> eG-sa-men 
at-'lan-ti-ko -> aD-'lan-ti-ko 
kap-tar -> kaB-tar 
This rule was intended to reflect the process of spirantization which takes place at 
implosive positions (i.e. at syllable end or at word end). However, because listening 
to the output of the phonetic component showed that using the spirants in this con­
text resulted in vowel-like sounds, it was more appropriate to opt for the lax stops 
in order to create the required sounds. This statement implies that we tried to solve a 
phonetic problem by means of phonologically incorrect data. On the other hand we 
could ask ourselves whether phonology is correct in denominating the allophones in 
question spirants, if only because it is difficult to define gradual phonetic differences 
by phonological features and because it is difficult to determine which allophone 
should be the correct one in implosive position. 
44. s->z/—{#/*-}( * X-voc.+cont.+stem] 
This rule converts (s) into (z) when it is followed by a word boundary or syllable 
boundary and a voiced continuant consonant 
E.g. desde -> des-de -> dez-de 
45. $->'/{#/*-}—[+cons]l' 
This rule inserts a (') after a word/syllable boundary before one or more consonants 
that precede a ('). The purpose is to place the stress mark in front of the syllable as 
a whole (cf. rule 32). 
E.g. la k'amara -> la 'k'amara 
46. ,->$/л{#/*-}" 
This rule states the deletion of an accent (') when it is not preceded by a word/syl­
lable boundary. Like rule 33 it is intended to remove the second (superfluous) accent. 
E.g. la 'k'amara -> la 'kamara 
The following rules, which constitute the final part of the linguistic component, deal with 
intonation. The aim of these rules is to insert cues that will be translated by the phonetic 
component into FO movements. Each of these cues (1,2,3,6,9) corresponds to a different 
type of FO movement (cf. Collier & 't Hart, 1978; yet it should be observed that our cues 
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do not simply match with the symbols used in their intonation grammar). Number 1 
issues an initial rise; number 2 issues the steeper initial nse in yes/no questions; number 3 
issues a rise on the stressed syllable of a word before a comma; number 6 issues a final 
fall; and number 9 issues a final question rise. Of these movements all except for the 
final question rise (9) are prominence-lending. Moreover, the phonetic component will deal 
with a non-prominence-lending continuation rise on the last syllable before a comma. 
The approach adopted in our intonation rules does not make use of syntax, but rather 
uses information provided by punctuation marks and the distinction between content words 
and function words (cf. Allen et al. (1987) and Quené & Kager (1989)). 
In the following rules we used the feature [mton] by which we can refer to all 
[sound] elements as well as to characters that have been defined as information signs. The 
set of information signs (for example, the intonation cues 1,2,6 or a hyphen) can be 
referred to by the feature [inform]. 
47. {!/:/;}->. 
This rule converts the exclamation sign, the colon, and the semicolon into a period, 
because the FO movements in these cases appear to be similar. The exclamation sign 
will not result in a special intonation contour. 
48. $->6/#—[sound]0{7 Hsoundll^./W!} 
This rule inserts (6) after a word boundary that is followed by zero or more [sound] 
elements, a stress mark, one or more [sound] elements, a word boundary, and one of 
the mentioned punctuation marks. That is to say, a (6) is put in front of the last 
stressed word of a clause or sentence. 
E.g. me gus-ta el kan-te 6 xon-Do . 
& 'ke te pa- re-Se el 6fla- meN-ko ' 
49. $->"/#-L- ' {an*-te#/a*-Se#/a*-Sja#/as*-ta#/auN*-ke#/ka*-si#/dez*-de#/Dez*-de#/don*-De#» 
/Don*-De#/en*-tre#/fren*-te#/ko*-mo#/kon*-tra#} 
50. $->"/#-L-4kWan*-Do#/mjen*-tras#/pa*-ra#/pe*-ro#/por*-ke#/pWes*-to#/ke#/Ser*-ka#» 
/si*-no#/so*-bre#} 
51. $->"/#-L- » {b/B/n}Wes*-tr{a#/as#/az#/o#/os#/oz#} 
52 $->,7#-L-4kWan*-t{a#/as#/az#/o#/os#/oz#} 
53. S->,V#-L-4kje*-ne#/kje*-nes#/kje*-nez#/kWa*-le#/kWa*-les#/kWa*-lez#} 
54 $->"/#-L-ч ku*-y{a#/as#/az#/o#/os#/oz#} 
55. $->"/#-L-{a*-4don*-De#/du*-4Tan*-te#/Du*-'4ran*-te#} 
Rules 49 up to 55 inclusive insert a double quote (") in order to mark those words 
that must not receive sentence stress While the clause-final sentence stress has been 
taken care of by rule 48, these rules have to do with the clause-initial sentence stress. 
Actually, they prevent the intonation contour from rising too early. The major part of 
the above-mentioned words are function words like <ante>, <hacia>, <desde>, and <por-
que>. 
A few of them, however, formally may be content words, in which case they are pos­
sible bearers of sentence stress. Now, if these words appear in clause-final position 
(which implies that they are content words), the sentence stress is already guaranteed 
since rule 48 provided the necessary (6). Examples of this category are <para>, <como>, 
and <hace> used as verb forms, and <frente>, <contra>, <pero>, <cerca>, <sino>, and 
<sobre> used as nouns. Since (> as-ta) may derive from the preposition <hasta> as well 
as from the noun <asta>, this word also has been included in this category. 
When <mientras> is used as a conjunction, it does not have sentence stress. When it is 
used as an adverb, it will have stress; in that case it is followed by a comma, so that 
because of its clause-final position it will be assigned a (6). 
The possessive pronouns <nuestro> and <vuestro>, including the feminine and plural 
forms, never have sentence stress when they appear at the beginning of a clause. 
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(Note: The other possessives <mi>, <tu>, and <su> do not have sentence stress either, but 
they were ruled out already because they did not have word stress). 
The relative pronouns and adverbs <quien>, <cuyas>, <adonde>, <cuando> etcetera, unlike 
their interrogative pendants, do not have sentence stress. 
Examples: "xDez-de el kas Hi-Lo se ч be la 6Sju-4dad . 
"
%
nWes-tra 'ka-sa 'es 6bo-4ni-ta . 
"Du-kran-te el be-4ra-no 6tra-ba-4xa-mos . 
56. "->$/{#al/#del/#el/#la/#las/#laz/#lo/#los/#loz}#— ч {b/n}Wes*-tr{a#/as#/az#/o#/os#/oz#} 
This rule deletes the double quote before the possessives <nuestro> and <vuestro>, 
including the feminine and plural forms, when they are nominalized by a preceding 
article. This means that they may receive sentence stress. 
57. "->$/{#al/#del/#el/#la/#um/#uM/#un/#uN/#u*-na}#—,{as*-ta#/fren*-te#/kon*-tra#» 
/pe*-ro#/Ser*-ka#/si*-no#/so*-bre#} 
This rule deletes the double quote before the words <asta>, <frente>, <contra>, <pero>, 
<cerca>, <sino>, and <sobre> when they are preceded by an article. This rule is intended 
to deal with the cases in which the above-mentioned forms are nouns (instead of func­
tion words) placed at the beginning of a clause. 
E.g. el ' so-bre 4fWe a-vbjer-to por el ómi-'nis-tro . 
'" Ser-ka del ч fren-te se 4bi-be 6pe-vor . 
58. *->· 
This rule converts all grave accents into acute accents. 
E.g. Opa-dre) becomes ('pa-dre) 
("4kWan-tos) becomes ("'kWan-tos) 
59. $->!/{ /&/-/./,Hinton]0#—[sound]0{'/6} 
This rule inserts ( l ) after one of the mentioned punctuation marks which is followed 
by zero or more [inton] elements plus a word boundary, before zero or more [sound] 
elements followed by a stress mark or (6). This means that ( l ) appears in front of all 
stressed content words of a clause. Remember that the words which must not receive 
clause-initial sentence stress are preceded by a double quote (") which is no [sound]. 
E.g. '"so-bre el lka-'ba-Lo lka-'bal-ga el 16xi-'ne-te . 
60. l->$/l[inton]l — 
This rule deletes ( l ) when it is preceded by (1) and one or more [inton] elements. By 
this rule only the first ( l ) will be preserved. 
E.g. '"so-bre el lka-'ba-Lo ka-'bal-ga el 6xi-'ne-te . 
61. &.->V—[inton]0{#la*-*don*-De#/#l'don*-De#/#l,Don*-De#/#rke#/#l'ko*-mo#} 
62. &->\/—[inton]0{#l'kWan*-}{Do#/to#/tas#/taz#/to#/tos#/toz#} 
63. &->\/—[inton]0{#l'kje}{n#/*-ne#/*-nes#/*-nez#} 
64. &->\ /—[mton]0{#rkWa}{l#/n#/*-le#/*-les#/*-lez#} 
65. &->\/—iinton]0{#l'ku*-y}{a#/as#/az#/o#/os#/oz#} 
66. ">->./ [inton]l— 
Rules 61 up to 66 inclusive deal with Wh-questions. First, the (&) (which represents 
<c>) is converted into (V) when it is followed by zero or more [inton] elements, a 
word boundary, a ( l ) plus one of the mentioned interrogative pronouns. Then the 
final interrogation sign O) is converted into a period, when it is preceded by a back 
slash (\) and one or more [inton] elements. Actually, these rules remove the interroga­
tive characters (&') from a sentence by converting them into a declarative punctuation 
(\.). This is done because this type of questions needs an intonation contour that is 
similar to that of a declarative sentence. 
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(& 1'Don-De 6'bi-bes ">) becomes ( \ 1'Don-De 6*bi-bes .) 
Note that the inverse interrogation sign (&) is converted only when the interrogative 
pronoun is immediately preceded by a (1). This implies that the interrogative pronoun 
is the first word with sentence stress. If the interrogative pronoun is not marked by a 
(1), this means that it is preceded by another important word, which makes the sen-
tence belong to another type of questions, viz. yes/no questions. 
Compare the following questions. 
(& l'Don-De 6'bi-be ') becomes 
( \ l'Don-De 6'bi-be ') 
(& I'sa-bez 'don-De 6'bi-be? ) becomes 
(& I'sa-bez 'don-De 6'bi-be ') 
67. l->2/&[inton]l — 
This rule changes (1) into (2) when it is preceded by an inverse interrogation sign (&) 
and one or more [inton] elements. This rule provides the (2) which is the cue for the 
initial rise in yes/no questions. 
E.g. (& te 1'po-nes la 6ca-'ke-ta ">) becomes 
(& te 2'po-nes la 6ca-'ke-ta ">) 
(& I'sa-bez 'don-De 6'bi-be 7) becomes 
(& 2'sa-bez 'don-De 6'bi-be ">) 
68. S->9/{*-/#K6)—OM+seglm" 
This rule inserts a (9) after a syllable or word boundary plus an optional (6), before 
an optional stress mark followed by one or more segments plus a word boundary and 
an interrogation sign. This rule assigns the cue for the final question rise (9) to the 
final syllable of the sentence. 
E.g. & te 2'po-nes la 6ca-'ke-9ta ' 
& te 2'gus-ta el 69'pan 7 
69. 6->$/—[soundJO 9 
This rule deletes a (6) when it is followed by zero or more [sound] elements plus a 
(9). The (6), which was a cue for the final stressed word, now can be deleted since 
its role to indicate the place of the final FO movement has been taken over by the 
(9) 
E.g. & te 2'po-nes la ca-'ke-9ta ? 
& te 2'gus-ta el 9'pan "> 
70. 6->3/—[sound]1#, 
This rule changes (6) into (3) when it is followed by one or more [sound] elements 
plus a word boundary and a comma. Here the (6), which marked the final stressed 
word before a comma, is substituted by (3) which is a cue for a rise. 
E.g. ('"ko-mo I'ya 'no 'a-Se 6'fri-o , se l'ki-ta el 6a-'bri-go .) becomes ("'ko-mo 'ya 'no 
'a-Se 3'fri-o , se l'ki-ta el 6a-'bri-go .) 
71. {"/\/&/=}->S 
This rule deletes (", ,&.,-). 
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3.3. Validation of the linguistic component by means of the "El Pais" corpus. 
The following text was input to the operation of the linguistic rules. The main part 
of this text (i.e. line 33 up to line 116) has been taken from the "El Pais" corpus (i.e. a 
newspaper text) by selecting the first sentence of the first article, the second sentence of 
the second article, and so on. The first 32 lines represent a running text that is used in 
schoolbooks (seventh grade). 
1. El feminismo y la igualación de los sexos. 
Como movimiento organizado, el feminismo 
surge en Estados Unidos y en Gran Bretaña, 
a mediados del siglo XIX con objeto de 
5. conseguir el derecho femenino al voto, lo 
que se logró después de la Primera Guerra 
Mundial en la mayoría de los países. 
Después de la Segunda Guerra Mundial, el 
movimiento feminista dejó prácticamente 
10. de existir, al desaparecer las desigualdades 
jurídicas formales entre los dos sexos. 
Pero con las rebeliones juveniles de los 60 
surgió un nuevo feminismo con el objetivo 
de lograr la libertad que independice a la 
15. mujer del cuidado exclusivo del hogar, y le 
permita ocupar un puesto en la sociedad, en 
el mismo nivel que el hombre. Algunos 
autores hablan de las mujeres como clase 
oprimida o como proletariado del siglo XX. 
20. El pacifismo frente a la carrera nuclear. 
El pacifismo surgió como protesta de la 
juventud norteamericana frente a la guerra 
del Vietnam. Actualmente, en la década de 
los 80, ha surgido en Europa un nuevo pacifismo 
25. ante la carrera nuclear entre Estados 
Unidos y la U.R.S.S. Los nuevos pacifistas 
quieren frenar este avance hacia el abismo 
nuclear, organizando grandes manifestaciones 
y concienciando a la opinión pública. 
30. Bonn, Berlín, Londres, Bruselas, París, 
Madrid y Roma han sido, entre otros, 
escenarios de estas manifestaciones. 
La crisis del Real Madrid se desvía hacia 
la conducta moral de los jugadores. 
35. Tres hombres y una mujer, cubiertos con 
pasamontañas y armados con una escopeta, 
irrumpieron ayer en el segundo piso, centro 
izquierda, de la calle San Aquilino, 27, 
cerca de la plaza de Castilla en el piso que 
40. ocupa José G.V., de 43 años, detenido en 
25 ocasiones por distintos delitos. 
Los autores del atraco, que actuaron a cara 
descubierta, aseguraron al portero de la 
finca que se dirigían a una de las muchas 
45. oficinas existentes en la finca. 
Fernández, que tiene antecedentes por estafa, 
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mantuvo una pelea con la victima en una 
barra americana llamada Drugstore por una 
cuestión de mujeres. 
SO. Según datos de la asociación patronal del 
sector de la flor y la planta ornamental, la 
producción nacional se elevó en 1983 
a unos 18.000 millones de pesetas, y el 
comercio exterior supuso unos 8.000 millones, 
55. de los que casi 5.300 millones fueron 
producto de las ventas españoles al extranjero 
y los restantes de importación. 
El doctor Muro, como era conocido entre los 
afectados por la enfermedad y por los medios 
60. de comunicación, sostuvo la tesis de que el 
envenenamiento masivo producido en España en 
1981 fue causado por un producto químico 
comercial aplicado inadecuadamente a un cultivo 
de tomates que luego fueron comercializados. 
65. El estado del paciente fue calificado de estable, 
aunque crítico, por un portavoz del hospital, 
Allan Lansing. 
Por su parte, el forense emitió un informe 
según el cual Cabedo presentaba un derrame 
70. hemorrágico en el ojo izquierdo, un hematoma 
en la region molar y una erosión en la mucosa 
bucal, asi como dolores en la zona gástrica. 
El fiscal ha pedido una pena de tres meses de 
arresto para José Luis de Villalonga. 
75. El hematólogo, Lars Engstedt de la universidad 
de Karolinska, en Estocolmo, subrayo que, en 
caso de una guerra atómica, se calcula que 
perecerían inicialmente 1.000 millones de 
personas y que otros 1.000 millones más resultarán 
80. tan malheridos que no sobrevivirán. 
Este archivo estará dedicado a la memoria del 
crítico y musicólogo Manuel Valls quien 
reivindicó el valor del material acumulado durante 
el largo ejercicio profesional. 
85. Para el próximo año la directora del Ballet 
Nacional anuncia la convocatoria de un concurso 
de coreografías, similar al ya existente en 
Cataluña, y un deseo: Tener una gran escuela 
nacional de ballet , no sólo para los intérpretes 
90. sino también para los maestros, una institución 
en la que se aprendieran todo tipo de danzas. 
Algunas de las lenguas que clasifica y estudia 
Antonio Tovar, como el quechua en Perú y Bolivia, 
son habladas actualmente por cerca de 10 millones 
95. de personas, mientras que otras, como el alakaluf, 
es hablado por sólo 50 nativos. 
La absurda batalla entre los partidarios de Piccini 
y los de Gluck parece asumirse en el eclecticismo 
de Armida. 
100. Las tres salas de exhibición de cine con que cuenta 
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Segovia, una ciudad que supera la cifra de 54.000 
habitantes, han quedado cerradas al público 
indefinidamente por una decisión de la empresa 
Velasco y Alonso, SL, que es quien las regenta. 
105. Entre 1940 y 1981, 
la Ciutat Velia ha pasado 
de una población de 106.500 habitantes 
a 35.700: ha quedado reducido a un tercio. 
Nunca le resulta fácil a Carmen cantar y a veces 
110. su pelea es verdaderamente dramática; pero a cambio 
nos da el canto en su dimensión más profunda, mis 
jonda, más emocionante. 
Esta muestra itinerante, que después de ser expuesta 
en Barcelona, viajará a Madrid y Galicia, es un claro 
115. exponente de las nuevas opciones adoptadas por las 
jóvenes generaciones de artistas vascos. 
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The text given below presents the results of the linguistic rules. The resulting surface 
representation was checked by hand on the basis of normative data which were mainly 
extracted from Navarro Tomás (1932), Quihs & Fernández (1979), and Quihs (1981). As 
far as the allopbones and word stresses are concerned erroneous transcriptions were only 
found in some proper names. These errors (in bold characters) occur in lines 76, 86, 94, 
99, 103, and 115, respectively. As regards the intonational cues the resulting surface repre-
sentation could not be estimated adequately. The output precisely includes those intonation 
cues that were provided according to our strategy described in Section 2.3. Consequently, 
these cues only indicate the basic intonation contours, that is to say, they show which 
variant of the intonation pattern is produced and where the fall and the rise take place. 
A more varied set of intonation contours could only be provided by accessing syntactical 
information. Moreover, looking at the words that have been detected as "important", we 
conclude that, for instance, auxiliary verbs rather should be listed as function words. 
We can say that the workings of the linguistic rules provide an almost error-free output: 
Only 7 errors in a 812-words text. Moreover, it has to be observed that the errors 
occurred in non-Castihan proper names. 
A similar test carried out in order to assess the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion for Spa-
nish showed an equally high accuracy score of 99.07% (see Quihs & Martinez, 1989). 
1. el 1 fe-mi-'nis-mo i la i-gWa-la-'Sjon De los 6'sek-sos. 
'ko-mo lmo-bi-'mjen-to Зог-ga-ni-'Sa-do , el 
lfe-mi-'nis-mo 'sur-xe en es-'ta-dos u-'ni-dos j eN 
'Gram SBre-'ta-'a , a Ime-'dja-doz del 'si-glo 
5. dje-Si-'nWe-be kon oB-'xe-to de kon-se-'gir el 
De-'re-co fe-me-'m-no al 3'bo-to , lo ke se llo-'gro 
des-'pWez de la pn-'me-ra 'ge-Ra mun-Ojal en la 
ma-yo-'n-a de los ópa-'i-ses . 
Ides-'pWez de la se-'gun-Da 'ge-Ra 3mun-'Djal , el 
10. lmo-bi-'mjen-to fe-mi-'nis-ta de-'xo 'prak-ti-ka 
'men-te de SeG-sis-'tir , al Ide-sa-pa-re-'Ser laz 
de-si-gWal-'da-des xu-'n-di-kas for-'ma-les 'en-tre 
loz 'dos ó'sek-sos . 'pe-ro kon la 1 Re-be-'ljo-nes 
xu-be-'ni-lez de los se-'sen-ta sur-'xjo un 'nWe-bo 
15. fe-mi-'nis-mo kon el oB-xe-'ti-bo de lo-'grar la 
h-ber-'tad ke in-De-pen-'Di-Se a la mu-'xer 
del kWi-'da-do es-klu-'si-bo del 3o-'gar , ι Ie 
lper-'mi-ta o-ku-'par um 'pWes-to en la 3so-Sje-'dad , 
en el l'mis-mo ni-'bel ke el 6'om-Bre . 
20. lal-'gu-nos au-'to-res 'a-blan De las mu-'xe-res 'ko-mo 
'kla-se o-pn-'mi-da o 'ko-mo pro-le-ta-'rja-do del 
'si-glo 6'bein-te . el lpa-Si-'fis-mo 'fren-te a la 
ka-'Re-ra 6nu-kle-'ar . el Ipa-Si-'fis-mo sur-'xjo 
'ko-mo pro-'tes-ta de la xu-ben-'tud 
25. nor-te-a-me-ri-'ka-na 'fren-te a la 'ge-Ra del 
6bjeD-'nan . laG-'tWal 3'men-te , en la 1'de-ka-da de 
los 3o-'cen-ta , Га sur-'xi-do en eu-'ro-pa un 'nWe-bo 
pa-Si-'fis-mo 'an-te la ka-'Re-ra nu-kle-'ar 'en-tre 
es-'ta-dos u-'ni-dos ι la 6'urs . los 1'nWe-bos 
30 pa-Si-'fis-tas 'kje-геМ fre-'nar 'es-te a-'ban-Se 
'a-Sja el a-'bis-mo 3nu-kle-'ar , lor-ga-ni-'San-Do 
'gran-Des ma-ni-fes-ta-'Sjo-nes ι kon-Sjen-'Sjan-Do a 
la o-pi-'njom ö'pu-bli-ka . 13'Bon , 13ber-'lm , 
13'lon-Dres , 13bru-'se-las , 13pa-'ns , Ima-'dnd ι 
35. 'Ro-ma 'an 3'si-do , 'en-tre 13O-tros , 
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les-Se-'na-rjoz de 'es-tas óma-m-fes-ta-'Sjo-nes . 
la Гкгі-siz del Re-'al ma-'drid se dez-'bi-a 'a-Sja la 
kon-'Duk-ta mo-'ral De los 6xu-ga-'do-res . 
l'tres 'om-Bres j 'u-na 3mu-'xer , Iku-'bjer-tos kom 
40. pa-sa-mon-'ta--as j ar-'ma-dos kon 'u-na 
3es-ko-'pe-ta , li-Rum-'pje-ron a-'yer en el se-'gun-Do 
3'pi-so , l'Sen-tro 3iS-'kjer-da , de la l'ka-Le 'san 
3a-ki-'li-no , 13bem-ti-'sje-te , 'Ser-ka de la 
l'pla-Sa de kas-'ti-La en el 'pi-so ke o-'ku-pa xo-'se 
45. 'xe 3'u-be , de IkWa-ren-tai-'tres 3'a--os , 
Ide-te-'ni-do em Bem-ti-'SiN-ko o-ka-'Sjo-nes рог 
dis-'tin-toz 6de-'h-tos . los lau-'to-rez del 
3a-'tra-ko , ke laG-'tWa-ron a 'ka-ra 
3des-ku-'bjer-ta , la-se-gu-'ra-ron al por-'te-ro de la 
50. 'fiN-ka ke se di-n-'xi-an a 'u-na de las 'mu-cas 
o-fi-'Si-nas eG-sis-'ten-tes en la 6'fiN-ka . 
13fer-'nan-DeS , ke l'tje-ne an-te-Se-'den-tes por 
3es-'ta-fa , lman-'tu-bo 'u-na pe-'le-a kon la 
'bik-ti-ma en 'u-na 'ba-Ra a-me-n-'ka-na La-'ma-da 
55. druGs-'to-re por 'u-na kWes-'tjon De 6mu-'xe-res . 
Ise-'gun 'Da-toz de la a-so-Sja-'Sjom pa-tro-'nal Del 
seG-'tor de la 'flor ι la 'plan-ta 3or-na-men-'tal , la 
1 pro-duG-'Sjon na-Sjo-'nal se e-le-'bo en 'mil 
no-be-'Sjen-tos o-cen-tai-'tres a 'u-noz dje-'Sjo-co 
60. 'mil mi-'Lo-nez de Зре-'se-tas , j el Iko-'mer-Sjo 
es-te-'rjor su-'pu-so 'u-nos 'o-co 'mil 3mi-'Lo-nes , 
de los ke 'ka-si l'SiN-ko 'mil tre-'Sjen-tos mi-'Lo-nes 
'fWe-rom рго-'duk-to de laz 'ben-tas es-pa-'-o-las al 
es-traN-'xe-ro i lo Res-'tan-tez de 6im-por-ta-'Sjon . 
65. el IDoG-'tor 3'mu-ro , 'ko-mo l'e-ra ko-no-'Si-do 
'en-tre los a-feG-'ta-dos рог la eM-fer-me-'dad i рог 
los 'me-djoz de 3ko-mu-ni-ka-'Sjon , Isos-'tu-bo la 
'te-siz de ke el em-Be-ne-na-'mjen-to ma-'si-bo 
pro-du-'Si-do en es-'pa--a en 'mil no-be-'Sjen-tos 
70. o-'cen-ta-'yu-no 'fWe kau-'sa-do por um рго-'duk-to 
'ki-mi-ko ko-mer-'Sjal a-pli-'ka-do i-na-de-'kWa-da 
'men-te a uN kul-'ti-bo de to-'ma-tes ke 'IWe-go 
'fWe-roN 6ko-mer-Sja-li-Sa-dos . 
el les-'ta-do del pa-'Sjen-te 'fWe ka-li-fi-'ka-do de 
75. 3es-'ta-ble , 'auN-ke 13'kri-ti-ko , рог um 
Ipor-ta-'boS del 3os-pi-'tal , Га-Laii бІяп-'ainG . 
рог su 13'par-te , el lfo-'ren-se e-mi-'tjo un 
iM-'for-me se-'gun el к Wal Ika-'be-do pre-sen-'ta-ba 
un De-'Ra-me e-mo-'Ra-xi-ko en el 'o-xo 3iS-'kjer-do , 
80. un le-ma-'to-ma en la Re-'xjon mo-'lar j 'u-na 
e-ro-'sjon en la mu-'ko-sa 3bu-'kal , la-'si 'ko-mo 
do-'lo-res en la 'So-na 6'gas-tri-ka . 
el Ifis-'kal 'a pe-'di-do 'u-na 'ре-na de 'tres 
'me-sez de a-'Res-to 'pa-га xo-'se 'IWiz de 
85. 6bi-La-'loN-Ga . el 13e-ma-'to-lo-go , l'iars 
3enGs-'tedD , de la 1 u-m-ber-si-'dad de 
Зка-го-'lms-ka , en 13es-to-'kol-mo , 13suB-Ra-'yo 
ke , en l'ka-so de 'u-na 'ge-Ra 3a-'to-mi-ka , se 
lkal-'ku-la ke pe-re-Se-'n-an i-m-'Sjal 'men-te 'mil 
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90. mi-'Lo-nez de per-'so-nas ι ke 'o-tros 'mil mi-'Lo-nes 
'ma Re-sul-ta-'ran tan ma-le-'n-dos ke 'no 
6so-bre-bi-bi-'ran . 1'es-te ar-'ci-bo es-ta-'ra 
de-di-'ka-do a la me-'mo-rja del 'kn-ti-ko ι 
mu-si-'ko-lo-go ma-'nWel 3'baLs , kjen 
95. IRei-bin-Di-'ko el ba-'lor del ma-te-'rjal 
a-ku-mu-'la-do du-'ran-te el 'lar-go e-xer-'Si-Sjo 
ópro-fe-sjo-'nal . 
'pa-га el Гргок-si-mo 'a--o la di-reG-'to-ra del 
ba-'LeD na-Sjo-'nal a-'nun-Sja la kom-Bo-ka-'to-rja de 
100. uN koN-'kur-so de Sko-re-o-gra-'fi-as , lsi-mi-'lar al 
'Ya eG-sis-'ten-te en 3ka-ta-'lu--a , j un 13De-'se-o : 
Ite-'ner 'u-na 'gran es-'kWe-la na-Sjo-'nal De 
3ba-'LeD , l'no 'so-lo 'pa-ra los in-'ter-pre-tes 
'si-no tam-'Bjem 'pa-га los 3ma-'es-tros , 'u-na 
105. lins-ti-tu-'Sjon en la ke se a-pren-'Dje-ran 'to-do 
'ti-po de 6'dan-Sas . 
lal-'gu-naz de las 'leN-GWas ke kla-si-'fi-ka j 
es-'tu-dja an-'to-njo 3to-'bar , 'ko-mo el 1'ke-cWa em 
pe-'ru ι 3bo-'li-bja , l'son a-'bla-das aG-'tWal 
110. 'men-te por 'Ser-ka de 'djeS mi-'Lo-nez de 
3per-'so-nas , 'mjen-tras ke 13'o-tras , 'ko-mo el 
13a-la-ka-'luf , l'es a-'bla-do por 'so-lo 
SiN-'kWen-ta 6na-'ti-bos . 
la laB-'sur-da ba-'ta-La 'en-tre los par-ti-'da-rjoz 
115. de piG-'Si-ni j loz de 'glukG pa-'re-Se a-su-'mir-se 
en el e-kleG-ti-'Sis-mo de 6ar-'mi-da . 
las l'tres 'sa-laz de eG-si-bi-'Sjon De 'Si-ne kon ke 
'kWen-ta 3se-'go-bja , l'u-na Sju-'dad ke su-'pe-ra la 
'Si-fra de SiN-kWen-Ui-'kWa-tro 'mil Sa-bi-'tan-tes , 
120. 1'aN ke-'da-do Se-'Ra-das al 'pu-bli-ko 
in-De-fi-'ni-da 'men-te por 'u-na de-Si-'sjon De la 
em-'pre-sa be-'las-ko j 3a-'lon-so , l'e-se 3'e-le , 
ke l'es к jen la 6Re-'xen-ta . 
'en-tre l'mil no-be-'Sjen-tos kWa-'ren-ta ι 'mil 
125. no-be-'Sjen-tos 3o-cen-ta-'yu-no , la ISju-'taD 'be-La 
'a pa-'sa-do de 'u-na po-bla-'Sjon De 'Sjen-to 'seis 
'mil ki-'njen-tos a-bi-'tan-tes a trem-tai-'SiN-ko 
'mil 6se-te-'Sjen-tos . Га ke-'da-do Re-du-'Si-do a un 
6'ter-Sjo . 
130. 1'nuN-ka Ie Re-'sul-ta 'fa-Sil a 'kar-men kan-'tar j a 
'be-Ses su pe-'le-a 'ez ber-da-'de-ra 'men-te 
6dra-'ma-ti-ka . 'pe-ro a l'kam-Bjo noz 'da el 'kan-te 
en su di-men-'sjon 'mas 3pro-'fun-Da , l'mas 3'xon-Da , 
l'mas 6e-mo-Sjo-'nan-te . 
135. l'es-ta 'mWes-tra 3i-ti-ne-'ran-te , ke Ides-'pWez de 
'ser es-'pWes-ta em 3Bar-Se-'lo-na , lbja-xa-'ra a 
ma-'dnd ι 3ga-'li-Sja , l'es uN 'kla-ro es-po-'nen-te 
de las 'nWe-bas oB-'Sjo-nes a-doB-'ta-das por las 
'xo-be-nes xe-ne-ra-'Sjo-nez de ar-'tis-taz 6'bas-kos . 
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4. THE PHONETIC COMPONENT. 
In this chapter we will focus on the phonetic component of our text-to-speech conversion 
system. This component translates the output of the linguistic component (i.e. the phonetic 
surface representation) into acoustic parameters which are needed to control the synthesizer. 
First, each allophone has been given default values for all acoustic parameters (see Table 
4.13), which values should suffice in order to synthesize each allophone in isolation. Next, 
these default values can be adjusted by means of phonetic rules (see Section 4.3) in order 
to obtain the necessary coarticulation effects between sounds. Then, on the basis of the 
transition durations a linear interpolation between the allophones' parameters is earned out 
(see Figure 4.5). Finally, the parameter tracks are sliced up into frames of 5 milliseconds, 
and these frames containing all parameter values for each 5 milliseconds of speech are fed 
into the synthesizer. 
In Section 4.1 we will describe the synthesizer used in this research, so that we have an 
inventory of the acoustic parameters involved; actually, these are the variables we have to 
find acoustic data for. 
In Section 4.2 we will present the acoustic data of Spanish as far as they are relevant in 
order to provide the necessary acoustic parameter values for the synthesizer; we will dis­
cuss data concerning the allophones, word stress, and intonation. 
Section 4.3 presents the phonetic rules, i.e. the adjustments that must be carried out on the 
initial acoustic parameter values in order to produce intelligible connected speech. 
Finally, in Section 4.4, we will discuss the validation part on the basis of the listening 
tests performed. 
4.1 The modeling of speech production as applied to speech synthesis. 
In order to describe the speech synthesizer used in this study we will maintain the paral-
lelly with human speech production. The development of the device used is based on the 
acoustic theory of speech production (Fant, 1970). According to this theory the speech 
wave is the response of the vocal tract filter systems to one or more sound sources. 
The sound source is "an acoustic disturbance superimposed upon the flow of respiratory air 
and is caused by an object giving rise to friction or to a transient release or checking of 
the air stream and, in the case of voiced sounds, by a quasi-periodic modulation of the 
airflow due to the opening and closing movement of the vocal cords" (Fant, 1970, p.17). 
In accordance with Klatt (1980, p.974-975) we distinguish two kinds of sound sources: The 
voicing source, which depends on the quasi-periodic vibrations of the vocal cords, and the 
noise source that generates turbulence noise by constricting or releasing the air stream. 
The probably most important stage in the source-filter theory involves the transfer func­
tion of the vocal tract. Each sound source excites the vocal tract that functions as a reso­
nating system. The different shapes of the vocal tract (caused by the movements of the 
articulatory organs) provide the filter characteristics that are responsible for the different 
acoustic properties of the speech sounds that leave the vocal cavities. 
Summarizing, each speech sound can be looked upon as the result of one or more sound 
sources and a vocal tract transfer function; the latter includes the radiation characteristic 
from the mouth-opening of the speaker, which ш a more detailed analysis is considered to 
be a separate factor. 
As regards the terms sound source and transfer or filter function we may see a certain 
correspondence to the terms phonation and articulation, respectively. So, for instance, the 
production of vowels involves a position of the vocal cords that allows voicing and a 
vocal tract shape that does not cause turbulence noise; the different positions of the articu­
latory organs serve to constitute different resonating systems that determine the specific 
formant patterns of the vowels. The voiceless obstruents, on the other hand, are produced 
by a position of the articulatory organs that causes turbulence noise, while the 
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configuration of the vocal cords impedes spontaneous voicing. Because the constriction of 
the air stream by the articulators is largely independent of the vocal cord activity, the 
generation of voicing and turbulence noise can occur simultaneously for example, in the 
production of voiced fricatives. 
FO 
i 
voicing 
source RGP| 
F5 F4 F3 F2 Fl FNP FNZ 
J ι 1 1 I I 1 
Figure 4.1: Model of the synthesizer used in this study, the parallel section of which con­
sists of only one branch (RP); F(i) and B(i) represent the center frequencies and band-
widths of the resonators (R). AV, AVS, AH, and AF represent the amplitude (of gam) 
of the sources. RNP and RNZ are the resonators of the nasal pole and the anti-resona­
tor of the nasal zero, respectively. RGP, RGZ, and RGS represent the glottal resonator 
1, the glottal zero, and the glottal resonator 2, respectively. (For more explanation, see 
text.) 
The synthesizer used in this study is of the linear source-filter type. The source section is 
taken from the software formant synthesizer presented by Klatt (1980). The serial branch 
is also taken from that architecture. However, we replaced the parallel branch proposed 
by Klatt by a single resonator that has non-zero input in voiceless sounds only. 
In order to generate the different acoustic waveforms the system avails of several control 
parameters (see also Table 4.14). For the production of voiced speech sounds the voicing 
source needs to be generated, which involves the specification of three control parameters: 
The fundamental frequency of voicing (FO), the amplitude of normal voicing (AV), and 
the amplitude of quasi-sinusoidal voicing (AVS). The fundamental frequency, which is 
specified in Hz, causes the generation of an impulse train corresponding to normal voicing. 
The intensity of the voiced speech sounds can be regulated by assigning values to the 
amplitudes (AV and AVS). AV accounts for normal voicing, whereas AVS determines the 
amplitude of the quasi-sinusoidal waveform in voiced fricatives, voiced aspirates and the 
voicebare present in intervocalic plosives (Klatt, 1980, p.976). 
The generation of turbulence noise is accomplished by giving positive values to the ampli­
tude of the frication source (AF) and/or the aspiration source (AH). The noise is called 
aspiration if the constriction is located at the level of the vocal cords; if the constriction 
occurs above the larynx the noise is called frication (Klatt, 1980, p.975). 
Subsequently, the sound is modulated by sending it through a filter that simulates the 
vocal tract transfer function. The sound is filtered by a series of formant filters, each of 
which causes a peak in the spectrum of the radiated sound. For each resonator, formant 
frequencies and bandwidths can be adjusted, so that frequency components of the source 
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sound which are close to that value are amplified, while more remote frequency compo-
nents will be attenuated 
Klatt's formant synthesizer is a cascade/parallel synthesizer, which means that the formant 
resonators can be connected either in series or in parallel. In the cascade connection the 
source sound is sent first through the formant filter with the highest frequency, which is 
responsible for F5. Subsequently this signal issuing from the highest filter is sent through 
the F4 filter. By the same action each higher formant is positioned on the weakened upper 
flank of its preceding formant. The result of sending the output of one formant filter to 
the following resembles to a great extent the spectral form of vowels which show a grad-
ual decline in amplitude of formant peaks as they get higher. 
The parallel section is particularly useful m order to produce sounds that do not show the 
declining amplitude relations between formants; this is mainly the case for sounds gener-
ated by a frication source. In our system the parallel section consists of only one resona-
tor, the formant frequency (FP) and the bandwidth (BP) of which have to be specified in 
order to produce fricatives and plosive bursts (the explosion of a plosive release primarily 
consists of frication noise, Klatt, 1980, p.975). 
The aspiration noise, which differs from frication noise because the constriction is located 
at the larynx rather than above it, is sent through the cascade vocal tract model. It 
should be observed that the cascade configuration was especially designed to model the 
cavity's properties needed for laryngeal sound sources. 
For the production of nasals a cascade system of only five resonators does not suffice. 
Since nasalization introduces additional poles and zeros into the transfer function of the 
vocal-nasal tract due to the presence of a side-branch resonator (Klatt, 1980, p.980- 981) a 
resonator (FNP) and a anti-resonator (FNZ) need to be added to the cascade. In our syn-
thesizer (as in Klatt's) only the center frequencies of the nasal pole and zero can be 
adapted; the bandwidths are fixed to 100 Hz. 
Besides the above-mentioned control parameters (amplitudes of the different sound sources 
and formant frequencies plus bandwidths of the resonators) there are still other parameters 
that must be specified. These are duration of allophones (DUUR) and the duration of 
transitions. Our rule formalism allows to distinguish three groups of transitions that can 
be adjusted independently: The transition of the amplitude of voicing (AVTRANS1 and 
AVTRANS2), the transition of the amplitude of frication and aspiration (AHTRANS1 and 
AHTRANS2), and the transition of formant frequencies and bandwidths (TRANSI and 
TRANS2). The fundamental frequency (FO) involves the summation of three parameters: 
The intrinsic fundamental frequency (FNUL), the fundamental frequency of the intonation 
contour (TOONH), and the declination (DECLIN). 
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4.2 Acoustic data. 
This paragraph contains observations extracted from acoustic analyses as far 
as they were relevant to the creation of the synthesis rules. The data must be seen as 
the result of an eclectical approach by which we gathered presumably useful information 
from several sources and subsequently tested its practical value by informally listening to 
the resulting synthetic speech. By tnal-and-error we arrived at the eventual values which 
are fed into the synthesizer. The different information sources from which we gathered 
our data consist of literature concerning both general acoustic phonetics and specifically 
Spanish acoustic phonetics, as well as the acoustic measurements we carried out ourselves 
by using some speech signal processing routines of the ILS (Interactive Laboratory System, 
1978) and LVS (Leo Vögten System. 1985) software packages. 
Since we are dealing with a formant-based synthesizer, it must be said that our main 
interest is directed towards the formant tracks. Besides using the ILS routine that graphi-
cally displays the formant tracks of both recorded natural speech and synthesized speech, 
the study of the sound spectrograms presented in Quilis (1981) was a fundamental contri-
bution to the creation of the rules; these spectrograms are considered to be representative 
of the sounds in question, since among a large number of spectrograms of many infor-
mants they showed best the mean characteristics. 
The data of Section 4.2.1 (The allophones) have been organized ш such a way that each 
subsection of sounds presents the parameters m the following order: Formant frequencies, 
formant bandwidths, amplitudes, durations, and transition durations. 
4.2.1 The allophones. 
4.21.1 Vowels, diphthongs, and semiconsonants 
The class of vowels is distinguished from the consonants mainly by the stability of the 
frequency of their formants and the overall slope of the spectrum. The different vowels 
are identified by their first three formants, while the higher formants contribute to other 
aspects such as individual characteristics of the speaker. The identification of a vowel is 
not entirely determined by the absolute values of its formant frequencies; it rather 
depends on the relative frequency of its different formants. That is the reason why dif­
ferent analyses may provide as many different absolute values. Comparing several formant 
charts of the Spanish vowels we find as many different Fl and F2 values (see Table 4.1). 
a 
e 
0 
1 
u 
Delattre (1965) 
Fl F2 
725 1300 
450 1900 
450 900 
275 2300 
275 800 
Monroy (1980) 
Fl F2 
790 1400 
640 1900 
640 1180 
480 2350 
490 975 
Delattre (1981) 
Fl F2 
750 1400 
475 1950 
475 950 
300 2250 
300 800 
Quilis (1981) 
Fl F2 
660 1250 
475 2100 
490 920 
250 2550 
270 650 
Table 4.1: Different Fl and F2 values for each vowel as gathered from four different 
studies. 
Santos & Nombela (1982) provide the values for the first three formants given in Table 
4.2. 
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a 
e 
0 
1 
u 
700 
485 
520 
290 
295 
1315 
1810 
880 
2165 
675 
2310 
2385 
2445 
2540 
2525 
Table 4.2: The first three formant values of the vowels as presented in Santos & Nombela 
(1982). 
The formant bandwidths are a function of energy losses due to heat conduction, viscosity, 
cavity-wall motions, and radiation of sound from the lips and the real part of the glottal 
source impedance (Allen et al., 1987). One of the implications of the last two effects is 
that the bandwidth values are higher when the glottis or mouth are more open. More­
over, the amplitude of a formant peak, is inversely proportional to its bandwidth (Klatt, 
1980, p.982), which implies that a formant can be made more or less prominent by mak­
ing its bandwidth lower or higher, respectively. The first three formant bandwidths of the 
vowels have been given the values (in Hz) summarized in Table 4.3, which to a great 
extent correspond to the estimated values of comparable Dutch vowels as presented in Shs 
(1983): 
Bl B2 B3 
a 90 90 140 
e 90 120 160 
о 80 80 130 
ι 60 120 160 
u 65 70 430 
Table 4.3: The first three formant bandwidths of the vowels. 
According to Navarro Tomás (1932, p.203) the average duration of unstressed vowels 
(measured in isolated words) is 71.5 milliseconds. In another study (1917, p.388), in which 
he used isolated words, he states that the unstressed vowel in general is shorter than 100 
milliseconds, except for the word-final position where it normally vanes between 100 and 
150 ms. With respect to the stressed vowels Navarro Tomás (1916, p.403) observes a 
decrease of the average duration in the following series of vowels: a-126.7 ms, o=123.2 
ms, e=122.4 ms, u^ll9.5 ms, and 1=117.2 ms. This results in an average duration of the 
stressed vowels of 121.8 ms. In these data the relatively high values of the stressed vow-
els in word-final position were included. If we exclude the effects of final lengthening 
from these data the following average values are provided. a=115.9 ms, e=113.6 ms, 
o=111.2 ms, u=108.3 ms, and i=103.4 ms; this results in an average duration of the 
stressed vowels of 110.5 ms. 
Monroy Casas (1980), studying words in carrier sentences, provides the following results: 
stressed a»85 ms, e=76.5 ms, 1=79.4 ms, o=73.4 ms, u=67.6 ms 
unstressed a=65 ms, e=55.5 ms, i=54 ms, o=54.4 ms, u=48.5 ms. 
This results in an average duration of 76.4 ms for the stressed vowels and 55.5 ms for 
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the unstressed vowels. 
Careful analytic listening by the author showed that the duration value of 71.5 ms for 
an unstressed vowel was rather short as regards the intelligibility of that vowel in non-
sense CVC-words. A tnal-and-error procedure, guided by the knowledge that an unstressed 
Spanish vowel generally is shorter than 100 ms, yielded more acceptable values of 90 ms 
for (a,o,e) and 80 ms for (u,i); these values reflect the shorter duration of the high vow-
els compared to the other vowels, which was stated by Navarro Tomás also (1916, p.403). 
Inspired by the data of Monroy Casas (op. cit.), which show an average duration increase 
of 20 ms in a stressed vowel, a stress rule was formulated to effectuate an increase of 
20%. The application of this rule resulted in the following values: For stressed (a,e,o) 108 
ms and for stressed (i,u) 96 ms. 
With respect to the duration of diphthongs a simple summation of the values for the seg-
ments involved appeared to provide an unacceptably large result. In order to decrease the 
duration of the diphthong the marginal elements [i,u] (i.e (j,W) in a rising diphthong and 
(i,u) in a falling diphthong) were given a lower value of 60 ms, while the nuclear vowel 
conserved its original duration. Moreover, the durational effect of stressing is manifested 
only in the nuclear vowel; that is to say, only the nuclear may increase its duration. 
For the formants and bandwidths of the semiconsonantal (j.W) the values shown in Table 
4.4 are used in our synthesis. 
1 
w 
Fl 
150 
250 
Bl 
70 
70 
F2 
2080 
800 
B2 
150 
150 
F3 
2800 
2000 
B3 
130 
125 
Table 4.4: The first three formant and bandwidth values for the semiconsonantal (j) and 
(W). 
These values correspond to the values for Dutch /j,w/ as presented in Loman et al. (1987, 
p.64), except for the second formants. The adjustments for the second formants of (j,W), 
compared to the Dutch values, reflect an approximation to the second formant values of 
the Spanish vowels (i,u), respectively. Considering the vowels (i,u) as starting points and 
taking into account that to a certain extent there can be observed a relation between vocal 
tract configurations and formant frequencies, the following observations might explain the 
eventual values for (j) and (W). The first formant of (j) is lower than Fl of (i) because 
in (j) the lip opening is smaller and the constriction of the tongue near the palate is nar-
rower; the first formant of (W) is lower than Fl of (u) because the mouth opening of 
the labial articulation is smaller. The second formant of (j) is lower than F2 of (i) 
because of the retraction and elevation of the tongue; the second formant of (W) is higher 
than F2 of (u) because the degree of rounding and labial protrusion is smaller. In order to 
obtain the second formant values of the semiconsonants we look at the F2 of the vowels 
by which each semiconsonant can be followed: (j) can be followed by (e,a,o,u) and (W) 
can be followed by (o,a,e,i). Then, knowing that F2 of (j) is higher than F2 of the vow-
els by which it can be followed, we must postulate a value that is higher than 1810 Hz, 
which is the next highest second formant value, viz. F2 of (e); similarly, knowing that f2 
of (W) is lower than F2 of the vowels by which it can be followed, we can postulate a 
value that is lower than 880 Hz, which is the next lowest second formant value, viz. F2 
of (o). While the value of 800 Hz for F2(W) was the result of simply trying a choice 
between 675 and 880 Hz, 2080 Hz for F2(j) derives from the average 2083 Hz as pre-
sented by Martinez Celdrân (1984, p.117). 
For all the vocalic elements a transition duration of 20 ms appeared to be an acceptable 
value as far as vowel sequences were concerned. Adaptations of these values only were 
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made if the vowels were contiguous to clause boundaries or certain consonants. 
A vocalic element appearing at clause beginning or clause end needed to have its duration 
and transition duration adjusted. The original values, which were too low in that context, 
gave the impression of preceding or following plosive elements because of the abrupt onset 
and offset of the vowels. In order to cancel this effect the duration of the clause-initial 
vowel was increased by 10 ms, while the initial transition duration of its sound source 
(AVTRANS1) was set to 50 ms; the clause-final vowel was lengthened by 50 ms, while 
the final transition duration of its sound source (AVTRANS2) was set to 50 ms. 
The values of the amplitude of the voicing source of the vowels were obtained by trial-
and-error. Guided by the observation that AV (which stands for Amplitude of Voicing; 
this and similar acronyms are explained in Section 4.1 and have been summarized in 
Appendix A) was about 60 dB in a strong vowel (Allen et al., 1987, p.133) we started 
with an input parameter value of 50. (Note: this input parameter value does not corre-
spond with the dB value in Allen et al., 1987.) We neither have measured the resulting 
intensity in dB, but we rather relied on the global perceptual impression.) The resulting 
amplitude proved to be too high; successively the AV value was lowered to 30, which 
gave acceptable results even when the vowels had different fundamental frequencies. 
4.2.1.2 The plosives. 
The class of plosive consonants is characterized by a silent interval, a noise burst, and 
rapid transitions into adjacent sounds. While the silent interval contributes to the identifi-
cation of the plosive class as a whole, the burst frequency and the direction of the for-
mant transitions help to differentiate between the various plosives. 
Experiments with synthesized stop-vowel syllables (Cooper et al., 1952) showed that differ-
ent positions of the noise burst on the frequency axis contributed to the perception of dif-
ferent stops. However, the results were not totally independent of the formant transitions 
in the adjacent vowels. Figure 4.2 demonstrates how the listeners identified different stops 
depending on the frequency position of the burst. 
Figure 4.2: Interpretation of noise bursts at different frequencies preceding different 
vowels (after Cooper et al., 1952). On the y-axis the frequency of the 
bursts; on the x-axis the different vowels, the formants of which are repre-
sented by the black, horizontal bars. 
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From that figure it can be seen that bursts at a frequency above 2880 Hz were always 
identified as [t] irrespective of the following vowel; values below 2880 Hz were identified 
as [k] when the bursts were located immediately above the second formant of the adjacent 
vowel; in the other positions the bursts were identified as [p]. Note that a noise burst at 
1500 Hz may be perceived as [p] before [i] or [u], while it may be perceived as [k] before 
[a]. 
Besides the noise bursts (which are mainly important in the voiceless stops) the direction 
of the formant transitions into adjacent vowels appear to be more revealing as regards the 
identification of stops. While the same Fl transitions out of the stops correspond to a 
common manner of articulation, the same F2 transitions correspond to a common place of 
articulation. This may be illustrated by the Figure 4.3 (after Liberman et al., 1959, 
p.1493). 
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PLACE OF ARTICULATION 
MIDDLE BACK 
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Figure 4.3: Patterns illustrating some of the acoustic cues for the stop and nasal conso­
nants (after Liberman et al., 1959). 
According to Quilis (1981, p.199-200) the perceptual importance of F3 transitions decreases 
from dental to labial to velar sounds. Labials have a very negative F3 transition (T3), 
like T2 (T3, T2, and Tl refer to the transitions of the third, second, and first formants, 
respectively); velars have a negative T3, inversely to T2; dentals have a positive T3 with 
all vowels except for [i] where T3 is negative, like T2. 
Although the stops do not have proper formants, they have been given formant and band­
width values in order to indicate from which virtual point the formant transitions into 
the neighbouring sounds start. Essential to these points is whether they are located lower 
or higher than the vowel formants on the frequency scale. When they are located below 
the vowel formant the transition is negative; when they are located above the vowel for­
mant the transition is positive. 
According to Potter et al. (1947, p.103) spectrograms showed an ideal starting point of the 
F2 transition (the "hub") which depended on the place where the stop consonant was 
articulated. For the labials /p,b/ they found the hub towards the bottom of the frequency 
axis; for the dentals /t,d/ the hub was found near the middle of the frequency axis; the 
velars /k,g/ showed a hub towards the top before front vowels, towards the middle before 
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mid vowels, and towards the bottom before back vowels. 
A concept similar to the hub was proposed by Delattre et al (1955, in: Fry, 1976, 
p.273-283), who studied synthetic CV-syllables for American-English. Their "locus" 
referred to a place on the frequency axis at which a transition began or to which it was 
assumed to point. They found a second-formant locus for /b/ at 720 Hz, for /d/ at 1800 
Hz, and for /g/ at 3000 Hz. 
Ement (1974, p.19), however, stated that a fixed F2 locus was only valid for dental and 
alveolar consonants, which in their articulation did not seem to be very dependent on 
adjacent vowels. With respect to labial and velar consonants the F2 locus could be substi­
tuted by simple proportional rules that guaranteed a negative T2 for labials and a positive 
T2 for velars Actually, these findings are reflected m our synthesis rules, since the pro­
duction of the dentals (t.D) could suffice with a fixed set of target values, while the 
labials and the velars (p,B,k,G) needed additional rules to realize appropriate transitions. 
We started out with the initial values of the first three formants of the plosives which 
were gathered from Santos & Nombela (1982, p.1596) shown in Table 4.5. 
Ρ 
t 
к 
b 
d 
g 
Fl 
400 
400 
500 
200 
200 
300 
F2 
900 
1580 
1600 
900 
1580 
1600 
F3 
2100 
2500 
2100 
2100 
2500 
2100 
Table 4.5: The first three formant values of the plosives as presented in Santos & Nombela 
(1982). 
Generally, it is said that the Fl is higher and the bandwidth is larger when the glottis is 
open. However, for both the voiceless (p) and the voiced (B) a low value of 200 Hz had 
good results. Taking into account that the extent of the Fl transition contributes to the 
strength of the consonantal impression (Delattre et al. (1955) in: Fry (1976), p.278), the 
weak impression of /p/ was remedied by lowering the Fl from 400 Hz to 200 Hz; this 
value guaranteed a negative Tl before all vowels. Only before the back high (u,W), which 
have Fl values of 295 Hz and 250 Hz respectively, the first formant of (p) had to be 
even lower: 150 Hz. According to Quilis (1981, p.205) T2 of (p) is always negative. Try­
ing proportional rules that provided a second formant of (p) which was 200 Hz lower 
than the F2 of the following vowel proved to have good results, except for (u). The F2 
of (p) was set to 680 Hz what resulted in an almost neutral T2 for (u). Because this 
resulted in a very weak (p), its first formant was lowered to 150 Hz. Since for (p) the 
burst energy is concentrated in the lower frequency region of the spectrum, the lower for­
mants have been given prominence by a smaller bandwidth value compared to the band-
widths of the higher formants. F3 has been given a value 2445 Hz, having a large band­
width of 300 Hz. The first and second formants have been given smaller bandwidths of 
90 Hz and 70 Hz respectively. An additional perceptual improvement was caused by defin­
ing a formant in the parallel section. The best result was produced by a formant at 350 
Hz having a bandwidth of 90 Hz. At 2100 Hz and 1400 Hz a /t/ was perceived; at 900 
Hz and 700 Hz a /k/ was perceived, while at 300 Hz and 200 Hz it appeared to be a 
glottal stop. 
For the voiced cognate (B) the following values offered a good result. The first formant 
at 200 Hz guaranteed a negative Tl before all vowels (cf. (ρ)). The second formant at 
675 Hz proved to be useful for (B) before the vowels (a,o,u), trying different values 
resulted in a second formant at 1000 Hz before (e,i). Bandwidth values of 90 Hz and 75 
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Hz for the first and second formants show the priority of these lower formants to F3 
which has a frequency of 2300 Hz and a bandwidth of 200 Hz. Unlike the voiceless (p) 
with its noise burst the voiced (B) does not seem to benefit from a clearly marked for-
mant in the parallel section. 
The formant frequencies of the voiceless (t) as provided by Santos & Nombela (op. cit.) 
appeared to be useful in order to realize appropriate transitions. Besides Tl which is posi-
tive before (i,u) instead of negative, T2 in all cases corresponds to the Quihs data (1981, 
p.205). T2 is positive before (a.o.u) and negative before (e,i). T3 appears to be positive 
before (a,e), slightly positive before (o), and slightly negative before (i,u). The second for-
mant has a bandwidth of 100 Hz, while Fl and F3 have a bandwidth value of 130 Hz 
and 150 Hz, respectively. In order to account for the existence of energy concentrations in 
the higher region of the spectrum, a formant in the parallel section was positioned at 
3600 Hz (cf. Loman et al., 1987, p.59) having a bandwidth of 200 Hz. 
Apart from a slight adjustment of the F2, the formant values of (D) correspond to the 
Santos & Nombela values (op. cit.). An Fl value of 200 Hz guarantees a negative tran-
sition before all vowels. The second formant at 1600 Hz and a third formant at 2500 Hz 
provide similar transitions as for (t). T2 is positive before (a,o,u) and negative before (i,e); 
T3 is positive before (a,e), slightly positive before (o), and slightly negative before (i,u). 
The bandwidth values of the formants were taken from Santos Suárez (1981): Fl has a 
bandwidth of 60 Hz, F2 of 300 Hz, and F3 of 150 Hz. The formant in the parallel sec-
tion does not seem to have great influence as far as the voiced dental stop is concerned. 
The velars (k,G) as regards the formant frequencies appeared to depend most on the fol-
lowing vowels. Unlike the dental stops with their fixed F2 locus, the velars needed rules 
to account for proper F2 transitions (and F3 transitions m some cases) into the different 
vowels. The first formant of (k) appeared to provide better results when its value was 
lower than 500 Hz. The value of 300 Hz provided a negative Tl before (a,e,o) and a neu-
tral Tl before (i,u). According to Quihs (1981, p.205) T2 is positive before (a.e.o), negative 
before (i), and neutral before (u); T3 is negative before (i,a,o,u) and positive before (e) 
The positive T2 was guaranteed by giving the second formant a value of 1750 Hz before 
(a) and a value that was 100 Hz higher than the F2 of the neighbouring vowel before 
(e,o). Before both (i) and (u) the second formant values of (k) appeared to produce good 
results when they were identical to the F2 of the vowels, providing neutral transitions. 
Establishing the third formant at 2340 Hz provided a negative T3 before (o,u) and a 
slightly positive T3 before (a). Before (e) and d) this value was increased by 200 Hz and 
100 Hz respectively, providing a positive T3 before (e) and a negative T3 before (i). The 
bandwidths of the first, second, and third formant closely resemble the values presented 
by Allen et al. (1987, p.l21): 250 Hz, 160 Hz, and 350 Hz, respectively. By defining for-
mants in the parallel section at certain frequencies it seemed as if the important second 
formant transition was emphasized. Before (i) the peak was located at 2900 Hz, before (e) 
at 2200 Hz, before (a) at 1700 Hz, before (o) at 1100 Hz, and before (u) at 700 Hz. 
Before all vowels the bandwidth of this parallel formant was 90 Hz, except before d) 
where the strong effect of the high frequency was attenuated by using a bandwidth value 
of 200 Hz. 
The formant values of (G) as provided by Santos & Nombela (op. cit.) only proved to be 
useful before (a). In order to affirm a negative Tl before all vowels the first formant of 
(G) was lowered to 250 Hz, which resulted in a stronger consonantal impression. Moreover, 
a more negative T3 proved to be beneficial for the perception of the voiced velar stop 
before the back vowels (a,o,u). Taking into account these observations the values presented 
in Allen et al. (1987, p. 186) seemed to be acceptable starting values. Thus, the starting 
values of formants and bandwidths for the voiced velar stop (G) were as follows: Fl at 
250 Hz having a bandwidth of 70 Hz; F2 at 1600 Hz having a bandwidth of 150 Hz; 
and F3 at 1900 Hz having a bandwidth of 190 Hz. 
These values delivered good transitions into (a). Before (o,u) the second formant needed to 
be lowered to 1100 Hz in order to produce proper transitions. Before (e,i) both second and 
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third formant were increased to 2100 Hz and 2700 Hz respectively; this caused a very 
flat T2 before (i), a positive T2 before (e), and a positive T3 before both (i) and (e). 
Unlike the other voiced stops CG) seemed to benefit from a formant in the parallel section. 
Good results were obtained when this formant value coincided with the second formant of 
(G) as applied for the different vowels. Having a bandwidth of 100 Hz this parallel for­
mant is located at 1600 Hz before (a), at 1100 Hz before (o,u), and at 2100 Hz before 
(e.i) 
The above-mentioned findings are summarized in Table 4.6, where "+" represents a positive 
transition, "-" a negative transition, and "=" a neutral transition. 
(p) 
(B) 
(t) 
(D) 
(k) 
(G) 
(l) 
Tl T2 T3 
. 
. . -
+ - -
. . . 
= = -
- - + 
(e) 
Tl T2 T3 
+ 
. . _ 
- - + 
+ 
- + + 
- + + 
(a) 
Tl T2 T3 
- - + 
. . . 
- + + 
- + + 
- + + 
- + -
(o) 
Tl T2 T3 
-
. . . 
- + + 
- + + 
- + -
+ -
(u) 
Tl T2 T3 
. 
- . -
+ + -
- + -
Ш, _ -
+ -
Table 4.6: The directions of the formant transitions out of each vowel into adjacent stops. 
T(n) refers to the transition of the corresponding formant Kn). "+" means a positive 
transition (i.e. from the vowel formant upward), "-" means a negative transition, and 
"=" means a neutral transition. 
With respect to the amplitude of the sound sources of the stops it is necessary to distin­
guish between the closure interval and the plosive burst on the one hand, and between 
voiced stops and voiceless stops on the other. The first interval of the stops, the closure 
interval, is characterized by complete silence when the voiceless stops are concerned; this 
means that the amplitude of any sound source in this interval is zero. In the voiced stops, 
on the contrary, the closure interval shows a small amplitude of the voicing source; actu­
ally, this is represented by the voice bar in the spectrograms. The second interval, repre­
senting the plosive burst, is characterized by an intense noise burst; this means that the 
second interval of both voiced and voiceless stops shows a certain amplitude of the noise 
source. In the voiced stops, moreover, this interval shows the contribution of the voicing 
source. 
According to Martínez Celdrán (1984) the average intensity is higher in the voiced plosives 
than in the voiceless plosives: 1.87 dB for (p) versus 14.42 dB for (B); 1.95 dB for (t) 
versus 13.5 dB for (D); and 3.66 dB for (k) versus 19.08 dB for (G) (Martinez Celdrán, 
1984, p.91, p.93, p.95, respectively). 
Recalling that for (p,t,k) parallel formants were defined in different frequency regions and 
that the amplitude of a formant peak is proportional to formant frequency (that is to say, 
while the bandwidth remains the same; because, actually, its amplitude is proportional to 
the Q-factor: Q=F/B, cf. Klatt, 1980, p.982), we started with the following input values 
of the amplitude of fncation noise (AF). For (p) which has a formant in the lower fre-
quency region a value of 80, for (k) which has a formant m the middle frequency region 
a value of 60, and for (t) with its formant in the higher region a value of 40. In spite 
of the high AF values for (p) the result was not strong enough to produce a clear (p) 
impression. Thus, in order to give more emphasis to the formant in the lower frequency 
region, the input value of the amplitude of fncation noise was increased to 120. For (k) 
an input value of 60 appeared to be too strong; consequently, it was lowered to 30. For 
(t) the input value of 40, which was too strong, first was halved to 20, and finally low-
ered to 10, which proved to be an acceptable value. 
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The first interval of the voiced stops was given a very low input value of the amplitude 
of voicing (AV), viz. 5. Giving the second interval an input value of 10 for the ampli-
tude of voicing did not provide good results. Adding quasi-sinusoidal voicing (AVS) and 
fncation noise besides higher AV values appeared to have better results, at least for (B,D). 
Giving both AV and AVS values of 40 and AF a value of 20 proved to be satisfactory 
for (B,D), while for (G) these values resulted in sonorant sound like (1). Consequently, the 
AV value for (G) was set to zero, while the AVS was increased to 60; this measure pro-
vided the obstruent impression that •was necessary for (G). 
As regards the duration of the stops Martínez Celdrán (1984) observes higher values in the 
voiceless stops than in the voiced counterparts. The average duration of (p) is 87.94 ms 
versus 65.02 ms for (B); 99.92 ms for (t) versus 59.9 ms for (D); and 7512 ms for (k) 
versus 46.62 ms for (G) (Martínez Celdrán, 1984, p.91, p.93, p.95 respectively). Initially, 
we tried to express these differences mainly by the durations of the closure interval 
which amounted to 90 ms m the voiceless stops and to 60 ms in the voiced stops. How-
ever, a first interval of 90 ms proved to be too long. Thus, the closure duration of the 
voiceless stops was shortened to 70 ms. A duration of 15 ms for the burst of the voice-
less stops appeared to be useful only for (t); for both (p) and (k) this value was increased 
to 30 ms. The value of 10 ms for the noise burst of the voiced stops was shortened to 5 
ms in (B,D) and increased to 20 ms in (G), which values correspond to the durations pre-
sented in Allen et al. (1987, p.l97) for the English cognates. Consequently, the durations 
of the voiced and voiceless stops show the following proportions: 100 ms for (p) versus 65 
ms for (B); 85 ms for (t) versus 65 ms for (D); and 100 ms for (k) versus 80 ms for 
(G). 
A final observation with respect to the duration of the stops concerns the closure interval 
when the stop consonant is preceded by another consonant. In this case a closure interval 
of 60 or 70 ms seemed to be too long; a duration of 40 ms seemed a more appropriate 
value for both voiced and voiceless stops. For (G) after a nasal it proved to be even better 
to suffice with the noise burst only. 
Besides the closure interval and the plosive burst the rapid transitions into adjoining vow-
els are characteristic for the stops. In order to realize very fast transitions the transition 
durations of the stops were set to zero. This means that the initial and final transitions 
of the formants and the sound sources within the stop are very abrupt. Whereas these 
transitions provided good results in the voiced stops, they did not appear abrupt enough 
for the voiceless stops. Therefore the transitions within the vowel also were involved. In 
order to create that abrupt transition the duration of the initial transition of both the 
first formant and the voicing source within the following vowel was set to zero. 
4.2.1.3 The fricatives. 
The fricatives are characterized by the friction noise and the formant transitions out of 
and into adjacent vowels. From experiments with American English fricatives Harris (1958) 
showed that listeners first decide on the basis of friction amplitude whether a sound 
belongs to the /s-¡ / class or to the /f-0/ class; if it belongs to the former the listener 
uses the friction spectrum to decide whether it is / s / or /ƒ/; if it belongs to the latter, 
however, he uses the formant transitions in order to identify /f/ or /Θ/. According to Pot­
ter et al. (1947, p.l52) the frequency of the fricative's hub (for English) is ascending in 
the following order· /f/, /Θ/, /s/, /ƒ/. In their study on Argentine Spanish fricative conso­
nants Borzone de Manrique & Massone (1981, p.1151) state that all fricatives except /x/ 
and /γ/ were well identified by the friction portion alone; for the recognition of the 
velars the acoustic cues provided by the vocalic portion appeared to be necessary. It should 
be noted that this observation does not apply to the interdental fricative [Θ] (S), which 
does not appear in the sound system of Argentine Spanish. 
The first three formant values of (f) provided by Santos & Nombela (1982, p. 1596), i.e. 
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700-1715-2610 Hz, only proved to be useful in the positin before (e). Before (a,o) these 
values produced a synthetic (s), while before (i,u) the produced sound resembled both a 
weak (s) and a weak (f). According to Potter et al. (1947, p.l22) the /f-v/ hub is lower 
m the context of the vowels (i,e,a,o) and slightly higher in the context of (u). Thus, the 
second formant was set to 800 Hz, which guaranteed a negative T2 before (i,e,a,o) and a 
positive T2 before (u). The bandwidths of these formants correspond to the values pre­
sented in Santos (1981): 300-350-350 Hz. In the parallel section a weak formant was posi­
tioned at 1200 Hz, having a bandwidth of 500 Hz; of all fricatives (f) has a peak at the 
lowest frequency (Borzone de Manrique & Massone, 1981, p.ll46), except for the incidental 
cases where the peak of (x) is continuous with the second formant of (o) and (u). 
For (s) the first three formant values 400-1515-2610 Hz (Santos & Nombela, 1982, p.1596) 
did not prove to be totally satisfactory. The second formant at 1515 Hz which corresponds 
to a dental/alveolar locus was conserved, while the first formant was increased to 500 Hz. 
Next, the third formant was increased to 4800 Hz; this proved to be too high a value 
and, consequently, it was lowered to 3300 Hz. The bandwidth values of the first three 
formants were set to 200-200-100 Hz. The eventual formant values produce a negative T2 
before (i,e), a positive T2 before (a,o,u), and a positive T3 before all vowels. The parallel 
formant was given the same value as the third formant, viz. 3300 Hz having a band­
width of 100 Hz, which proved to be a sufficient measure to in order to create the high­
est frequency peak of the fricatives (cf. Borzone de Manrique & Massone, 1981, p.ll46). 
The first three formant values of (S) [&] closely resemble the values for (s): 
500-1500-3500 Hz. While (S) shares the same formant transitions with (s) the main differ­
ence is created by a complete attenuation of these formants by means of an 800 Hz band­
width as well as by an very weak parallel formant at 2600 Hz that has a bandwidth of 
800 Hz. 
The formant values of the velar fricative (x) highly depend on the vowels Therefore, the 
second formant and the parallel formant have been adjusted in accordance with the fol­
lowing vowel. An initial value of 950 Hz for the first formant (cf. Santos & Nombela, 
1982, ρ.1596) appeared to be too high; successively it was lowered to 300 Hz. The third 
formant was set to 2500 Hz. As regards the second formant and the parallel formant a 
value of 1700 Hz produced fairly acceptable results only before (a,e); before (o,u) the 
resulting sound was similar to a palatal fricative, while before d) it was confused with 
(f). Trying various values showed that both a second formant and a parallel formant at 
2000 Hz were right before (i). Before (e.a.o.u) the F2 values were equalized to the second 
formant of the corresponding vowel. Before (a) the parallel formant was positioned 
slightly higher than the F2 of that vowel, viz. at 1380 Hz. In the context before (e) it 
had good results that the parallel formant value was as close to the F2 as 1800 Hz. 
Before (u) a good result was produced by a value of 700 Hz, while before (o) a parallel 
formant at 880 Hz appeared to be satisfactory. The first three formants were given band­
width values of 250-160-350 Hz, while the parallel formant had a bandwidth of 90 Hz. 
Summarizing, all eventual values provide the transition scheme for the fricatives that is 
shown in Table 4.7. 
(f) 
(s) 
(S) 
(X) 
d) 
Tl T2 T3 
+ - + 
+ - + 
+ - + 
= - -
(e) 
Tl T2 T3 
+ - + 
+ - + 
+ - + 
= + 
(a) 
Tl T2 T3 
= - + 
+ + 
- + + 
- с + 
(о) 
Tl T2 ТЗ 
+ - + 
+ + 
+ + 
- = + 
(u) 
Tl Т2 ТЗ 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
= = -
Table 4.7: The directions of the formant transitions out of each vowel into adjacent frica­
tives. 
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As regards the relative intensity of the voiceless fricatives Strevens (1960, p.32-49) states 
that the ranking is ascending from the interdental (S) and the labiodental (f) via the 
velar (x) to the alveolar (s). This rank order is also manifest in the input values of the 
aspiration source (AH) and the fncation source (AF) as assigned to the different fricatives. 
While (f,s,x) have been given values for both AH and AF, (S) finally has been given a 
very low input value of 5 for the amplitude of fncation noise (AF) only; the very low 
intensity of (S) is another factor that contributes to differentiating it from (f) or (s). Next 
in the intensity ranking is (f), which has been given a value of 20 for both AH and AF. 
The velar (x) has been given a value of 30 for both AH and AF, while (s) has been 
given an input value of 5 for AH and a value of 30 for AF. Regarding these values one 
should realize that the eventual intensity is not determined by these input values exclu-
sively; it also depends on the position of the parallel formant on the frequency axis. For 
instance, an AF value of 30 has a greater impact with (s) than with (x), because the par-
allel formant of (s) is positioned at a higher frequency than that of (x). Moreover, the 
apparently great difference between the AF values of (f) and (S) is diminished by the 
fact that the lower value is related to a higher frequency position of the parallel formant 
while the higher value concerns a parallel formant at a lower frequency. 
With respect to the velar (x) in word-final position the AH and AF values of 30 did not 
have good results; in that circumstance (x) was rather perceived as a palatal voiceless fri-
cative Consequently, AH was set to zero and AF was lowered to 5, which adjustment 
appeared to be satisfactory in combination with a shortening of the segment's duration. 
Moreover, the AF value for (s) in syllable-final position was lowered from 30 to 10. 
As regards the fricatives' durations Martinez Celdrán (1984, p.91,93, and 95 respectively) 
provides the following average values: For (f) 113.72 ms; for (S) 98.37 ms; and for (x) 
102.93 ms. The data of Borzone de Manrique & Massone (1981, p.ll47) show the follow-
ing average durations: For (f) 169 5 ms, for (s) 167.5 ms, and for (x) 171.5 ms. The great 
differences between the data of the above-mentioned studies can be explained by the fact 
that the former data were obtained from running speech, whereas the latter pertain to iso-
lated words. Experimenting with different durations resulted in the following acceptable 
values. For (f) 100 ms; for (s) 110 ms; for (S) 100 ms, and for (x) 130 ms. In syllable-
final position (s) was shortened to 60 ms, while (x) at word end was shortened to 80 ms. 
Compared to the stops the fricatives show slower transitions which fact is expressed in 
larger transition durations. A first trial with transition durations of 30 ms proved to be 
successful for (S); this means that a 30 ms duration of the initial and final transitions of 
the formants (tsl and ts2; see also Appendix A for similar abbreviations) as well as of 
the initial and final transitions of the noise sources (htsl and hts2) appeared to have good 
results for the interdental fricative (S). For (f) the 30 ms duration was maintained only 
in its formant transitions (tsl and ts2); the same durations for the transitions of the noise 
sources (htsl and hts2) gave the impression of an (f) that was produced with an excessive 
contact between the articulators. Consequently, the final transition of the noise sources 
(hts2) was shortened to 5 ms, while the initial transition (htsl) was lengthened to 50 ms. 
Moreover, although it concerns a voiceless fricative, a transition duration of 20 ms for 
both initial and final transitions of the voicing source (vtsl and vts2) seemed to contrib-
ute to a more natural sounding (f). For (s) shorter formant transitions of 10 ms seemed to 
be more appropriate. Moreover, the final transition of the noise sources (hts2) was set to 
20 ms, while htsl was set to 40 ms. Similarly to (f), (s) seemed to benefit from a 20 ms 
transition duration of the voicing source (vtsl and vts2). For (x) formant transitions (tsl 
and ts2) of 10 ms and noise source transitions (htsl and hts2) of 20 ms had good results. 
The final observations concern the voiced fricative (z) which is a combinatory variant of 
/ s / appearing at syllable end before a continuant consonant. Due to its implosive position 
(z) is considerably weaker than (s). This weaker realization is manifested by a shorter 
duration, larger formant bandwidths, and a lower input value of the amplitude of the fn-
cation source. Having a segmental duration of 60 ms, the first three formant frequencies 
at 200-1500-2500 Hz were given large bandwidths of 500-500-200 Hz respectively; the 
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parallel formant at ЗООО Hz was given a bandwidth of 300 Hz. Besides the rather low 
value of 15 for the voicing source amplitude, the amplitude of the fncation source was 
set to an input value of 20. As regards the transition durations both formant transitions 
and sound sources transitions amounted to 20 ms. 
4.2.1.4 The affricates. 
The affricates (c) [tf] and (Y) [d3] consist of an occlusion phase and an explosion/constric­
tion phase. Thus, these sounds share characteristics with both plosives and fricatives. The 
formant frequencies of (c) as presented by Santos & Nom bela (1982, p.l596), i.e. 
550-1620-2430 Hz, did not provide the kind of transitions that corresponds to a palatal 
place of articulation. Comparing transitions of other palatal sounds like D<,j,jO (Quilis, 
1981, p.217, 227, 282 respectively) we observed that all second formant transitions are 
positive except for some cases before d). So, the F2 of (c) was raised to 2300 Hz, which 
measure guaranteed a positive T2 and gave the affricate the necessary palatal impression. 
Other improvements were obtained by lowering Fl to 450 Hz and raising F3 to 2800 Hz. 
The bandwidth values of the first three formants were set 200-90-300 Hz respectively. 
Although the center frequency of the parallel formant may vary depending on different 
vocalic contexts, the value of 3200 Hz (cf. Quilis, 1981, p.260) proved to be acceptable 
before all vowels; the parallel formant at 3200 Hz was given a bandwidth of 100 Hz. 
The formant frequencies of the voiced affricate (Y) suffered similar adjustments as regards 
the Santos & Nombela data: First, the second formant was raised from 1750 Hz to 1950 
Hz; next, Fl was lowered from 250 Hz to 150 Hz and F3 was raised from 2650 Hz to 
2800 Hz. The bandwidth values of the first three formants were set to 70-150-130 Hz 
respectively. In order to avoid the predominance of the friction portion in (Y) there was 
no effective parallel formant used (AF was set to 0). 
Table 4.8 summarizes the transitions of the affricates for all vowels. 
(c) 
(Y) 
(l) 
Tl T2 T3 
+ + + 
- - + 
(e) 
Tl T2 T3 
- + + 
- + + 
(a) 
Tl T2 T3 
+ + 
+ + 
(o) 
Tl T2 T3 
- + + 
- + + 
(u) 
Tl T2 T3 
+ + + 
- + + 
Table 4.8: The directions of the formant transitions out of each vowel mto the adjacent 
affricates (c) and (Y). 
With respect to the amplitude of the sound sources of the affricates the first segment (i.e. 
the occlusion phase) shows similarities with the plosives. Whereas this segment of the 
voiced (Y) shows a very low value of 5 for the voicing source (AV), its counterpart of 
the voiceless (c) is characterized by complete silence, i.e. a value of zero for all sound 
sources. The second segment (i.e. the constriction phase) of (c) has been given a rather high 
AF value of 40, while the other sound sources were set to zero. The second segment of 
the voiced (Y) was given an AF value of 0 in order to avoid the predominance of the 
friction portion; on the contrary, the AV and AVS values were set to 45 and 50, respec­
tively. 
According to Quilis (1981, p.259 and p.263) the average duration is 166.1 ms for (c) and 
84.8 ms for (Y). For (c) the average duration of the first segment amounts to 92.5 ms, 
while the second segment comes to an average of 73.6 ms. The corresponding values for 
(Y) are 52.8 ms and 32 ms, respectively. Trials with these values showed that the dura­
tion of (c) -was too long. Trying first-segment durations that were identical to the plosives 
appeared to have better results for both (c) and (Y), that is to say the occlusion phase of 
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(с) amounted to 70 ms, while that of (Y) amounted to 60 ms. Second-segment durations of 
65 ms and 40 ms for (c) and (Y) respectively appeared to be appropriate values. These 
values yield a total duration of 135 ms for (c) and 100 ms for (Y). 
As regards the transition durations of the affricates a series of values was tried out. 
Finally, acceptable results were obtained by the following values: For (Y) initial tran­
sitions of zero duration of both formants and the voicing sources, while the final tran­
sitions of these parameters amounted to 10 ms. For (c) the initial transitions of the for­
mants were set to zero, while the final transitions amounted to 20 ms; moreover, the 
initial transition of the noise source was set to 10 ms and the final transition was zero. 
4.2.1.5 The spirants. 
The spirants (b.d.g.y) [|3,ô,Y,j] as displayed in spectrograms (cf. Quilis, 1981, p.222-225) 
show more or less clear frequency zones that resemble vowel formants. It is the presence 
of these resonances that chiefly distinguishes the spirants (b,d,g,y) from their plosive/affri-
cate counterparts (B,D,G,Y). To the extent that the degree of constriction between the artic-
ulators decreases the spirants show more and clearer formants. As regards the transitions 
the spirants, roughly speaking, share the directions with their plosive/affricate counterparts; 
with respect to the transition speed the spirants are clearly slower. 
The first three formant values of the labial spirant (b) were set to 200-1000-2000 Hz 
respectively. From the viewpoint of the necessary negative transitions with all vowels it 
was to be foreseen that these values would provide correct results, at least with the 
unrounded vowels. As a matter of fact, the chosen values resulted in a labial sound (b,w) 
when the surrounding vowels were (a.e.i); however, when the surrounding vowels were 
rounded the result was clearly a velar sound. Consequently, the second formant value 
was lowered to 575 Hz, which definitely provided negative F2 transitions with all vow-
els. The first formant value of 200 Hz, which guaranteed a negative Tl •with all vowels, 
was set to an even lower value of 150 Hz only when the adjacent sound was (u) or (W). 
The bandwidth values of the formants amounted to 60-100-300 Hz respectively. 
The dental spirant (d), initially, showed the following formant values: 200-1800-3000 Hz. 
Although these values were to account for a negative TI, a rather fixed dental locus at 
1800 Hz, and a positive T3, the results were not satisfactory. Raising the first formant to 
370 Hz (Santos & Nombela, 1982, p.1596) had a negative effect, producing a sound similar 
to a velar spirant. Lowering Fl to 170 Hz produced a more satisfactory effect. Next, F2 
was lowered, but not as low as 1240 Hz (cf. Santos & Nombela, ibidem); a value of 1590 
Hz appeared to be more appropriate. Finally, F3 was lowered to 2600 Hz, which conserved 
a positive, though less steep, T3. The bandwidth values of the formants were set to 
60-100-100 Hz. 
The first three formants of the palatal spirant (y) closely resemble the values provided by 
Santos & Nombela (ibidem), except for the second formant which was lowered in accor-
dance with the data of Martinez Celdrán (1984, p.117). Thus, the values of the formants 
are 300-1950-2650 Hz. Their respective bandwidth values are 70-150-130 Hz. 
The velar spirant (g) showed the highest Fl, viz. at 350 Hz. The second formant varied 
according to the adjacent vowel: Before the rounded vowels (o,u) 900 Hz seemed to be an 
acceptable value, while before the other vowels rules were needed that adapt the F2 of 
(g) to the F2 of the adjacent sounds. These rules accounted for a lower F2 before (i) and 
higher second formants before (e,a). Before (o,u) the third formants amounted to 2100 Hz, 
while before (i,e,a) they 'were equated to the respective vowels' third formants. 
The bandwidth values of the formants were set to 80-120-100 Hz, except for the case 
when (g) precedes (a,e,i); then, the bandwidth values of the second and third formants are 
equated to those of the following vowels. In order to obtain better results when (g) is 
followed by the rounded vowels (o.u) a parallel formant was added having values similar 
to the velar plosive (G) in that context. This parallel formant was positioned at 1120 Hz 
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having a bandwidth of 120 Hz. 
Table 4.9 summarizes the formant transitions of the spirants for all vowels: 
(b) 
(dj 
(y) 
(g) 
(l) 
Tl T2 T3 
. . . 
- - + 
=1 - + 
+ - = 
(e) 
Tl T2 T3 
- - -
+ 
+ + 
- + = 
(a) 
Tl T2 T3 
. . . 
+ + 
- + + 
+ -
(o) 
Tl T2 T3 
. . . 
- + + 
- + + 
- + -
(u) 
Tl T2 T3 
. . . 
+ + 
= + + 
+ + -
Table 4.9: The directions of the formant transitions out of each vowel into the adjacent 
spirants (b), (d), (y), and (g). 
As regards the amplitudes of the sound sources of the spirants it is worth noting that in 
neither case the aspiration source was used and that the fncation source was given a 
small input value of S only in the case of the velar spirant (g). Trying different values 
of the voicing sources AV and AVS provided the following values: For (b) both AV and 
AVS amounted to 30; for (d) these values amounted to 40; for (y) AV amounted to 30; 
for (g) AV amounted to 25, while AVS amounted to 30. 
According to Martinez Celdrän (1984, p.90, 92, 94, 116), who studied words in a carrier 
sentence, the average durations of the spirants are as follows: 53.1 ms for (b); 54.3 ms for 
(d); 58.67 ms for (g) and 73 ms for (y). Trials with different durations provided the fol-
lowing values: 60 ms for (b,d); 50 ms for (g) and 90 ms for (y). With respect to the 
transitions the spirants show rather large durations For (d) both formant transitions and 
voicing source transitions were set to 25 ms. For (y) 20 ms seemed to be a proper value, 
while for (g) and (b) the values were lowered to 15 ms and 5 ms respectively. The 
rather short transition durations for (b) appeared to be necessary in order to avoid a 
(w)-impression. 
Another member of the spirant class, occurring less frequently, is the labio-velar (w). As 
regards the formant frequencies it closely resembles the values assigned to the semiconso-
nantal (W). However, since (w) in its infrequent occurrences is mostly followed by the 
vowel (e), the second formant was geared for a proper transition into this vowel. The 
resulting frequencies of the first three formants and their bandwidths are as follows: 
250-70 Hz, 1500-150 Hz, and 2000-125 Hz. This means that all transitions of (w) for (e) 
are negative. As regards the amplitude of the voicing sources a value of 25 for both AV 
and AVS appeared to provide good results. Besides the latter values the transition durations 
of (w) also appeared to be in line with the other spirants: Durations of 20 ms for both 
formant transitions and voicing source transitions provided good results. The segmental 
duration of (w) was set to 45 ms 
A final observation concerns the spirants appearing at implosive positions. Except for the 
word-final (d) the other spirants in implosive positions, viz. (b,g) resulting from the spi-
rantization of /p,k/, for example, did not produce the required synthesis results. Using the 
spirant parameter values produced vowel-like sounds in words like /eksamen/ and /optimi-
sta/. Listening experiments taught that the corresponding stops (either voiced or voiceless) 
were a better point of departure. As a matter of course the parameter values of the stops 
had to be adjusted in order to realize a weaker sound. For the voiceless stops at the end 
of a stressed syllable the shortening of the first-segment duration to 40 ms appeared to be 
sufficient; only for (p) an additional decrease of the AF factor to 70 was necessary. For 
the voiced stops the shortening of the first-segment duration to 30 ms was sufficient. 
These findings made us change the "spirantization rule" of the letter-to-sound module (rule 
43 of Section 3.2) by replacing the spirants with their plosive cognates. 
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4.2.1.6 The liquids. 
The class of the liquids comprises the laterals (l,L) [1,X] and the vibrants (r,R) [r,r]. The 
laterals (l,L) show formant characteristics that are similar to vowel formants. The multi-
ple alveolar vibrant or trill (R) also shows clearly marked formants, but, like the single 
vibrant or flap (r), it is characterized by an interruptive articulation (viz. the rapid occlu-
sion(s) of the tongue tip at the alveolar region). 
The alveolar lateral (1) could be synthesized well when the following first three formant 
values were used: 325 1555-2600 Hz. These values closely approximate the data provided 
by Quihs (1981, p.283+286). The corresponding bandwidths were set to 80-100-200 Hz. As 
regards the second-formant transitions (1) is equivalent to the dental (D,d,t) and the alveo-
lar (s): A positive T2 before (a,o,u) and a negative T2 before (i,e). 
The amplitudes of both voicing sources (AV and AVS) were given an input value of 40. 
With respect to the intensity Quihs, Esgueva, Gutiérrez & Cantarero (1979, p.239) observe 
that it is mostly smaller in (1) than in the vowel with which it forms a syllable. 
Besides stating the minority of cases in which the intensity of (l) is greater than that of 
the adjacent vowel, their data show that in all cases the intensity of (1) is greater when 
clusters like /pl,bl,fl,kl,gl/ are concerned (idem, p.251, 254, 260, 263, 266). 
As regards the duration of (1) Quihs (1981, p.276) provides an average of 60.3 ms when 
(1) is not part of a tautosyllabic consonant cluster. Taking into account the transition 
durations also, the segmental duration of (1) was set to 80 ms. In order to adjust this 
value according to the presence of stress, to the position within the syllable, or to adjacent 
consonants some trials were executed, guided by the data of Quihs et al. (1979, p.233-343). 
Generally speaking, (1) becomes 15 % longer in a stressed syllable, i.e. a total duration of 
92 ms. Moreover, 20 ms are added when it concerns the final (1) of a content word. 
However, stressing has no effect when it concerns the (1) of a syllable-initial consonant 
cluster or an (1) in implosive position; in the former case the duration of (l) amounts to 
60 ms, in the latter case it amounts to 70 ms when (1) is syllable-final or to 60 ms 
when (1) is followed by a tautosyllabic (s). When word-final (l) is followed by another 
(1) its duration amounts to merely 20 ms, the effects of stressing and word- finality being 
canceled. 
The transition durations of the formants were set to 10 ms, while for the voicing sources 
transition durations of 20 ms appeared to be appropriate. 
The palatal lateral (L) could be synthesized well by using the following formant frequen-
cies which closely resemble the data provided by Quihs (1981, p.283+286): 290-2060-2700 
Hz. The corresponding bandwidths were set to 80-100-200 Hz. The resulting transitions, as 
regards the directions, are completely similar to those of the palatal spirant (y); in particu-
lar, T2 is negative before (i) and positive before the other vowels, while T3 is positive 
before all vowels. 
As regards the amplitude of the voicing sources the same values as for (1) were tried out. 
However, the results were clearly better when the quasisinusoidal voicing source AVS was 
not used, leaving an AV value of 40. Compared to the palatal spirant (y) the lateral (L) 
shows a greater amplitude. 
The average duration of (L), according to Quilis (1981, p.28l), is 73.2 ms. Using this 
value, in addition to the transition durations, produced a sound that was easily confused 
with the palatal spirant (y). Consequently, the segmental duration of (L) was lengthened 
to 105 ms. The transition durations of formants and voicing source were set to 10 ms. 
According to Quihs (1981, p.292) the intervocalic flap (r) shows an average interruption 
duration of 20 ms. The first-formant transitions are negative before all vowels. T2 is neg-
ative before (i,e), positive before (o,u), and either negative or positive for (a). T3 is neg-
ative before (i,e,o,u) and may vary for (a). Although (r) has been given a first-formant 
value of 250 Hz the actual frequency amounts to 70% of the Fl of the adjacent vowel in 
order to produce the required negative Tl. Second-formant values corresponding to a dental 
or alveolar locus (at about 1600 or 1700 Hz) appeared to be too high, giving the 
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impression of a velar place of articulation. A second formant at 1180 Hz proved to have 
better results, at least before the vowels (e,a,o,u). The third formant was located at 2100 
Hz before (e,a,o,u) Before (0 the second formant needed to be raised to 2050 Hz, while 
the third formant was shifted up to 2300 Hz. As a result, Tl was negative before all 
vowels, T2 was negative before (i,e,a) and positive before (o,u), and T3 was negative 
before all vowels. Before (a,o,u) the synthesis of (r) seemed to benefit from a lowering of 
F4 from 3900 Hz to 3100 Hz. The bandwidth values of the first three formants of (r) 
were set to 70-100-120 Hz, respectively. 
Trials with various voicing source amplitudes resulted in an acceptable value of 20, •which 
is less than that of a neighbouring vowel. 
The duration of the intervocalic (τ) was set to 30 ms, while the transition durations ini­
tially amounted to 10 ms for the formants and to 5 ms for the voicing source. However, 
in order to better express the discontinuity produced by (r), several transition times were 
shortened drastically. Besides setting the final transitions of (r) to 0 ms, the initial tran­
sitions of the following vowel and the final transitions of the preceding vowel suffered 
some adjustments. Similar to the final transitions of the preceding vowel, the initial tran­
sitions of the first formant and the voicing source of the following vowel were set to 
zero. 
The trill (R) consists of both interruptions and vocalic elements. According to Quilis 
(1981, p.292) the average is three interruptions of 15 ms and two vocalic elements of 18 
ms. Since the interruptions are essentially the same as the interruption of the flap (r) the 
acoustic data to a certain extent can be copied. In order to synthesize (R) we opted for 
four interruptions and three vocalic elements, appearing in the order CrRrRrRr), (R) being 
the vocalic element and (r) being the interruption. The interruptive elements (r) have their 
first three formant frequencies at 250-1180-2100 Hz, with bandwidths of 70-100-120 Hz; 
however, the last interruption (r) has its F2 and F3 changed to 2050 Hz and 2300 Hz 
respectively when the following vowel is (0, and it has its F4 lowered from 3900 Hz to 
3100 Hz when the following vowel is (a), (o), or (u). The vocalic elements (R) have 
slightly higher Fl and F2 values of 350 Hz and 1350 Hz respectively. 
As regards the amplitude of voicing the interruptions and the vocalic elements show very 
different values, so that the alternation of both values contributes to producing the discon­
tinuities of the trill. Whereas the amplitude of the voicing source of the interruption 
was given a value of 15, the corresponding value of the vocalic element amounted to 70. 
The duration of the vocalic element (R) was set 20 ms, while the duration of the inter­
ruptive element (r) amounted to 15 ms. For both vocalic and interruptive elements the 
formant transitions were set to 10 ms and the voicing source transitions to 5 ms. This 
means that the formant tracks do not show a steady state. Moreover, the transitions of the 
first formant and the voicing source of adjacent vowels were set to zero; that is to say 
the final transition of the preceding vowel and the initial transition of the following 
vowel. 
With respect to the word-final vibrant, which may be either a flap or a trill, we opted 
for the sequence (rRrR). In syllable-final position the vibrant was represented by an inter­
ruption followed by a vocalic element (rR), while in syllable-initial clusters this order 
was reversed: the vocalic element was followed by the interruption (Rr). 
4.2.1.7 The nasals. 
The class of nasals comprises the bilabial (m) [m], the alveolar (n) [n], the palatal (-) [jU, 
the labio-dental (M) \n¿, and the velar (N) [g]. Whereas (m,n,-) evidently account for a 
phonological distinction, (M,N) are rather weak combinatory variants appearing in implosive 
position. In order to distinguish between the different places of articulation the transitions 
of nasals into adjacent vowels are of main interest; the nasal resonances primarily serve as 
class markers. 
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According to Quilis (1981, p.217) the formants of (m) occupy a rather constant frequency 
position independently of the adjoining vowel, the second formant of (n) at approximately 
1400 Hz does not appear most of the time, while the first and third formants are rather 
constant; with (-) most of the time only Fl is present Quilis provides the average values 
of the first three formants that are shown in Table 4.10. 
Fl F2 F3 
m 270 1020 1990 
η 361 1400 2372 
- 292 1630 2420 
Table 4.10: The first three formant values for the nasals as presented in Quilis (1981). 
Trials with these values showed that some adjustments were necessary. The first three for­
mant values of (m) were set to 280-1100-2100 Hz respectively, having bandwidths of 
80-170-270 Hz. Before the high vowels and semiconsonants the first formant was lowered 
to 200 Hz; before (i,j) the second formant was lowered to 1000 Hz, while before (o) it 
was lowered to 80% of the vowel's F2 value (i.e. 704 Hz). Because the (m) was almost 
masked by the presence of a preceding or following (u) another (u) was inserted between 
both sounds. The inserted (u), having a duration of 20 ms and having F2 and F3 lowered 
by 100 Hz, served to realize the negative formant transitions, while the nasal resonances 
could be left unaffected. 
The first three formant values of (n) were set to 270-1350-2800 Hz, having bandwidths 
of 100-300-300 Hz respectively. For (i,j) the first formant was lowered to 200 Hz, while 
for (e,i,j) the second formant was raised to 1850 Hz. 
The first three formant values of (~) were set to 280-2350-2700 Hz, having bandwidths of 
100-400-400 Hz respectively. 
These values result in the formant transition scheme of the nasals shown in Table 4.11. 
(m) 
(n) 
(-) 
(l) 
Tl T2 T3 
- - + 
+ + 
(e) 
Tl T2 T3 
- + + 
- + + 
(a) 
Tl T2 T3 
- + + 
- + + 
(o) 
Tl T2 T3 
- + + 
+ + 
(u) 
Tl T2 T3 
- + + 
+ + 
Table 4.11: The directions of the formant transitions out of each vowel into the adjacent 
nasals (m), (n), and (-). 
Besides the regular formants the nasal sounds produce additional poles and zeros due to the 
presence of a side-branch resonator in the vocal tract. In the first instance the calculated 
F-patterns of Russian nasals as presented by Fant (1970, p.221) served to extract appropri­
ate values for the nasal poles and zeros. The nasal pole of (m) was set to 1000 Hz, 
whereas its nasal zero was set to 800 Hz. For (o), however, the nasal pole and zero of 
(m) needed to be changed to 500 Hz and 450 Hz respectively, since otherwise the synthesis 
would produce unacceptable clicks due to the crossing of some formant tracks. The nasal 
pole and zero of (n) were set to 2100 Hz and 2000 Hz respectively in the context of 
(a,o,u,W), while before (e.i.j) they were set to 550 Hz and 500 Hz respectively. The nasal 
pole and zero of (-) were set to 300 Hz and 550 Hz respectively, though the calculated 
F-pattern of the Russian palatalized (n) situates them in a higher frequency region. 
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As regards the ampbtude of the voicing sources an AV value of 20 appeared to produce 
good results for both (m), (n), and (-); the AVS value was set to 25 for (m) and to 20 
for (n) and (-). 
The following durations appeared to be appropriate values- 70 ms for (m), 80 ms for (n), 
and 110 ms for (-) However, if (n) precedes a syllable/word-final (s) its duration needs 
to be shortened to 60 ms. 
As regards the transition durations the values of both (m) and (n) were set to zero. The 
palatal (-), on the other hand, did show transitions: Both initial and final transitions of 
the voicing sources were set to 20 ms. The initial formant transitions amounted to 10 ms, 
while the final formant transitions amounted to 30 ms. 
As regards the transitions into and out of the nasals it has to be observed that the first-
formant transitions of the preceding and following vowel have been shortened to 5 ms. 
Finally, the labiodental (M) and the velar (N) are dealt with. These weak, combinatory 
variants are highly dependent upon the following obstruents and show a clearly tran-
sitional character. Both nasals were given short durations of 50 ms; the transitions of the 
voicing source were set to 20 ms, while the formant transitions cover the total segmental 
duration having values of 30 ms for both the initial and final transitions. The input 
value of the amplitude of voicing amounted to 50. The first four formants and corre-
sponding bandwidths were given the values stated in Table 4.12, while the nasal pole and 
zero were not used. 
(M) 200-200 1200-200 2200-250 3200-250 Hz 
(N) 250-100 1100-500 2200-100 3600-200 Hz 
Table 4.12: The first four formant and bandwidth values for the nasals (M) and (N). 
4.2.2 Word stress. 
Word stress in Spanish is expressed by l ) an increase or a discontinuity of the fundamen-
tal frequency of the stressed vowel, 2) a larger duration of the stressed vowel, and 3) a 
higher intensity of the stressed vowel (cf. Quilis, 1981, p.330-332). Guided by the data of 
Monroy Casas (1980, p.44-45) an increase of the duration of the stressed vowel by 20% 
proved to have acceptable synthesis results. Trials with different values resulted in 
increasing the fundamental frequency of the stressed vowel by 10 Hz. Although the inten-
sity of the stressed vowel increases in proportion to the fundamental frequency an addi-
tional increase of the amplitude of voicing by 10% was used. 
4.2.3 Intonation. 
As stated in Section 2 3 our primarily linguistic interest in intonation focuses on the vari-
ations of fundamental frequency (FO) as manifested in the different intonation contours. 
These contours involve the three basic variants of the hat pattern, which can be assigned 
different features on the basis of particular gestures at the end of a clause. These gestures 
may express a final fall, a continuation rise, or a question rise, each feature of which cor-
responds to a particular type of utterance. 
The actual FO values (in our system a summation of the intrinsic fundamental frequency 
FNUL, the declination DECLIN, and the frequency values of intonation movements TOONH) 
have been determined by a tnal-and-error procedure. Intuitions guided by the global data 
of Quilis & Fernández (1979) and Quilis (1981) have been verified by perception tests, a 
helpful tool in this respect was the LVS (1985) software package, by which the pitch can 
be manipulated. 
As a result we established a default value of the fundamental frequency at 110 Hz. 
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Subsequently, we determined the declination rate to be 40 Hz until the next punctuation 
mark is reached. Depending on the length of the clause/sentence the declination line may 
be more or less steep: The steepness is inversely proportional to clause/sentence duration. 
Since the clause/sentence duration is determined by the summation of the default segmen-
tal durations as listed in the parameter matrix (see Table 4.13), the eventual declination 
rate may be slightly different from 40 Hz due to durational adjustments by the phonetic 
rules. 
The excursion of the rises and falls of the intonation contour (represented by " 1 " and "6", 
respectively) was set to 40 Hz. This means that " 1 " causes a 40 Hz rise from the declina-
tion line to the top line and that "6" effects a 40 Hz fall from the top line to the decli-
nation line. Both rises and falls are realized within 100 ms. 
Another rise, on the stressed syllable of a word before a comma, represented by "3" , was 
set to 15 Hz, moreover, the last syllable before the comma was given a continuation rise 
of 20 Hz. Hereafter, the comma issues a fall of 40 Hz in order to have the following 
clause started at a lower level. 
In case of yes/no questions it was necessary to apply other values for the rises as well as 
for the declination rate. For both the initial and final question rise (represented by "2" 
and "9", respectively) a value of 50 Hz was employed. However, in order to prevent a 
much too high FO level at the end of the question (due to the final 50 Hz rise) it was 
necessary to use a larger declination rate, viz. 70 Hz 
Some examples of resulting intonation contours are shown in Figure 4.4. 
Estuvieron esperando. 
tune (s) 
¿ Estuvieron esperando? 
time (s) 
83 
LI —» time (s) 
Figure 4.4: Three examples of synthesized intonation contours. 
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4.3. Phonetic rules. 
Before stating the actual phonetic rules it is worthwhile to comment some factors that 
have been taken into account while creating these rules; one factor also has a great impact 
on the calculation phase after the rules have been applied. 
The first aim of the phonetic rules is to adjust the initial parameter values assigned to 
each segment in the ACFEATUR table (see Table 4.13). Since some allophones consist of 
several different elements, it should be noted that the initial values refer to only one ele-
ment of these particular allophones. So, for instance, the initial values assigned to the 
voiceless stops (p,t,k) refer to the release element rather than to the silent interval; the 
latter will have its values adjusted by the phonetic rules. 
However, not all parameter values can be varied. So, the filters RGP, RGZ, RGS, and LPF 
have been given fixed values. Moreover, the nasal pole and zero (FNP and FNZ) have been 
given a default value of 270 Hz and a fixed bandwidth of 100 Hz; the fifth formant 
(F5) has a fixed value of 4500 Hz and a bandwidth of 1000 Hz. 
With regard to the transition durations (TRANSI and TRANS2) it has to be noted that it 
is possible to separate the transitions of the first formant from those of the higher for-
mants. As soon as a phonetic rule includes TRANS or F1TRANS in its structural change 
the separation will be carried out. 
Together with the eventual allophone durations the transition durations determine the lin-
ear interpolation between the parameters of two consecutive allophones. The duration of 
the transitions is inversely proportional to the steepness of the transitions (see Figure 4.5). 
The output of this linear interpolation is essential to the calculation of the frames. 
TIME 
Figure 4.5: Course of a parameter value as a function of time. 
d= duration of the allophone 
tl-= initial transition 
t2= final transition 
p= parameter value 
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Table 4.13: Matrix containing the initial parameter values of each segment. At the bottom 
line we see the parameter names that correspond to each column of values. The first three 
are duration, minimum duration, and maximum duration; for the remaining parameters' 
abbreviations, see Appendix A. 
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Parameters: 
FORMl..FORM4,FORMP,FORMFNP,FORMFNZ : Formant frequencies (Hz) 
BANDBR1..BAKDBR4>BANDBRP : Formant bandwidths (Hz) 
AVAMPL : Amplitude of voicing 
AVSAMPL : Amplitude of sinusoidal voicing 
AHAMPL : Amplitude of aspiration 
AFAMPL : Amplitude of fncation 
DUUR : Allophone duration 
TRANSI : Duration of initial transition of formant frequencies, band-widths, and FO 
TRANS2 : Duration of final transition of formant frequencies, bandwidths, and FO 
AVTRANS1 : Duration of initial transition of AVAMPL and AVSAMPL 
AVTRANS2 : Duration of final transition of AVAMPL and AVSAMPL 
AHTRANS1 : Duration of initial transition of AHAMPL and AFAMPL 
AHTRANS2 : Duration of final transition of AHAMPL and AFAMPL 
DECLIN : Declination (Hz per 100 ms) 
FNUL : Intrinsic fundamental frequency (Hz) 
TOONH : Fundamental frequency intonation contour (Hz) 
EQFORM1..EQFORM4 : set formant frequencies at the same value as adjacent allophone 
EQBANDBR1..EQBANDBR4 : set bandwidth frequencies at the same value as adjacent allo-
phone 
EQAVAMPL,EQAHAMPL : set AVAMPL/AVSAMPL or AHAMPL/AFAMPL at the same 
value as adjacent allophone 
Operations: 
+:» -.add absolute value to latest assigned value 
-:= :substract absolute value from latest assigned value 
:= :absolute value 
%:= ¡percentage of latest assigned value 
Table 4.14: Inventory of the parameters that can be adjusted and the operation types. 
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4.3.2.1 Preliminary phonetic rules. 
The major part of the following rules must be looked upon as preliminary phonetic 
adjustment rules which prepare a more appropriate handling of the segments. For instance, 
they convert each stop mto t w o elements, so that the occlusion phase and the release can 
be handled separately However, the first three rules have been included for simple nota-
tional convenience. These rules locate the symbol of the continuation rise (3) at the begin­
ning of the stressed syllable, then they delete the first superfluous (3), and finally they 
convert (3) into ("). 
1. $ -> 3 / #3[sound]l — * 
2. 3 -> $ / # -L- [soundjo 3' 
3. 3 -> " 
4. D -> t / 't+segjl — M+cons.+son] 
This rule converts (D) at the end of a stressed syllable into (t) when it is followed by a 
sonorant consonant. 
'eD-m-ko -> 'et-ni-ko 
'aD-las -> 'at-las 
cf. 'fuD-bol, aD-'mos-fe-ra, eD-no-'gra-fi-ko, par-ma-'laD, 'se-aD 
5. {B/G} -> [-stem] / 't+segll —*-
This rule converts (B,G) mto their corresponding voiceless pendants when they appear at 
the end of a stressed syllable that is not word-final. 
'aG-to -> 'ak-to 
'aB-to -> 'ap-to 
cf. aG-ti-'tud, aB-ti-'tud, eG-'sa-men 
6. d -> D / —(s)*-
This rule converts (d) into (D) when it precedes an optional (s) and a syllable boundary. 
ad-'la-te-re -> aD-'la-te-re 
ads-'kn-bo ^aDs-'kn-bo 
cf. ma-'dnd 
7. {b/g} -> [-cont] / —(s){*-/#} 
This rule converts (b,g) into their corresponding noncontinuant pendants when they are 
followed by an optional (s) and a syllable/ word boundary. 
subs-'kn-bo -> suBs-'kn-bo 
ab-so-'lu-to -> aB-so-'lu-to 
'klub -> 'kluB 
'sub-di-to -> 'suB-di-to 
ob-te-'ner -> oB-te-'ner 
abs-te-'ner -> aBs-te-'ner 
Sig-'Sag -> SiG-'SaG 
8. {c/k/p/t/B/D/G/Y} -> [2] 
This rule converts each stop and each affricate into two segments; the first segment repre­
sents the occlusion phase, while the second represents the release c.q. friction portion. 
'mu-cas pe-'se-tas -> 'mu-ccas ppe-'se-ttas 
9. j -> ι / {l/»-r} — 
This rule converts (j) into d ) when it is preceded by an (1) or a syllable boundary plus 
(r). 
'ma-rjo -> 'ma-no 
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'am-plja -> 'am-plia 
cf. 'prje-to 
10. N -> η / — *-('){G/k} 
This rule converts (Ν) into (η) when it is followed by a syllable boundary, an optional 
accent, and (G) or (k). 
'taN-GGo -> 'tan-GGo 
'baN-kko -> 'ban-kko 
cf. 'aN-xe-les 
11. G -> $ / n*-(·)—G 
This rule deletes the first segment of (G) when it is preceded by the nasal (n), a syllable 
boundary plus an optional accent. 
'tan-GGo -> 'tan-Go 
12. R -> rRrRrRr 
This rule converts the trill or multiple vibrant (R) into seven segments (rRrRrRr), where 
(R) represents a vocalic element and (r) represents an occlusion. 
'pe-Ro -> 'pe-rRrRrRro 
13. г -> rRrR / — # 
This rule converts the flap or single vibrant (r) into four segments (rRrR) when it 
appears at the end of a word. 
a-'mor -> a-'morRrR 
14. г -> rR / — *-('X+cons] 
This rule converts the flap or single vibrant (r) into two segments (rR) when it is fol­
lowed by a syllable boundary, an optional accent, and a consonant. 
'ar-te -> 'arR-te 
15. г -> Rr / ¡[-cons] R! — 
This rule converts the single vibrant (r) into two segments (Rr) when it is preceded by a 
consonant except for (R). 
'pn-mo -> 'pRn-mo 
cf. 'pe-rRrRrRro, a-'morRrR 
16. u -> [2] / m — 
This rule converts (u) into two segments when it is preceded by (m). 
'mu-sa -> 'muu-sa 
17. u -> [2] / —[nonseg]0 m 
This rule converts (u) into two segments when it is followed by zero or more nonseg-
ments and (m). 
'fu-mo -> 'fuu-mo 
4.3.2.2 Allophones. 
In the first six rules the duration of the liquid (1) is concerned. 
1 - » 1 DUUR %:- 115 / 'I+segJO — 
This rule increases the duration of (1) by 15 % when it is preceded by a stress mark and 
zero or more segments. 
1 - » 1 DUUR +:-20 / *{#de/#DDe/#e/#a}A — [-seg] 
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This rule increases the duration of (1) by 20 ms when it is followed by a non-segment 
and not preceded by (#de), (#DDe), (#6), nor 
(#a) This rule concerns the final (1) of a content word, while it rules out cases like 
<del>, <el>, or <al>. 
1 -» 1 DUUR :-70 / — *-
This rule sets the duration of (l) to 70 ms when it is followed by a syllable-boundary. 
1 -» 1 DUUR :=60 / — s{*-/#} 
This rule sets the duration of (1) to 60 ms when it is followed by (s) plus a syllable- or 
word-boundary. 
1 -» 1 DUUR := 60 / [+cons] — 
This rule sets the duration of (1) to 60 ms when it is preceded by a consonant. In this 
case the (1) forms part of a syllable-initial consonant cluster. 
1 -» 1 DUUR :·= 20 / —[nonseg]0 1 
This rule sets the duration of (1) to merely 20 ms when it is word-final and followed by 
another (1). 
In the following fourteen rules the nasals are involved. 
η -» 1 DUUR :- 60 / — s{*-/#} 
This rule sets the duration of (n) to 60 ms when it is followed by (s) plus a syllable- or 
word-boundary. 
- -» 2 FORMFNZ := 550 
FORMFNP :- 300 
This rule sets the nasal zero of (~) to 550 Hz and the nasal pole to 300 Hz. 
η -» 3 FORMFNZ :- 500 
FORMFNP :- 550 
FORM2 := 1850 / — [+voc,-achter] 
This rule sets the nasal zero of (n) to 500 Hz, its nasal pole to 550 Hz, and its second 
formant to 1850 Hz when it is followed by a front vowel (e) or (i). 
η -» 2 FORMFNZ :- 2000 
FORMFNP :- 2100 / — [+voc,+achter] 
This rule sets the nasal zero of (n) to 2000 Hz and its nasal pole to 2100 Hz when it is 
followed by a back vowel (a,o,u,W). 
η -» 1 FORMI := 200 / — [+voc,+hoog,-achter] 
This rule sets the first formant of (n) to 200 Hz when it is followed by a high front 
vowel (i,j). 
m -» 2 FORMFNZ :- 800 
FORMFNP := 1000 
This rule sets the nasal zero of (m) to 800 Hz and its nasal pole to 1000 Hz. 
m -» 1 FORMI := 200 / — [+voc,+hoog] 
This rule sets the first formant of (m) to 200 Hz when it is followed by a high vowel 
(i.j.u,W). 
m -» 4 EQFORM2 := +1 
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FORM2 %:= 80 
FORMFNZ :- 450 
FORMFNP :- 500 / — o 
This rule first sets the second formant of (m) to the value of the seer 
following segment which is the (o). Then it lowers this value to 80%. 
sets the nasal zero to 450 Hz, and the nasal pole to 500 Hz. 
u » 3 DUUR :-20 
FORM2 -:= 100 
FORM3 -:- 100 / m — u 
This rule determines the duration of the segment (u) which has been inserted between (m) 
and (u) to be 20 ms. Then the second and third formants of this segment are lowered by 
100 Hz. 
u -» 3 DUUR :-20 
FORM2 -:= 100 
FORM3 -:= 100 / u — [nonseg]0 m 
This rule determines the duration of the segment (u) which has been inserted between (u) 
and (m) to be 20 ms. Then the second and third formants of this segment are lowered by 
100 Hz. 
m -» 1 FORM2 :- 1000 / — [+voc,+hoog,-achter] 
This rule sets the second formant of (m) to 1000 Hz when it is followed by a high front 
vowel (i,j). 
[+voc] -» 2 FORMFNZ :- 550 
FORMFNP :- 550 
This rule sets the nasal pole and the nasal zero of all vowels to 550 Hz. Consequently, 
the influence of both nasal pole and zero in the vowels is canceled. 
[+voc] -» 1 FI TRANSI := 5 / t+nas] — 
f+voc] -» 1 F1TRANS2 :- 5 / — (*-) [+nas] 
These two rules set the first formant transitions of a vowel to 5 ms. When the vowel is 
preceded by a nasal the initial Fl transition is concerned; when the vowel is followed by 
the nasal the final Fl transition is concerned. 
In the following two rules vowels in clause-initial and -final position are concerned. 
[+voc] -» 2 DUUR +:= 10 
AVTRANS1 := 50 / {./,}[nonseg]l — 
[+voc] -» 2 DUUR +:= 50 
AVTRANS2 := 50 / — [-seg] {./,} 
The first rule increases the duration of a clause-initial vowel by 10 ms. Moreover, the ini­
tial transition of the voicing source is increased to 50ms. The second rule increases the 
duration of the clause-final vowel by 50 ms, and increases the final transition of the 
voicing source to 50 ms. 
[+voc,+hoog] -» 1 DUUR := 60 / [-cons,+voc,-hoog] — 
This rule sets the duration of the second element of a diphthong (i.u) to 60 ms. 
The following rules cope with adjustments of velar sounds. 
к -» 2 EQFORM2 := +2 
FORM2 +:- 100 / — {ke/ko} 
к -» 2 EQFORM2 := +1 
FORM2 +:- 100 / — {e/o} 
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These rules first equalize the second formant of (k) to the second formant of the follow­
ing (e) or (o); then this value is increased by 100 Hz. 
к -» 1 EQFORM2 := +2 / — k[+voc,+hoog] 
к -» 1 EQF0RM2 := +1 / — [+voc,+hoog] 
These rules equalize the F2 of (k) to the F2 of the following high vowel d.j.u.W). 
к -» 1 F0RM3 +:= 100 / — (kX+voc,+hoog,-achter] 
This rule increases the F3 of (k) by 100 Hz when it is followed by a high front vowel 
к -» 1 F0RM3 +:- 200 / — {ke/e} 
This rule increases the F3 of (k) by 200 Hz when it is followed by the vowel (e). 
к -» 2 FORMP := 2900 
BANDBRP := 200 / — (k)[+voc,+hoog,-achter] 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (k) to 2900 Hz and its bandwidth to 200 Hz when 
it is followed by a high front vowel (i,j). 
к -» 1 FORMP := 2200 / — {ke/e} 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (k) to 2200 Hz when it is followed by (e). 
к -» 1 FORMP :- 1100 / — {ko/o} 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (k) to 1100 Hz when it is followed by (o). 
к -» 1 FORMP :- 700 / — (kX+voc,+hoog,+achter] 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (k) to 700 Hz when it is followed by a high back 
vowel (u,W). 
g -» 6 EQF0RM2 := +1 
EQF0RM3 :- +1 
EQBANDBR3 :- +1 
EQBANDBR2 :- +1 
F0RM2 %:= 50 
FORM2 +:- 1000 / — [+voc,-rond] 
This rule equalizes the F3 of (g) and its bandwidth to the corresponding values of a fol­
lowing unrounded vowel (a,e,i). Moreover, the F2 and its bandwidth are adjusted. First, 
F2 of (g) and its bandwidth are equalized to the values of the following vowel. Then the 
F2 is lowered by 50% and subsequently increased by 1000 hz. 
G -» 2 F0RM2 :- 1100 
FORMP :- 1100 / — (G)t+voc,+rond] 
This rule sets both F2 and the parallel formant of (G) to 1100 Hz when it is followed 
by a rounded vowel (o,u) or (W). 
G -» 3 F0RM2 := 2100 
FORM3 := 2700 
FORMP := 2100 / — [+voc,-achter] 
This rule sets the F2 and the parallel formant of (G) to 2100 Hz, and F3 to 2700 Hz 
when it is followed by a front vowel (e,i) or (j). 
x -» 1 EQF0RM2 := +1 / — ![-voc] ij! 
This rule equalizes the F2 of (x) to the corresponding value of a following vowel except 
for (l,j). 
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χ -» 1 FORMP :- 700 / — [+voc,+hoog,+achter] 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (x) to 700 Hz when it is followed by a high back 
vowel (u,W). 
χ -» 1 FORMP - 880 / — о 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (x) to 880 Hz when it is followed by (o). 
χ -» 1 FORMP :- 1380 / — a 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (x) to 1380 Hz when it is followed by (a). 
χ -» 1 FORMP := 1800 / — e 
This rule sets the parallel formant of (x) to 1800 Hz when it is followed by (e). 
χ -» 3 DUUR := 80 
AHAMPL :- 0 
AFAMPL := 5 / — [nonseg] 
This rule sets the duration of (x) to 80 ms when it is word-final. Moreover, it sets the 
input values of the aspiration and fncation noise to 0 and S respectively. 
χ -» 2 FORM2 :- 880 
FORMP :- 880 / о — [nonseg] 
This rule sets both F2 and the parallel formant of (x) to 880 Hz when it is word-final 
and preceded by (o). 
The following rules cope with labials. 
ρ -» 2 EQFORM2 := +2 
FORM2 -:= 200 / — p[+voc] 
ρ -» 2 EQFORM2 :- +1 
FORM2 -·= 200 / — [+voc] 
These two rules first equalize the F2 of (p) to that of the following vowel and then 
they lower that value by 200 Hz. 
В -» 1 FORM2 :- 1000 / —[+voc,-achter] 
This rule sets the F2 of (B) to 1000 Hz when it is followed by a front vowel (e.i.j) 
{b/p} -» 1 FORMI := 150 / — (pX+voc,+hoog,+achter] 
This rule sets the Fl of (p) or (b) to 150 Hz when followed by a high back vowel 
(u,W). 
[+cons,-son,-cont,-i-stem]i -» 5 DUUR := 60 
AFAMPL := 0 
AVAMPL :•= 5 
AVSAMPL :» 0 
AHAMPL :- 0 / — [+cons]i 
This rule determines the duration of the first segment of the voiced plosives and affricate 
to be 60 ms; moreover, the input value of AVS, AF, and AH is set to 0. The input value 
of AV is set to 5. 
t+cons,-son,-cont,-stem]i -» 4 DUUR := 70 
AFAMPL :- 0 
AVAMPL := 0 
AHAMPL :- 0 / — [+consJi 
This rule determines the duration of the first segment of the voiceless plosives and affri­
cate to be 60 ms; moreover, the input value of AV, AF, and AH is set to 0. 
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[+cons,-son,-cont]i -» 1 DUUR :- 40 / [+cons] {* /#}(') — [+cons]i 
This rule sets the duration of the first segment of the plosives and affricates to 40 ms 
when they are preceded by another consonant plus a syllable- or word-boundary. 
[+cons,-son,-cont,-stem]i -» 1 DUUR := 40 / — [+cons]H*-/#} 
This rule sets the duration of the first segment of the voiceless plosives to 40 ms when 
the plosive is syllable- or word-final. 
[-fcons,-son,-cont,+stem]i -» 1 DUUR :- 30 / — [4cons]i(s){*-/#} 
This rule sets the duration of the first segment of the voiced plosives to 30 ms when the 
plosive is followed by an optional (s) plus a syllable- or word-boundary. 
ρ -» 1 AFAMPL := 70 / ρ — {*-/#} 
This rule sets the input value of the frication noise of the second segment of (p) to 70 
when (p) is syllable- or word-final. 
s -» 2 DUUR := 60 
AFAMPL :- 10 / — {*-/#} 
In this rule the duration of syllable- or word-final (s) is set to 60 ms, while the input 
value of the frication noise is set to 10. 
[+voc] -» 2 F1TRANS1 := 0 
AVTRANS1 :•= 0 / {p/t/k} — 
This rule sets the initial transitions of Fl and the voicing source of a vowel to 0 ms 
when it is followed by a voiceless plosive (p,t,k). 
г -» 7 DUUR :- 30 
TRANS2 :- О 
F1TRANS2 :- О 
AVTRANS2 :- О 
AVAMPL :- 20 
EQFORM1 :- +1 
FORMI %:- 70 / [+voc] »-О — [+voc] 
This rule sets the duration of the intervocalic flap (r) to 30 ms. The final transitions of 
both formants and voicing source are set 0 ms. The input value of the amplitude of the 
voicing source is set to 20. The Fl of (r) first is equalized to the Fl of the following 
vowel and subsequently it is set to 70% of that value. 
r -» 1 FORM4 :- 3100 / — {a/o/u} 
This rule sets the F4 of (r) to 3100 Hz when it is followed by (a), (o), or (u). 
r -» 2 FORM2 :- 2050 
FORM3 := 2300 / — ι 
This rule sets the F2 of (r) to 2050 Hz and the F3 to 2300 Hz when it is followed by 
d). 
[+voc] -» 3 F1TRANS2 : = 0 
TRANS2 := 20 
AVTRANS2 :- 0 / — M'M+voc] 
This rule sets the final transition of Fl of a vowel to 0 ms when it is followed by a 
syllable-boundary plus (r). Moreover, the final transitions of the higher formants are set to 
20 ms, and the final transition of the amplitude of voicing is set to 0 ms. 
[+voc] -» 3 F1TRANS1 · = 0 
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TRANSI := 20 
AVTRANSl :- 0 / »-Or — 
This rule sets the initial transition of Fl of a vowel to 0 ms when it is preceded by a 
syllable-boundary plus (r). Moreover, the initial transitions of the higher formants are set 
to 20 ms, and the initial transition of the amplitude of voicing is set to 0 ms. 
4.3.2.3 Word stress. 
[-cons,+voc] - » 3 DUUR %:- 120 
FNUL +:- 10 
AVAMPL %:= 110 / 't+conslO — 
This rule increases the duration of the stressed vowel (which may be preceded by zero or 
more consonants) by 20%; due to this rule stressed (a,e,o) account to 108 ms, and stressed 
(i,u) to 96 ms. Moreover, the intrinsic fundamental frequency FNUL of the stressed 
vowel is increased by 10 Hz. Finally, the input value of the amplitude of voicing is 
increased by 10%; this makes the AV value rise from 30 to 33. It has to be noted that m 
our system the actual intensity of the stressed vowel implicitly increases in proportion to 
the fundamental frequency. 
4.3.2.4 Intonation. 
[-cons,+voc] - » 1 FNUL +:- 15 / ,,,[+cons]0 - - [inton]l, 
This rule increases the intrinsic fundamental frequency FNUL of a stressed vowel by 15 
Hz, when the vowel is preceded by (") and zero or more consonants, while it is followed 
by one or more intonation segments plus a comma. It should be observed that the stress 
rule issues an additional increase of 10 Hz. Moreover, the phonetic rule program issues a 
20 Hz continuation rise just before the comma, that is to say in the last syllable whether 
or not it is stressed. The clause after the comma starts at a level which is 40 Hz lower 
due to the following rule: 
, - » 1 TOONH -:- 40 
With regard to other intonation movements, the phonetic rule program effectuates a 40 Hz 
rise with (1), a 40 Hz fall with (6), and a 50 Hz rise with (2) and (9). 
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4.4 Validation by means of listening experiments with respect to intelligibility and natu­
ralness. 
The phonetic output, ι e. the speech generated by the synthesizer, was assessed by listening 
experiments with both an expert and naive listeners. The listening tests mainly were 
intended to produce performance figures rather than to provide diagnostic data which could 
be used for improvement of the synthesis. However, the minor part of the testing, i.e. the 
transcriptions made by the expert, must be seen as an attempt to collect diagnostic data. 
The major part of the testing, which is a global testing according to the classification 
made by Pols (1989), deals with the intelligibility and naturalness scores of naive native 
speakers of Spanish. 
Within the great variety of test methods that have been developed m order to assess the 
perception of synthetic speech we just want to mention a few in addition to the test 
methods we actually applied. In order to test segmental intelligibility the Modified 
Rhyme Test (House et al., 1965) and the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (Voiers, 1977) appear to 
be frequently used methods; ш these tests the phoneme intelligibility is measured on the 
basis of (non)words that have been formed by concatenating the vowels and consonants at 
issue. Another test method involves listening comprehension (Pisoni, 1987, p.161-167); in 
this test subjects are asked to answer multiple-choice questions that are keyed to narrative 
passages which have been read out by the speech synthesizer. 
Our global testing is restricted to word intelligibility within sentences and to the estima­
tion of naturalness of the synthetic speech along a 10-point scale. 
4.4.1 Expert. 
The aim of the listening experiment with the expert (a master transcriber) was to obtain 
cues concerning the intelligibility of the synthesized sounds and diagnostic data that could 
be used to supply segmental improvements to the synthesis. Since the author of the 
synthesis rules might have lost a certain objectivity in listening to the speech output by 
being accustomed to the sounds, it was hoped for that the transcriber by means of his 
observations could hint at potential improvements. 
Since we emphasized the diagnostic goal of this test one should not expect a definitive 
evaluation of the synthesis' intelligibility by means of the resulting transcriptions. Besides 
the diagnostic goal a rather principal question made us withdraw from that option, 
namely "Is the master's transcription a correct registration of what, in objective terms, 
was articulated7". Considering the question of the transcription's validity one should take 
into account the fact that our transcriber was not familiar with the Spanish phonological 
system. So, we may assume that the resulting transcriptions are impressionistic rather than 
narrow transcriptions. 
The experiment involved a test at a preliminary stage of the project and a test at a final 
stage. Both times the expert transcribed the 212 synthesized words (nonsense as well as 
meaningful Spanish words). The words had been recorded on audiotape and were played to 
the transcriber via headphones in a quiet room; he could listen as often as he wanted. The 
transcriptions were made according to the TPS-system (Transcription of Pathological Speech, 
see Vieregge, 1987). The TPS-system is based on the IPA-system (IPA, 1978) and is aug­
mented with symbols which represent articulatory deviations. 
In theory, the transcriptions of the final test should provide better results than those of 
the preliminary test. Practically, some segments indeed appeared to be perceived better (i.e. 
with respect to the norm transcription), while other segments showed no improvements or 
even worse results. The question to what extent the deteriorations are due to intratranscn-
ber disagreement or to effects caused by phonetic adjustments of other segments is to be 
resolved by further research. As to the phonetic adjustments, it must be said that a relia­
ble comparison between the two test results was not possible, because the amplitude of 
voicing for most sonorants was considerably changed after the first test. 
In order to illustrate the diagnostic value of the experiment we will provide an example. 
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The first transcription of the test word ['tjuro] was ['tj- u}i(p,v)o], which means that the 
intended alveolar trill [r] was perceived as a consonant that shows auditive similarity 
with the IPA-symbols [p] and [v]. Since the latter allophones both correspond to a labial 
place of articulation, the author of the phonetic rules took a hint to adjust the formant 
transitions; moreover, the intended trill was perceived as a single consonantal segment, 
which was a cue to focus on the constituting parts of the trill and their transitions. Sev­
eral adjustments being included the newly synthesized word was transcribed as [ЧГ+ ur.o]. 
Concluding, we must admit that the benefits of collecting diagnostic data from the tran­
scriptions were rather scarce. This may be explained partially by the fact that our tran­
scriber was not familiar with the Spanish phonological system, so that the transcriptions 
must be considered impressionistic rather than narrow. Perhaps a similar test might be use­
ful, provided the transcriber is familiar with the phonological system concerned. However, 
even though the latter condition is met, we doubt the profit of the transcription method 
if the designer of the phonetic rules himself/herself is not able to listen analytically. As a 
very convincing alternative we would like to refer to the so-called Fast Diagnostic Test as 
designed by Van Bezooijen (see Loman & Van Bezooijen, 1988). 
4.4.2 Naive listeners. 
In the listening experiment with the naive listeners 11 native speakers of Spanish who 
were not familiar with synthesized speech were offered two series of synthesized sentences. 
One series was related to the intelligibility test and one series was related to the natural­
ness test. The intelligibility test lasted about 40 minutes and was followed by a short 
break; the naturalness test lasted about 7 minutes. The synthesized sentences had been 
recorded on audiotape and were played to the listeners via headphones in a sound-insulated 
room. 
4.4.2.1 The intelligibility test. 
In the intelligibility test the listeners were asked to note down the words of the sentences 
orthographically. The sentences, which were syntactically normal but semantically anoma­
lous, all had the same structure: noun, adjective, verb, noun. For example, "la factura 
violeta asesinó el chiste" ("the violet bill murdered the joke"). The sentences were com-
posed of randomly chosen words, which were gathered from the last 1000 (i.e. least fre-
quent) words of the Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Words (Juilland & Chang-
Rodriguez, 1964). 
The test consisted of 30 sentences preceded by 4 practice sentences. Each sentence was 
offered three times, each time preceded by a signal and followed by a pause of IS sec-
onds. The words (except for the articles) had to be noted down in the corresponding 
blocks of the test form (see below); the listeners were allowed to make corrections. 
frase 
1 
2 
3 
4 
palabra 1 
levita 
piloto 
jaula 
conductor 
palabra 2 
tosca 
doméstico 
caprichosa 
opaco 
palabra 3 
achaca 
suple 
asalta 
emite 
palabra4 
disputa 
casta 
escudo 
barricada 
1. el azulejo favorito ajusta la tripulación. 
2. el sobrino superfluo prevalece la coincidencia. 
3. el atleta temporal compartió el artífice. 
4. el trecho irresponsable consuela la guitarra. 
5. la reputación rojiza finalizó el gabinete. 
6. la factura violeta asesinó el chiste. 
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7. el escalofrío ausente baña el escondite. 
8. la ligereza antipática suspiró la medalla. 
9. el municipal frenético desespera la llama. 
10. el náufrago traducido ejecuto la butaca. 
11. el enigma cercano elaboró la techumbre. 
12. la polémica solariega persiste el forastero. 
13. la ofensa colosal repugna el concierto. 
14. la receta bíblica sumergió el archivo. 
15. el suicidio frágil acomoda el reproche. 
16. la quimera palpitante balancea la ventura. 
17. la recompensa fúnebre corroboró la cercanía. 
18. la procesión judicial ensancha la pólvora. 
19. la terraza insólita explota el cuartito. 
20. la víspera impura sobresale el músculo. 
21. la afinidad tímida restauró la química. 
22. el arquetipo sucinto paraliza el desengaño. 
23. el contagio merecido matriculó la escopeta. 
24. el desinterés nativo festejóla injuria. 
25. la disertación aburrida fluye la golondrina. 
26. el vestíbulo gentil trepó el globo. 
27. el satélite decadente simuló la pesadilla. 
28. el misticismo orientado engrandece el manantial. 
29. el gigante carlista dilata la objeción. 
30. el folleto dolorido desapareció la loma. 
Table 4.15: The sentences used in the intelligibility test, the first four of which have 
been pictured as supposed to be filled in on the test form. 
Of the total number of answers, which amounted to 1320 words (=11 listeners*30 sen-
tences*4 words per sentence) 201 words showed an error. This makes a score of 84.8% cor-
rectly judged words. As a reference we show the results of a similar test as presented in 
Santos, Muñoz & Martínez (1988). The first version, which was evaluated by 13 subjects, 
provided a score of 72.7% correctly judged words; the second version, evaluated by 9 sub-
jects, provided a score of 81.7% correctly judged words. 
As regards the errors we just want to mention a few types. First we mention answers 
like <aventura> instead of <ventuTa>, which shows that some listeners interpreted the 
sequence [laßen'tura] as a case of synaeresis between the final vowel of the article <la> 
and the initial vowel of the noun <aventura>. It should be observed that synaeresis is the 
usual way of pronouncing this kind of vowel sequences. Secondly, there are clearly seg-
mental errors perceived by some listeners. For instance, ['lona] instead of the intended 
['loma], or [xaßo'lito] instead of [faßo'nto]. In third place we noted that some words were 
not known. So, the listener wrote down a non-existing word that came close to the target 
word. For instance, <correboró> or <corraboró> instead of <corroborö>. Finally, despite the 
fact that the test material was designed to avoid effects of semantic context, we observed 
attempts to create a semantic link between words Two subjects wrote down <misticismo 
onental> instead of <misticismo orientado> ("oriental mysticism" instead of "oriented mysti-
cism"). 
4.4.2.2 The naturalness test. 
In the naturalness test the listeners were asked to judge the global naturalness of the sen-
tences on a 10-pomt scale, in which 1 is unnatural and 10 is natural. The listeners were 
asked to pay attention to the the sounds, word stress, and intonation among other things. 
Since our goal was to estimate naturalness rather than intelligibility the text of the syn-
thesized sentences was shown on the test form. 
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The sentences consisted of normal prose and represented various types: declarative, interro-
gative, coordinated, and subordinated sentences. In order to include all typical intonation 
patterns four sentence categories were provided: simple declaratives, complex declaratives, 
Wh-questions, and yes/no questions. 
The test consisted of 30 (randomly ordered) sentences preceded by 2 practice sentences. 
Each sentence was offered twice, each time preceded by a signal and followed by a pause 
of 4 seconds. The listeners had to mark the value of their choice beneath each sentence on 
the test form (see below). 
1. A mi papá le gusta comer patatas. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2. ¿Qué precio tienen estas naranjas? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Los habitantes viven en condiciones deprimentes. 
2. La mujer de la casa apareció en la puerta del fondo. 
3. Los estudiantes, que viven lejos, llegan tarde. 
4. ¿Dónde está la estación de autobuses? 
5. La chica se quita los zapatos amarillos. 
6. ¿Crees que venden postales aquí? 
7. En el paseo hay una oficina de correos. 
8. Dijo que venía, y nos quedamos esperando. 
9. LTU hermana se llama Pepita' 
10. ¿Cómo funciona este ordenador' 
11. ¿Por qué no subimos a la piscina del hotel? 
12. Sobre gustos no hay nada escrito. 
13. Los pocos hombres que trabajan, ocupan puestos bajisimos. 
14. ¿Cuándo les dijeron la verdad' 
15. Hoy comen sopa y tortilla de patatas. 
16. óTe gusta pasar el fin de semana en Sevilla? 
17. ¿No tiene unas botas más baratas' 
18. ¿Qué opina Usted sobre esta manera de hacer propaganda? 
19. El sábado por la noche, Teresa y Paco van al cine. 
20. En las calles de Madrid hay mucho tráfico. 
21. Como ya no hace frío, la gente se quita el abrigo. 
22. ¿Puedo llamar por teléfono a Holanda' 
23. El coche aparca delante de la gasolinera. 
24. Durante el verano muchos trabajan en el campo. 
25. Mientras ella prepara el desayuno, él se ocupa de los animales. 
26. ¿Cuáles son las especialidades que cocina Pepe? 
27. A medida que aumenta la altitud, la temperatura baja. 
28. ¿Cuántos días puede visitar a sus amigos? 
29. ¿Tiene café descafeinado? 
30. ¿No te pones la chaqueta? 
Table 4.16: The sentences used in the naturalness test, the first two of which have been 
pictured as on the test form. 
In view of a proper analysis of variance of the listeners' judgments 2 stimulus sentences 
of 9 simple declarative sentences were randomly omitted. Thus, each category consisted of 
7 sentences. 
The 28 judgments of the 11 listeners are tabulated in Table 4.17. 
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Table 4.17: Listeners' (first column) judgments of 28 sentences (top row). Declarative 
sentences 1-7, complex sentences 8-14, Wh-questions 15-21, and yes/no questions 
22-28. 
In order to assess the agreement between the listener scores the adjusted reliability coeffi­
cient Ra was computed (according to Asendorpf & Wallbott, 1979). Ra amounted to 0.61 
(0 Ra 1), which is sufficiently high. 
Besides our interest in the absolute and mean scoring values per listener, per sentence, and 
per category, we were curious about a difference, if any, between two groups of listeners, 
who had different regional backgrounds. One group consisted of 5 natives of the Iberian 
peninsula and one group consisted of 6 natives of Hispanic-America. The analysis of vari­
ance showed that the factors "listener group" and the interaction "group χ sentence cat­
egory" were not significant at the 5% level (F(l,9)-2.12 and F(3,7>=.670 respectively). So, 
we may assume that the two groups of listeners did not react differently to the different 
sentence categories. The factor "sentence category", however, appeared to be significant at 
the 5% level (F(3.7)-5.928). 
The mean scoring values per sentence have been stated in Table 4.18. 
11: 8.64 
12: 8.09 
9: 8.00 
23: 8.00 
13: 7.91 
14: 7.91 
28: 7.91 
10: 7.73 
26: 7.73 
8: 7.64 
27: 7.64 
4: 7.55 
5: 7.46 
22: 7.46 
25: 7.46 
2: 7.27 
19: 7.09 
20: 7.00 
21: 7.00 
7: 7.00 
6: 6.91 
3: 6.91 
15: 6.82 
24: 6.73 
1: 6.73 
18: 6.73 
17: 6.64 
16: 6.36 
Table 4.18: The mean scoring values per sentence. 
The mean scoring values per sentence category have been stated in Table 4.19. 
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Simple declarative: 7.12 
Complex declarative: 7.99 
Wh-question: 6.62 
Yes/no question: 7.56 
Table 4.19: The mean scoring values per sentence category. 
The mean scoring values per listener have been stated m Table 4.20. 
1. 7.46 
2. 6.54 
3. 9.00 
4. 9.25 
5. 7.57 
6. 5.00 
7. 6.82 
8. 6.79 
9. 6.07 
10. 7.68 
11. 8.86 
Table 4.20: The mean scoring values per listener. 
Summarizing, the phonetic output as estimated by 11 native speakers, appeared to be intel-
ligible (84.8%) and sufficiently natural (mean scoring value per sentence 7.61 and mean 
scoring value per listener 7.36). The relatively low scoring values for the Wh-questions 
(6.62) seem to indicate that the corresponding intonation contour is not unanimously con-
sidered to be the most appropriate to that type of utterances. Although the used variant 
is correct from a linguistic point of view (cf. Quilis, 1981, 419-422), it might have more 
favorable results using the pattern of yes/no questions, which expresses a more courteous 
attitude (cf. Quilis, 1981, 437-438). 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS. 
The general conclusion that can be drawn from this report is that we succeeded in realiz-
ing a system that automatically converts Spanish text from its conventional spelling into 
intelligible and quasi-natural speech. This conclusion bears on the test results concerning 
both the linguistic component and the phonetic component of our system. 
Although the overall quality of the system derives from the inextricable relation between 
the two components we will discuss the test results separately. 
As regards the testing of the linguistic component (carried out on the basis of a small text 
corpus) we found errors in the letter-to-phoneme conversion of some proper names. Besides, 
it has to be kept in mind that we indicated some cases of the "CIJFER" module which 
are prone to errors (cf. Section 3.1.5). These potential errors can only be prevented if we 
have an appropriate syntactic analysis at our disposal. Moreover, it goes without saying 
that the list of abbreviations used in the "AFKORT" module is not exhaustive; other 
abbreviations can easily be added to the list. Regarding the letter-to-phoneme conversion 
rules, the word-stress assignment rules, the syllabification rules, the assimilation rules, the 
dissimilation rules, and deletion rules we did not discover errors. As regards the intonation 
rules we limited ourselves to linguistically significant aspects, i.e. by predicting which 
variant of the intonation pattern has to be generated and where the fall and the rise take 
place. Again, the availability of an appropriate syntactic analysis (not to speak of seman-
tic/pragmatic information) could bring relief to providing a more varied set of intonation 
contours. 
As regards the testing of the phonetic component we focused on the judgments concerning 
intelligibility and naturalness as obtained from 11 native speakers of Spanish. The intelli-
gibility test, the material of which consisted of semantically unpredictable sentences, 
showed an acceptable score of 84.8% correctly judged words. As a reference we give the 
results as presented in Santos et al. (1988): The first version, which was evaluated by 13 
subjects, provided a score of 72.7%; the second version, evaluated by 9 subjects, provided a 
score of 81.770. 
The naturalness test, the sentence material of which consisted of simple declaratives, com-
plex declaratives, Wh-questions, and yes/no questions, showed acceptable mean scores of 
7.61 per sentence and 7.36 per listener (both values on a 10-point scale). It has to be 
observed that the relatively low scores for the category of Wh-questions (6.22) seem to 
indicate that the corresponding intonation contour is not unanimously considered to be the 
most appropriate to that type of utterances; although the variant used is correct from a 
linguistic point of view, one might obtain more favorable results using the contour of yes/ 
no questions, which expresses a more courteous attitude. 
The method of evaluation leading to these conclusions must be considered a global testing 
according to the classification made by Pols (1989). This means that the testing intended to 
describe the system output in general terms rather than to obtain application-oriented 
results or diagnostic results. As to the latter we are fully aware of the fact that they are 
an indispensable tool for systematically improving a system's performance. In this respect 
we are confident that the segmental quality of our system might benefit from tests like 
the Fast Diagnostic Test (Loman & Van Bezooijen, 1988). 
With respect to the two auxiliary goals mentioned in the Introduction we can say the fol-
lowing: First, it has been proved that the phonology and phonetics compilers originally 
developed as tools for building a text-to-speech conversion system for Dutch are general 
and powerful enough to account for Spanish as well. The main reason for the successful 
application of the compilers is given by the fact that the Spanish language as compared to 
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Dutch has a simpler structure For instance, the relation between spelling and sound is 
much closer in Spanish than in Dutch; this results m a smaller number of letter to-pho-
neme conversion rules for Spanish. Moreover, the assignment of word stress in Spanish is 
rather straigthforward, and it does not depend on morphological information as it does for 
Dutch compounds, for instance. However, as regards FONPARS' power it must be stated 
that it is insufficient to handle syntactic/prosodic relations, both for Dutch and for Spa-
nish. 
Second, the attempt to describe the necessary syntactic, phonological, and phonetic knowl-
edge, and its subsequent translation into rules must be considered only partially successful. 
Regarding syntactic knowledge we limited ourselves to a very global syntactic analysis in 
order to find "end of clause" or "end of sentence"; moreover, we assigned such global syn-
tactic categories as function words and content words to the words that could be handled 
properly on the basis of their word form or their contextual environment. Evidently, a 
more detailed syntactic analysis would contribute to the realization to a more varied set of 
intonation contours. However, the applied global syntactic analysis seemed to suffice in 
order to generate the basic intonation contours. 
As regards the phonological knowledge we might say having succeeded m formulating ade-
quate rules for the transformation of orthographic input text into a phonetic surface repre-
sentation. However, generally speaking, we must admit that the major drawback of the 
FONPARS approach lies in the fact that we cannot appropriately handle syntactic/prosodic 
structures, which problem (showing up, for example, when segmental rules should be 
bound to prosodie domains smaller than the intonational phrase) can be overcome by using 
a multilayered system as described in Section 2.2.1. 
As far as the phonetic knowledge is concerned, we think this is the area where most 
grounds remain to be explored. Taking into consideration the manifold manifestations of 
speech as to variations between speakers, variations in speech style, tempo etcetera, one 
should try to distinguish between arbitrary variations and systematic variations. For speech 
synthesis aims one at least should cope with the systematic variations. It seems to be a 
promising strategy to derive hypotheses from the literature on what might be systematic 
variations and study/verify the hypotheses by making use of a speech database. As for 
durational variations, for instance, one could design material to be spoken which reflects 
the influence of stress, phonetic environment, or position in the sentence. 
Another question (besides what variations have to be modeled) concerns how to model 
these variations; that is to say, how these variations optimally can be described by pho-
netic rules. To answer this question it is very helpful to dispose of appropriate acoustic-
phonetic analysis tools and an adequate rule development environment The analysis tools 
are needed to extract the synthesizer control parameters from natural speech. An adequate 
rule development environment should comprise tools that display the control parameters 
and tools that enable the rule designer to interactively change parameters in order to test 
the effects of changes (cf. Loman et al., 1989a; Loman et al., 1989b) . 
In addition to our conclusions we want to make two remarks. First, as stated in Section 
2.2.2, an input text is read from left to right up to a carriage return; it was implied that 
the end of a sentence indicated by such punctuation marks as the period or the interroga-
tion sign have to coincide with a carriage return. In normal, unrestricted text, however, 
we might encounter periods that must not be considered to be end of sentence. Therefore, 
regarding the procedure of reading the input text, additional rules remain to be formulated, 
for instance for dealing with periods between digits or periods following an abbreviation 
(cf. McAllister, 1989). 
Second, as a consequence of the decimation algorithm a long sentence may happen to end 
with too low a fundamental frequency. In order to deal with this problem we propose to 
compute the declination after the eventual total duration of the clause/sentence has been 
established. 
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Finally, we want to observe that, in spite of the optimization of synthetic speech, the 
output of a text-to-speech conversion system may show shortcomings as to acceptability in 
terms of the quality of the read out speech due to the fact that some texts simply are 
less suitable for being read aloud than others. Moreover, it remains to be assessed whether 
people really appreciate highly natural synthetic speech, if only because they might like to 
be able to make the distinction between man and machine. 
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Append« Α. 
List of abbreviations. 
AF or AFAMPL Amplitude of fncation noise 
AH or AHAMPL Amplitude of aspiration noise 
AHTRANSl Initial transition of the amplitude of fncation/aspiration. 
AHTRANS2 Final transition of tha amplitude of fncation/aspiration. 
AV or AVAMPL Amplitude of voicing 
AVS or AVSAMPL Amplitude of sinusoidal voicing 
AVTRANS1 Initial transition of the amplitude of voicing. 
AVTRANS2 Final transition of the amplitude of voicing. 
BW Bandwidth 
Bl Bandwidth of the first formant 
B2 Bandwidth of the second formant 
B3 Bandwidth of the third formant 
B4 Bandwidth of the fourth formant 
BNP Bandwidth of the nasal pole 
BNZ Bandwidth of the nasal zero 
BP Bandwidth of the parallel formant 
BW Bandwidth 
DA Digital-to-analog (converter) 
dB Decibel 
FO Fundamental frequency 
Fl First formant 
F2 Second formant 
F3 Third formant 
F4 Fourth formant 
FNP Nasal pole 
FNZ Nasal zero 
FP Parallel formant 
htsl Initial transition of the amplitude of fncation/aspiration. 
hts2 Final transition of tha amplitude of fncation/aspiration. 
Hz Herz 
IPA International Phonetic Association 
ILS Interactive Laboratory System 
LPF Low-pass filter 
LVS Leo Vögten System 
ms milliseconds 
RGP Primary glottal resonator 
RGZ Resonator glottal zero 
RGS Secondary glottal resonator 
RNP Resonator of the nasal pole 
RNZ Resonator of the nasal zero 
SPE Sound Pattern of English 
TRANSI Initial transition of formant frequencies, bandwidths, and FO. 
TRANS2 Final transition of formant frequencies, bandwidths, and FO. 
tsl Initial transition of formant frequencies, bandwidths, and FO. 
ts2 Final transition of formant frequencies, bandwidths, and FO. 
vtsl Initial transition of the amplitude of voicing. 
vts2 Final transition of the amplitude of voicing. 
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Summary 
The project "Automatic text to-speech conversion for Spanish" has been carried out at the 
Department of Language and Speech (Phonetics Section) and the Spanish Department of the 
Catholic University of Nijmegen during the period from 1-1-1985 until 1-1-1989. 
The major goal of the investigation reported on here was the design and construction of a 
system that converts an arbitrary Spanish text from its conventional spelling to intelligi-
ble, quasi-natural svnthetic speech. The automatic conversion should be based on rules, 
which actually try to simulate the processes that take place when a person reads Spanish 
text aloud. Globally we can distinguish two types of rules, i.e. linguistic rules and pho 
netic rules. 
The linguistic component of the system is responsible for the conversion of printed charac 
ters into a phonetic representation which consists of the segments (allophones) of an utter-
ance augmented with information concerning suprasegments such as word stress and intona-
tion. This conversion comprises a series of different stages. First, some "anomalies" such as 
digits, abbreviations, and acronyms are converted into pronounceable word forms (that is to 
say, words spelled m lower case alphabetical characters only). Then, all lower case letters 
are converted into the corresponding phonemes. Next, depending on their context, phonemes 
may be subject to changes such as assimilation to an adjacent sound. The resulting allo-
phones constitute the segmental part of the utterance to be realized. In addition to these 
allophones the phonetic representation includes suprasegmental markers that indicate which 
syllable bears word stress and which intonation movement has to be generated. 
In the phonetic component the available segmental and suprasegmental representation is to 
be converted into sound. To this end the phonetic component first assigns a set of acoustic 
parameter values to each segment. These are initial target values of the allophones, which 
can be adjusted by means of the phonetic rules. For example, formant frequencies can be 
adjusted in order to allow for appropriate formant transitions into adjacent sounds. Also 
the suprasegments word stress and intonation will be given acoustic parameter values, the 
fundamental frequency in particular. On the basis of the transition durations of each seg-
ment a linear interpolation is carried out between the target values of the segments. The 
result of the interpolation is a complete specification of all synthesizer control parameters 
at equidistant time intervals of 5 milliseconds. These so called parameter frames are then 
fed into the svnthesizer that computes the eventual speech wave. 
The Introduction explains the aims of this study and discusses some possible applications 
that might benefit from the results. In addition to the major goal (i.e. the realization of 
an automatic text-to-speech conversion system for Spanish), two auxiliary goals are intro-
duced. First, we want to investigate whether the rule compilers (which convert rules 
that are written in a familiar linguistic format into a computer program), originally 
developed for the realization of a text-to-speech conversion system for Dutch, are general 
and powerful enough for building a similar system for another European language. Second, 
by trying to simulate the results of the processes which take place when a person reads 
Spanish text aloud, we attempt to develop a system of rules that describe the linguistic 
and phonetic knowledge necessary to accomplish that task; the linguistic and phonetic rules 
must be formulated so explicitly that they can be carried out by a machine. Among the 
applications mentioned in the Introduction, we recall here the information systems which 
can be accessed by telephone if the required information is available in computerized text 
form. Another possible application lies in the field of aids for the handicapped, for 
instance a reading aid for visually handicapped people and a talking aid for the vocally 
handicapped. 
Chapter 1 introduces the concept of "text-to-speech conversion" by giving a chronological 
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overview of matters that played a role in the evolution that led to contemporary text-to-
speech conversion via rules. The overview follows the developments from a merely sugges-
tive apparatus, via mechanical and electrical devices to the involvement of digital comput-
ers. 
In Chapter 2 text-to-speech conversion is placed within a framework of verbal communica-
tion; that is to say, the speech chain (between speaker and listener) and its analogy with 
the communicative situation between writer and reader. Both communicative situations 
show various levels which can be traced back in the architecture of our system: A lin-
guistic, a physiological, and a physical level. In our text-to-speech system the linguistic 
level corresponds with the linguistic rules. The physiological level (articulatory phonetics), 
which in the synthesis is simulated electronically, and the physical level (the acoustic 
level) are dealt with in the phonetic component of our system. 
Within the architecture of our system, both the linguistic component and the phonetic 
component m turn are divided into a series of modules, each of which deals with a par-
ticular stage in the transformation from text to sound. This modular approach provides a 
more flexible and insightful way of developing rules than the approach of constantly 
changing and testing a whole computer program. Another advantage of our system's archi-
tecture is the use of compilers. In stead of writing large and complicated programs, the 
rule developer can use a notation linguistic researchers are familiar with. The compilers 
convert this rule notation into a conventional computer program. The rule notation used in 
our system is based on generative transformational phonology as presented m Chomsky & 
Halle (1968). 
The final part of Chapter 2 presents the data specific for Spanish as used in the the con-
version. First, we make an inventory of all necessary allophones, and then we deal with 
the suprasegments word stress and intonation. In handling intonation, we first determine 
which type of contour has to be generated, primarily by using punctuation; moreover, on 
the basis of the distinction between function words and content words, we determine on 
which word an intonation movement might take place. 
Chapter 3 presents the rules of the linguistic component, which is responsible for the con-
version of the orthographic input text to a comprehensive phonetic representation. The var-
ious subprocesses are dealt with step by step. First, we deal with text normalization, 
which converts abbreviations, Roman and Arabic numerals, and acronyms into pronounce-
able word forms that consist of lower case letters only. Then, the letters are converted 
into the corresponding phonemes. Next, there are rules that assign word stress, rules that 
divide words into syllables, and rules that describe processes such as assimilation. Finally, 
there are intonation rules that add symbols to the phonetic representation, which in the 
phonetic component are interpreted as intonation movements. 
The results of the linguistic rules were tested on the basis of a small text corpus. As 
regards the allophones and word stresses the resulting phonetic representation appeared to 
be almost error-free. The errors all concerned non-Castilian proper names The estimation of 
the resulting intonation markers must be considered severely limited, because they produced 
only some basic intonation contours, whereas one, of course, can think of more varied con-
tours. However, in order to realize this kind of variation, our system would need to be 
equipped with the possibility of accessing the necessary syntactic information. 
Chapter 4 deals with the phonetic component, which translates the output of the linguistic 
component into acoustic parameter values which are needed to control the synthesizer. The 
allophones are given initial target values for all acoustic parameters; these values should be 
sufficient to synthesize each allophone in isolation. In order to handle coarticulation 
between adjacent sounds, the initial values are adjusted by means of the phonetic rules. 
First, we describe the synthesizer used in this project, so that we have an inventory of 
the acoustic parameters we are focusing at It is precisely this set of parameters to which 
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the acoustic data (described in Section 4.2) are related. Then, we describe the phonetic 
rules, which adapt the initial target values to the adjacent sounds. 
The final part of Chapter 4 describes the experiments that have been carried out in order 
to assess the intelligibility and the naturalness of the end product, i.e. the synthetic 
speech. Eleven native speakers of Spanish participated in the listening experiments. The 
intelligibility test showed that almost 85% of the words (presented in semantically 
unpredictable sentences) were intelligible. In the naturalness test the subjects judged the 
global naturalness of the synthesized utterances (normal sentences, including two types of 
questions, simple declaratives, and complex declaratives) on a 10-point scale where a score 
of 1 meant "unnatural" and a score of 10 meant "very natural". The mean scoring value 
per sentence was 7.61, and the mean scoring value per listener was 7.36, which makes the 
quality of the synthesized speech sufficiently natural. 
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Resumen 
El proyecto "Conversión automática de texto a voz en español" ha sido llevado a cabo en 
el Departamento de Lengua y Habla (Sección de Fonética) y el Departamento de Español de 
la Universidad Católica de Nimega durante el período que va desde 1-1-1985 hasta 
1-1-1989. 
El objetivo principal fue el diseño y la construcción de un sistema que convierte cualquier 
texto español de su ortografía convencional a habla sintetizada que sea inteligible y casi 
natural. La conversión tendría que estar basada en reglas que en realidad traten de simular 
los procesos que tienen lugar cuando una persona lee un texto español en voz alta. Global-
mente podemos distinguir dos tipos de reglas, reglas lingüísticas y reglas fonéticas. 
El componente lingüístico del sistema es responsable por la conversión de caracteres impre-
sos a una representación fonética que consiste de los segmentos (alófonos) de un enunciado, 
aumentada por la información sobre suprasegmentos como acento lexical y entonación. Esta 
conversión incluye una serie de etapas diferentes. Primero, algunas "anomalías" como 
números, abreviaciones, y acrónimos son convertidas en formas pronunciables (es decir, pala-
bras representadas por minúsculas solamente). Después, todas las minúsculas son convertidas 
en los fonemas correspondientes. Luego, dependiendo del contexto, los fonemas pueden ser 
sujetos a cambios como la asimilación a un sonido adyacente. Los alófonos resultantes cons-
tituyen la parte segmental del enunciado que va a ser realizado. Ademas de estos alófonos, 
la representación fonética contiene marcas suprasegmentales que indican cuál es la sílaba 
que lleva el acento lexical y cuál movimiento entonativo ha de ser generado. 
En el componente fonético la representación segmental y suprasegmental producida por el 
componente lingüístico ha de ser convertida a sonido. Para realizar esta conversión el com-
ponente fonético primero asigna un conjunto de parámetros acústicos a cada segmento. Estos 
son los valores iniciales de los alófonos, los cuales pueden ser ajustados mediante las reglas 
fonéticas. Por ejemplo, las frecuencias de formantes pueden ser ajustadas a fin de producir 
transiciones formánticas adecuadas hacia sonidos adyacentes. A los suprasegmentos acento 
lexical y entonación también se asignan parámetros acústicos, en particular la frecuencia del 
fundamental. A base de las duraciones de las transiciones de cada segmento se realiza una 
interpolación linear entre los valores paramétncos de los segmentos. El resultado de la 
interpolación es una especificación completa de todos los parámetros de control del sintetiza-
dor a intervalos equidistantes de S mihsegundos. Luego, estas llamadas tramas paramétncas 
son pasadas al sintetizador, que acaba por calcular la señal acústica. 
La Introducción explica los objetivos de este estudio y discute algunas aplicaciones posibles 
en las que podrían aprovecharse los resultados. Además del objetivo principal (i.e. la reali-
zación de un sistema de conversión automática de texto a voz en español) se introducen dos 
objetivos auxiliares: primero, queremos examinar si los compiladores de reglas (que convier-
ten reglas escritas en un formalismo lingüístico familiar a un programa de ordenador), ori-
ginalmente desarrollados para la realización de un conversor de texto a voz en neerlandés, 
son suficientemente generales y robustos para construir un sistema semejante para otra len-
gua europea. Segundo, por tratar de simular los resultados de los procesos que tienen lugar 
cuando una persona lee un texto español en voz alta, intentamos desarrollar un sistema de 
reglas que describan el conocimiento lingüístico y fonético que es necesario para poder cum-
plir con esta tarea; las reglas lingüísticas y fonéticas tienen que estar formuladas con tanta 
explicidad que pueden ser ejecutadas por una máquina. Entre las aplicaciones mencionadas 
en la Introducción recordamos aquí los sistemas de información que pueden ser consultados 
por teléfono si la información deseada es disponible en forma de un texto computerizado. 
Otra aplicación posible esta en el campo de ayudas para minusválidos, por ejemplo una 
máquina lectora para los disminuidos de vista y una maquina hablante para los disminui-
dos de voz. 
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El capítulo 1 introduce el concepto de "conversión de texto a voz" mediante un resumen 
cronológico de asuntos que jugaron un papel en la evolución que llevó hasta la conversión 
de texto a voz en la actualidad. El resumen pasa revista a los desarrollos que llevan desde 
un aparato meramente sugestivo, por sistemas mecánicos y eléctricos, hasta la participación 
de ordenadores digitales. 
En el capítulo 2 la conversión de texto a voz se coloca dentro de un cuadro de comuni-
cación verbal; es decir, la cadena hablada (entre hablante y oyente) y su analogía con la 
situación comunicativa entre escritor y lector. Ambas situaciones comunicativas muestran 
vanos niveles que pueden ser rastreados en la arquitectura de nuestro sistema: un nivel 
lingüístico, uno fisiológico, y uno físico. En nuestro sistema de conversión de texto a voz el 
nivel lingüístico corresponde con las reglas lingüísticas. El nivel fisiológico (fonética articu-
latoria), que en la síntesis se simula electrónicamente, y el nivel físico (fonética acústica) 
son abordados en el componente fonético de nuestro sistema. 
Dentro de la arquitectura de nuestro sistema, tanto el componente lingüístico como el com-
ponente fonético vuelven a ser divididos en una serie de módulos, de los que cada uno 
cumple con una etapa diferente en la transformación de texto a sonido. Este procedimiento 
modular proporciona una manera más flexible y transparante de desarrollar reglas en com-
paración con el procedimiento de cambiar y comprobar constantemente programas enteros. 
Otra ventaja de la arquitectura de nuestro sistema es el uso de compiladores. En vez de 
escribir programas largos y complicados el diseñador de reglas puede utilizar una notación a 
la que lingüistas están acostumbrados. Los compiladores convierten esta notación de reglas a 
un programa de ordenador convencional. La notación utilizada en nuestro sistema está 
basada en la fonología generativa transformacional como se presentó en Chomsky & Halle 
(1968). 
La parte final del capítulo 2 presenta los datos específicamente españoles como se usan en 
la conversión. Primero, presentamos un inventario de todos los alófonos necesarios, y luego 
tratamos de los suprasegmentos acento lexical y entonación. Al tratar la entonación empeza-
mos por determinar cuál tipo de contorno ha de ser generado, utilizando principalmente los 
signos de puntuación; además, a base de la distinción entre palabras funcionales y palabras 
plenas, determinamos la palabra en la que podría efectuarse un movimiento entonativo. 
El capítulo 3 presenta las reglas del componente lingüístico, que es responsable por la con-
versión del texto de entrada ortográfico a una representación fonética enriquecida. Paso a 
paso tratamos de los subprocesos diferentes. Primero, tratamos de la normalización del 
texto, la que convierte abreviaciones, números romanos y arábigos, y acrónimos a formas 
pronunciables que consisten de minúsculas solamente. Luego, estas letras se convierten a los 
fonemas correspondientes. Después, hay reglas que asignan el acento lexical, reglas que divi-
den las palabras en silabas, y reglas que describen procesos como asimilación. Finalmente, 
hay reglas de entonación que añaden símbolos a la representación fonética, los cuales en el 
componente fonético son interpretados como movimientos entonativos. 
Los resultados de las reglas lingüísticas fueron examinados a base de un pequeño corpus de 
texto. En cuanto a los alófonos y los acentos lexicales la representación fonética resultó ser 
casi sin errores. Todos los errores ocurrieron en nombres propios no castellanos. La esti-
mación de las marcas de entonación hay que considerarla severamente limitada, porque se 
produjeron sólo unos contornos básicos, mientras que uno podría pensar en contornos más 
vanados. Sin embargo, a fin de realizar este tipo de variedad, nuestro sistema necesitaría 
disponer de la posibilidad de tener acceso a la información sintáctica necesaria. 
El capítulo 4 trata del componente fonético, que traduce el resultado del componente 
lingüístico a parámetros acústicos; estos valores tendrían que ser suficientes para sintetizar 
cada alófono en aislamiento. A fin de arreglar la coarticulación entre sonidos adyacentes, 
los valores iniciales se ajustan mediante las reglas fonéticas. 
Primero, describimos el sintetizador usado en este proyecto, asi que tenemos un inventario 
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de los parámetros acústicos en los que estamos interesados. Es precisamente este conjunto de 
parámetros a los que refieren los datos acústicos (descritos en el Párrafo 4.2). Luego, descri-
bimos las reglas fonéticas, que ajustan los valores iniciales a los sonidos adyacentes. 
La parte final del capítulo 4 describe los experimentos que se llevaron a cabo a fin de 
estimar la inteligibilidad y la naturalidad del producto final, i.e. el habla sintética. Once 
hablantes nativos del español participaron en los tests de escuchar. El test de inteligibilidad 
indicó que casi 85% de las palabras (presentadas en frases semánticamente impredecibles) 
fueron inteligibles. En el test de naturalidad los sujetos estimaron la naturalidad global de 
los enunciados sintetizados (frases normales, incluyendo dos tipos de interrogación, frases 
declarativas simples, y frases declarativas compuestas) en una escala que va desde 1 hasta 
10 inclusive; 1 significa "no natural" y 10 significa "muy natural". La nota media por 
frase fue 7.61, y la nota media por oyente fue 7.36, por lo que la calidad del habla sinte-
tizada resulta ser suficientemente natural. 
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Samenvatting 
Het project "Automatische tekst-naar-spraakomzetting voor het Spaans" werd uitgevoerd aan 
de Vakgroep Taal en Spraak (afdeling Fonetiek) en de Vakgroep Spaans van de Katholieke 
Universiteit te Nijmegen gedurende de periode van 1-1-1985 tot 1-1-1989. 
Het voornaamste doel van het hier beschreven onderzoek was het ontwerpen en bouwen 
van een systeem dat automatisch een willekeurige Spaanse tekst vanuit een normale spell-
ing omzet naar verstaanbare, quasi-natuurlijke synthetische spraak. De automatische omzet-
ting zou moeten berusten op regels die in feite de processen proberen te simuleren die zich 
afspelen wanneer een mens een Spaanse tekst hardop voorleest. Globaal kunnen we twee 
typen regels onderscheiden, taalkundige regels en fonetische regels. 
De taalkundige component van het systeem is verantwoordelijk voor de omzetting van 
gedrukte karakters in een fonetische representatie die bestaat uit de segmenten (allofonen) 
van een uiting aangevuld met informatie aangaande suprasegmenten als woordklemtoon en 
intonatiecontour. Deze omzetting behelst een aantal verschillende stappen. Allereerst worden 
eventuele "anomalieën" als cijfers, afkortingen, en acromemen omgezet in uitspreekbare 
woordvormen (dat wil zeggen, woorden geschreven in uitsluitend kleine letters). Vervolgens 
worden alle letters omgezet in de corresponderende fonemen. Voorts kunnen de fonemen, 
afhankelijk van hun contekst, veranderingen ondergaan (bijvoorbeeld door assimilatie aan 
een aangrenzende klank). De hieruit resulterende allofonen vormen het segméntele gedeelte 
van de te realiseren uiting. Naast deze allofonen wordt in de fonetische representatie aange-
geven op welke lettergreep de woordklemtoon valt, en welke intonatiebeweging gegenereerd 
moet worden. 
In de fonetische component moet de opgeleverde segméntele en suprasegmentele representatie 
worden omgezet in geluid. Daartoe kent de fonetische component allereerst een set van 
acoustische parameterwaarden toe aan elk segment. Het betreft hier de initiële doelwaarden 
van de allofonen, die door middel van fonetische regels aangepast kunnen worden. Zo kun-
nen, bijvoorbeeld, formantfrequenties aangepast worden om geschikte formanttransities tus-
sen aangrenzende klanken te bewerkstelligen. Ook aan de suprasegmenten woordklemtoon 
en intonatiecontour worden acoustische parameterwaarden toegekend, met name de grondfre-
quentie. Op basis van de transitieduren van elk segment vindt er een lineaire interpolatie 
plaats tussen de afzonderlijke parameterwaarden van de segmenten. Het resultaat van de 
interpolatie is een volledige specificatie van alle controleparameters van de synthetisator in 
equidistante tijdsintervallen van S milliseconden Deze zogenaamde parameterframes worden 
dan ingevoerd in de synthetisator die het uiteindelijke spraaksignaal berekent. 
De Inleiding verklaart de doelen van dit onderzoek en bespreekt enkele mogelijke toepassin-
gen die zouden kunnen profiteren van de resultaten. Behalve het hoofddoel (de realisatie 
van een automatisch tekst-naar-spraakomzettingssysteem voor het Spaans) zien we twee 
nevendoelen: Ten eerste, willen we onderzoeken of de regelcompilers (deze zetten regels die 
geschreven zijn in een gangbaar taalkundig formaat om in een computerprogramma) alge-
meen en krachtig genoeg zijn voor het bouwen van een vergelijkbaar systeem voor een 
andere Europese taal. Ten tweede, streven wij een simulatie na van de resultaten van de 
processen die zich afspelen wanneer een mens een Spaanse tekst hardop voorleest. Daartoe 
proberen wij een systeem te ontwikkelen op basis van regels die de taalkundige en fone-
tische kennis beschrijven die nodig is voor de uitvoering van die taak; de taalkundige en 
fonetische regels moeten zo expliciet geformuleerd zijn dat ze uitgevoerd kunnen worden 
door een machine. Van de in de Inleiding genoemde toepassingen vermelden we hier nog 
eens de informatie-verstrekkende systemen die via de telefoon geraadpleegd kunnen worden 
als de gewenste informatie beschikbaar is in de vorm van een computer-leesbare tekst. Een 
andere mogelijke toepassing ligt op het terrein van hulpmiddelen voor gehandicapten, 
bijvoorbeeld een leesmachine voor visueel gehandicapten en een spraakhulp voor vocaal 
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gehandicapten. 
Hoofdstuk 1 presenteert het concept "tekst-naar-spraakomzetting" aan de hand van een 
chronologisch overzicht van zaken die rol hebben gespeeld in de evolutie die leidde tot de 
hedendaagse tekst-naar-spraakomzetting via regels. Het overzicht volgt de ontwikkelingen 
vanaf een louter suggestief apparaat, via mechanische en electnsche systemen, tot de 
inbreng van digitale computers. 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt tekst-naar-spraakomzetting geplaatst m een kader van verbale com-
municatie; dat wil zeggen, de spraakketen (tussen spreker en luisteraar) en haar analogie 
met de communicatieve situatie tussen schrijver en lezer. Beide communicatieve situaties 
vertonen verscheidene niveaus die ook in de architectuur van ons systeem terug te vinden 
zijn: Een linguïstisch, een fysiologisch, en een fysisch niveau. In ons tekst-naar-spraakom-
zettingssysteem correspondeert het linguïstisch niveau met de linguïstische regels Het fysiol-
ogisch niveau (articulatonsche fonetiek), dat in de synthese electronisch gesimuleerd wordt, 
en het fysisch niveau (acoustische fonetiek) komen aan de orde in de fonetische component 
van ons systeem. 
In de architectuur van ons systeem worden zowel de linguïstische als de fonetische compo-
nent op hun beurt weer onderverdeeld in een serie modules, die elk een afzonderlijke stap 
in de omzetting van tekst naar geluid beregelen. Deze modulaire aanpak maakt de ont-
wikkeling van de benodigde regels flexibeler en inzichtelijker dan wanneer men voortdu-
rend een compleet computerprogramma zou moeten wijzigen en testen. Een ander voordeel 
van de architectuur van ons systeem is het gebruik van compilers. In plaats van het 
schrijven van uitgebreide en gecompliceerde computerprogramma's kan degene die de regels 
ontwikkelt gebruik maken van een notatie waarmee taalkundigen vertrouwd zijn. De com-
pilers zorgen ervoor dat deze regels omgezet worden in een conventioneel computerpro-
gramma. De regelnotatie die gebruikt wordt ш ons systeem is gebaseerd op de transforma­
tioneel-generatieve fonologie zoals die gepresenteerd is m Chomsky & Halle (1968). 
Het laatste gedeelte van hoofdstuk 2 presenteert de specifiek Spaanse data zoals ze gebruikt 
zijn in de omzetting. Allereerst, wordt er een inventaris gemaakt van alle benodigde allo-
fonen, en vervolgens worden de suprasegmenten woordklemtoon en intonatie belicht. Bij de 
behandeling van de intonatie bepalen we eerst welke intonatiecontour gegenereerd moet 
worden, voornamelijk door gebruik te maken van interpunctie; bovendien stellen we op 
basis van het onderscheid tussen functiewoorden en inhoudswoorden vast op welk woord 
een intonatiebeweging zou mogen plaatsvinden. 
Hoofdstuk 3 presenteert de regels van de linguïstische component, die verantwoordelijk is 
voor de omzetting van de orthografische invoertekst naar een uitgebreide fonetische repre-
sentatie. We behandelen de verschillende subprocessen stap voor stap. Allereerst behandelen 
we tekstnormalisatie, die afkortingen, Romeinse en Arabische cijfers, en acroniemen omzet 
in uitspreekbare woordvormen die bestaan uit uitsluitend kleine letters. Vervolgens wor-
den de letters omgezet in de corresponderende fonemen. Daarna volgen regels die woord-
klemtoon toekennen, regels die een woord m lettergrepen verdelen, en regels die processen 
als assimilatie beschrijven. Tenslotte, zijn er de intonatieregels die symbolen toevoegen aan 
de fonetische representatie, welke later in de fonetische component geïnterpreteerd worden 
als bepaalde intonatiebewegingen. 
De resultaten van de taalkundige regels werden vervolgens getoetst aan de hand van een 
klein tekstcorpus. De resulterende fonetische representatie bleek voor wat de allofonen en 
woordklemtonen betreft bijna foutloos. De gevonden fouten hadden alle betrekking op niet-
Castihaanse eigennamen. De beoordeling van de opgeleverde intonatietekens moet als uiterst 
beperkt beschouwd worden, aangezien er slechts een set basiscontouren geproduceerd werd, 
terwijl er natuurlijk ook meer gevarieerde contouren denkbaar zijn. Echter, om dit type 
variatie te realiseren, zou ons systeem moeten beschikken over de mogelijkheid om syntac-
tische informatie aan te boren. 
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In hoofdstuk 4 behandelen we de fonetische component, die de uitvoer van de linguistische 
component vertaalt naar acoustische parameterwaarden die nodig zijn om de synthetisator te 
sturen. De allofonen krijgen doelwaarden voor alle acoustische parameters; deze waarden 
zouden moeten volstaan om elke all ofoo η in isolatie te synthetiseren. Om de coarticulatie 
tussen aangrenzende klanken te beregelen, kunnen deze doelwaarden door middel van de 
fonetische regels aangepast worden. 
Allereerst beschrijven we de synthetisator die gebruikt is in dit project, zodat we een 
inventaris hebben van de acoustische parameters waarop we ons richten. Het zijn precies 
deze parameters waarop de acoustische data (beschreven in paragraaf 4.2) betrekking heb­
ben. Daarna beschrijven we de fonetische regels, die de oorspronkelijke doelwaarden aan­
passen aan de aangrenzende klanken. 
Het slot van hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de experimenten die zijn uitgevoerd om de verstaan­
baarheid en de natuurlijkheid van het eindproduct, de synthetische spraak, te testen. Elf 
sprekers die Spaans als moedertaal hadden, namen deel aan de luistertoetsen. De verstaan-
baarheidstest toonde aan dat bijna 85% van de woorden (aangeboden ш semantisch onvoor­
spelbare zinnen) verstaanbaar was In de natuurlijkheidstest beoordeelden de proefpersonen 
de globale natuurlijkheid van de gesynthetiseerde uitingen (normale zinnen, bestaande uit 
twee typen vragen, enkelvoudige stellende zinnen, en samengestelde stellende zinnen) met 
de cijfers van 1 tot en met 10, waarbij 1 stond voor "onnatuurlijk" en 10 voor "zeer 
natuurlijk". Het gemiddelde cijfer per zin was 7.61, en het gemiddelde cijfer per luisteraar 
was 7.36, waardoor de kwaliteit van de gesynthetiseerde spraak als voldoende natuurlijk 
kan worden beschouwd 
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